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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the Impact of a Home-Based Childhood Asthma
Intervention Program in Clark County, Nevada
An Abstract
by
Mackenzie Suzanne Burns
Dr. Shawn Gerstenberger, Examination Committee Chair
Interim Dean of the School of Community Health Sciences
Professor of Environmental and Occupational Health
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Asthma is a chronic, incurable, costly, and potentially life-threatening disease that
affects an estimated 7 million children in the United States; further, more than 56,000
Nevada children are currently living with asthma. The literature suggests that a number
of factors that contribute to either the development of asthma or the exacerbation of
asthma symptoms in sensitive individuals can be traced to the home environment. Given
that the majority of Americans spend over 90% of their time indoors, of which two-thirds
are spent at home, a home-based childhood asthma intervention program represents a
unique primary prevention opportunity. This pre-experimental study evaluated the
impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention program in Clark County, Nevada
based on: 1) the presence of recognized environmental contributors to asthma within the
home environment, 2) caregivers’ general knowledge about asthma, and 3) the selfreported symptoms and burden of the disease. Self-report and observational data were
collected from participants (N = 17 homes; N = 25 asthmatic children ≤17 years old)
before and after the intervention for comparison. Non-parametric Wilcoxon signed ranks
tests were performed to test hypotheses. Statistical analyses identified statistically
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significant decreases (p ≤ 0.05), post-intervention, in the areas of: frequency of selfreported and observed environmental asthma triggers; frequency of asthma symptoms
experienced by the child (notably decreased use of short-acting medications) in the prior
month; as well as frequency of missed school days due to asthma in the prior month. The
study supports the findings in the literature that suggest that a multi-faceted home-based
asthma intervention program may be an effective component of an overall pediatric
asthma control strategy in Clark County, Nevada.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of the study was to evaluate the impact of a home-based asthma
intervention program targeting children (≤17 years old in age) in Clark County, Nevada.
The study examined the intervention program’s impact on: caregivers’ (i.e., participating
parents or guardians of children with asthma) general knowledge of asthma; the presence
of environmental contributors to asthma development and environmental triggers of
asthma symptoms in the home; the frequency of symptoms experienced by the asthmatic
child and the overall burden of the disease, which may be due to the home conditions.
The study also served to educate participants on the importance of understanding
pediatric asthma, the home-based triggers most associated with asthma, the need for
effective asthma case management, and the benefits of home-based intervention
programs.
Research Questions


What is the impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention program on
the presence of recognized environmental contributors to asthma within a home
environment?



What is the impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention program on
caregivers’ general knowledge about asthma?



What is the impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention program on
the self-reported symptoms and burden of the disease?
Hypotheses

The study was pre-experimental (one group pre-test/post-test) by design and,
therefore, sought to evaluate the impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention
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program by examining the difference between pre- and post-intervention measures within
one study cohort followed over time. All study participants that met inclusion criteria
(e.g., homes with asthmatic children aged ≤17 years old) received the intervention. The
intervention included the delivery of asthma-specific education and household supplies
intended to: reduce the presence of environmental asthma triggers in the home and ensure
all participating homes met an equivalent, minimum standard in terms of asthma-related
home health (i.e., all homes have adequate cleaning supplies; all homes have Integrated
Pest Management supplies, if applicable; all asthmatic children sleep on allergenreducing pillow and mattress covers; all homes have asthma-educated caregivers). All
study participants had a number of measures collected (prior to the intervention and
duplicated after the intervention was implemented); as such, the intervention group
provided the sole data for analysis. A separate control group was not utilized in this
study; instead, the participating cases served as their own controls.
The study tested a number of hypotheses to infer the impact of the home-based
childhood asthma intervention program on the study participants. A number of tools had
been developed to collect necessary data (APPENDIX A); data collected included both
self-reported data from the study participants and observational data collected by the
study investigators. It is important to note that the inherent biases associated with selfreported data (i.e., response bias, recall bias) may have subjectively skewed the data. As
such, where data were collected from both self-report and observational sources, as in
Hypothesis 1, the statistical analysis was conducted separately to test sub-hypotheses, as
indicated below. Differences between the self-reported and observed data are discussed
in CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS OF THE STUDY. Finally, a number of the self-report study
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hypotheses are further divided into applicable sub-hypotheses, as demonstrated below; in
such instances, the overarching hypothesis will be tested, as will each sub-hypothesis
individually.
The intent of the study was to collect applicable data that were used to test the
following alternate hypotheses:
H1-1A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported types of
environmental asthma triggers in the home, following participation in a
home-based childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than
the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H1-2A: The median post-intervention frequency of observed environmental
asthma triggers in the home, following participation in a home-based
childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than the median
pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)

H2A:

The median post-intervention score of caregivers’ general knowledge about
asthma, following participation in a home-based childhood asthma intervention
program, will be higher than the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int < Mdpost-int)

H3A:

The median post-intervention overall frequency of self-reported monthly asthma
symptoms, following participation in a home-based childhood asthma
intervention program, will be lower than the overall frequency pre-intervention
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H3-1A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported monthly daytime
asthma symptoms, following participation in a home-based childhood
asthma intervention program, will be lower than the monthly median preintervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H3-2A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported monthly
nighttime asthma symptoms, following participation in a home-based
childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than the monthly
median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
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H3-3A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported monthly use of
short-acting medications, following participation in a home-based
childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than the monthly
median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H3-4A: The median post-intervention self-reported activity limitations, following
participation in a home-based childhood asthma intervention program, will
be lower than the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)

H4A:

The median post-intervention overall frequency of self-reported asthma-related
health care visits per six month period, following participation in a home-based
childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than the median preintervention
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H4-1A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported asthma-related
doctor’s office visits per six month period, following participation in a
home-based childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than
the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H4-2A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported asthma-related
emergency room/urgent care visits per six month period, following
participation in a home-based childhood asthma intervention program, will
be lower than the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
H4-3A: The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported asthma-related
hospital admissions per six month period, following participation in a
home-based childhood asthma intervention program, will be lower than
the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)

H5A:

The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported asthma-related missed
school days per month, following participation in a home-based childhood asthma
intervention program, will be lower than the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
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H6A:

The median post-intervention frequency of self-reported asthma-related caregiver
missed work days per month, following participation in a home-based childhood
asthma intervention program, will be lower than the median pre-intervention.
(Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int)
Significance of the Study

Asthma is a chronic, incurable, and potentially life-threatening disease that affects an
estimated 300 million people worldwide (National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
[NHLBI], 2013). In the United States alone, it is estimated that as many as 7 million
children have asthma, as well as nearly 19 million adults (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention [CDC], 2012; President’s Task Force on Environmental Health Risks and
Safety Risks to Children [Task Force], 2012). From the 1980s through the mid-1990s,
the prevalence of asthma in the United States more than doubled; the peak of the spike
was a prevalence rate of 7.5% in 1995 (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009; Cohn,
Elias, & Chupp, 2004). From 1980 – 1996, the prevalence of asthma in the United States
grew approximately 4.6% annually (Akinbami et al., 2009). Additionally, although not at
the same pace, the nationwide prevalence of asthma continues to slowly rise; it has grown
nearly 15% in the last decade (Akinbami, 2006; CDC, 2012). Current asthma prevalence
increased from 7.3% in 2001 to 8.4% in 2010 (Akinbami et al., 2012). Further, early
release data from the 2012 National Health Interview Survey estimate the current
prevalence of asthma in the United States for persons of all ages to be at an all-time high
of 8.5% (National Center for Health Statistics [NCHS], 2013).
Asthma carries particular significance in Nevada. Data demonstrate that Nevada’s
lifetime adult asthma prevalence rate (14.5% in 2010) exceeds the national average
(CDC, 2010); further, in 2010, the rate was at a ten year high, as seen below in Figure 1.
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Adult Asthma
Weighted Percentage

Lifetime Adult Asthma Prevalence;
United States and Nevada, 2000-2010
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%

Nevada
United States

Year

Figure 1: Lifetime Adult Asthma Prevalence; United States and Nevada, 2000-2010
(Figure created using data from: CDC, 2010)

In terms of childhood asthma, Nevada also exceeded averages in 2010 for current
prevalence; Nevada’s overall childhood prevalence rate was 8.6% in 2010, while the
average rate of the 38 participating and reporting states was 8.4% (NCEH, 2011).
Considering Nevada’s population estimates for 2010 (2,700,551 people) and the
percentage of children under age 18 in Nevada (24.4%), an 8.6% asthma prevalence rate
indicates that more than 56,000 Nevada children are living with asthma (United States
Census Bureau [USCB], 2013). Further, it is speculated that childhood asthma
prevalence rates in Nevada may be understated; for example, in 2006, the asthma
prevalence rate in the Clark County School District (the fourth largest school district in
the nation), for children from kindergarten to high school, was 9.1%; a prevalence which
in and of itself may be administratively underestimated (Moonie, Cross, Guillermo, &
Gupta, 2010). Additionally, when childhood current asthma prevalence rates are further
broken down into age categories, differences between ages and across time are also
apparent. Figure 2 below demonstrates differences in current asthma prevalence among
different age groups for the years of 2006 – 2010; these data highlight the fact that
6

asthma in Nevada continues to be a concern for a great number of children, particularly
as prevalence rates for 5 – 14 year olds were at a five year high in 2010 (NCEH, 2011).

Prevalence of Current Asthma in Children; Nevada, 2006-2010
14%

Prevalence Rate

12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
0 - 4 years old
5 - 9 years old
10 - 14 years old
15 - 17 years old

2006
5.9%
6.3%
6.9%
12.5%

2007
4.7%
5.6%
6.6%
10.5%

2008
6.7%
6.9%
8.3%
10.2%

2009
8.0%
6.4%
5.1%
5.8%

2010
4.0%
12.6%
10.7%
9.9%

Figure 2: Prevalence of Current Asthma in Children; Nevada, 2006-2010
(Figure created using data from: NCEH, 2011)

Additionally, the burden of asthma is not felt simply through its prevalence; the
burden in terms of health care expenditures, absenteeism from work and school, as well
as mortality remains high (Akinbami, 2006; Cohn et al., 2004; Moonie, Sterling, Figgs, &
Castro, 2008; Vork, Broadwin, & Blaisdell, 2007). It is estimated that asthma costs more
than $50 billion annually in health care costs and lost productivity (CDC, 2012; Task
Force, 2012). Further, asthma is the leading cause of hospitalization among young
children and thousands of people die each year due to complications with asthma (CDC,
2012; Cohn et al., 2004).
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Asthma is a significant public health concern that warrants attention and action to
improve the quality of life of all affected. The federal government has recognized this
need and has developed specific asthma objectives for the Healthy People 2020 agenda;
Healthy People 2020 strives to improve nationwide health through the establishment of a
number of measurable and science-based objectives (United States Department of Health
and Human Services [DHHS], 2013). The 2020 agenda identified eight objectives (many
with sub-objectives) to address the problem of asthma in the nation; in summary,
objectives are aimed at: reducing asthma mortality; reducing critical health care
utilization; reducing activity limitations for asthmatics; reducing missed work and school
days; increasing formal patient education and appropriate asthma care; as well as,
increasing state-level comprehensive asthma surveillance (DHHS, 2013).
To add to these objectives, the President’s Task Force on Environmental Health Risks
and Safety Risks to Children has also developed an Action Plan, through the consensus of
a number of federal agencies, to address asthma disparities that exist among poor and
minority youth (Task Force, 2012). The Action Plan includes several strategies: 1)
reduce barriers to the implementation of guidelines-based asthma management; 2)
enhance capacity to deliver integrated, comprehensive asthma care to children in
communities with racial and ethnic asthma disparities; 3) improve capacity to identify the
children most impacted by asthma disparities; and 4) accelerate efforts to identify and test
interventions that may prevent the onset of asthma among ethnic and racial minority
children (Task Force, 2012). Each strategy also proposes a number of priority actions
necessary to achieve the over-arching goals.
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This research study is significant in that it aligns with federal priorities to reduce the
overall burden of asthma on our nation’s children. Specifically, the goals and activities
of the study mirror many of those that are nationally proposed (e.g., reducing
environmental exposures; utilizing a home-based health and housing program to identify
opportunities to improve asthma management; re-enforcing asthma self-management
education) (NHLBI, 2007; Task Force, 2012). The study will contribute to the overall
field of public health and, specifically, to the areas of childhood asthma research and the
healthy homes concept (discussed in later detail). Further, the study has the potential to
identify the benefit of a home-based asthma intervention program specifically for Clark
County, Nevada children. No current literature exists explicitly in this area; therefore,
addressing this knowledge gap makes the study a novel and worthwhile endeavor.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The Disease Asthma
Pathophysiology
Asthma is a common, chronic disease of the respiratory system, characterized by
inflammation of the airways (Akinbami, Moorman, Garbe, & Sondik, 2009; American
Lung Association [ALA], 2012; Breysse et al., 2004; Cohn et al., 2004; Homer & Elias,
2000; Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2000; NHLBI, 2007). The pathophysiology of
asthma includes a complex immune response with involvement from a number of cell
types and can follow allergic or non-allergic pathways (IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007).
Inflammation of the airways limits airflow and contributes to airway
hyperresponsiveness, sometimes referred to as “twitchy” airways (Cohn et al., 2004).
This airway inflammation is persistent even when patients are asymptomatic, but also
contributes to the expression of symptoms that are characteristic of the disease (Cohn et
al., 2004; NHLBI, 2007). In many cases, airway structures are perpetually altered, due
to: basement membrane fibrosis, mucus hypersecretion, injury to epithelial cells, smooth
muscle hypertrophy or hyperplasia, angiogenesis, etc. (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Cohn
et al. 2004; Holgate, 2011; Homer & Elias, 2000; NHLBI, 2007). These permanent
changes are referred to as airway remodeling (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Cohn et al.,
2004; IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007). Evidence of airway remodeling may exist even in
mild cases of asthma, but is extremely common in severe cases; severe cases often
present with airway thickening in almost all airways, including the smallest bronchioles
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(Homer & Elias, 2000). Airway remodeling contributes to both the severity and the
chronicity of the disease (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Cohn et al., 2004; NHLBI, 2007).
Role of Inflammatory Cells. The cells involved in asthma pathophysiology are
consistent, regardless of the severity of the disease (NHLBI, 2007). Characteristic
asthma inflammation is a response to the presence and activities of a number of cell types
(e.g., neutrophils, dendritic cells, macrophages); however, three cell types are considered
largely responsible: mast cells, T cells, and eosinophils (IOM, 2004; NHLBI, 2007). The
majority of asthmatics (approximately 80%) experience allergic asthma; the role of
inflammatory cells in this type of asthma is discussed below (Cohn et al., 2004; IOM,
2000).
Mast Cells. Mast cells originate in the bone marrow, but are widely distributed
throughout the tissues of the body (Brightling, Bradding, Pavord, & Wardlaw, 2003).
Some studies have shown that the number of mast cells in asthmatic individuals is
increased, as compared to controls, and that mast cells may be more localized in
bronchial smooth muscle in asthmatics (Brightling et al., 2003). In general, mast cells’
presence throughout the layers of airways allows for their response to inhaled stimuli.
Activation of mast cells occurs when a cross-linkage of the inflammatory antibody
Immunoglobulin E (IgE) and inhaled stimuli bind to the high-affinity receptors on mast
cells (Holgate, 2011; NHLBI, 2007). In asthma sufferers, the majority of airway mast
cells exist in this activated state (Busse & Lemanske, 2001). Activated mast cells are
responsible for the production and secretion of mediators of inflammation and
bronchoconstriction (i.e., histamine, prostaglandins, and leukotrienes) and proinflammatory cytokines, such as Interleukin (IL)-4, IL-5, and IL-13 (Brightling et al.,
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2003; Busse & Lemanske, 2001). The release of these mediators has an effect on smooth
muscle contraction, which increases airway hyperresponsiveness and also contributes to
mucus secretion, both critical characteristics of asthma (Holgate, 2011; NHLBI, 2007).
T Cells. In human lymph fluid, there are two types of lymphocyte helper CD4+ T
cells, referred to simply as type 1 helper T (Th1) cells and type 2 helper T (Th2) cells
based on their cytokine-release profiles (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; IOM, 2000). T cells
of both types are responsible for the body’s cell-mediated immune response, with Th1
cells linked to antimicrobial defense and autoimmunity and Th2 cells linked to parasite
defense and allergen response (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Holgate, 2011). Th1 and Th2
cells act as reciprocal inhibitors of the other’s pro-inflammatory cytokine production
(Busse & Lemanske, 2001). As such, it has been suggested that an imbalance of Th1 and
Th2 cells, with a skew towards Th2 cells, may contribute to the development and
progression of atopic diseases such as asthma; Th1 cells do not appear to produce
characteristics of asthma (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Cohn et al., 2004; Hagendorens et
al., 2004; IOM, 2000). As such, asthmatic inflammation is largely attributed to Th2 cells
alone (Homer & Elias, 2000).
In asthmatics, the Th2 cells express a number of surface proteins, which demonstrates
that, like mast cells, Th2 cells exist in the airways in an activated state (Corrigan & Kay,
1990). In this activated state, Th2 cells specifically produce cytokines (i.e., IL-4, IL-5,
IL-13 granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor [GM-CSF]), which are the
mediators of inflammation and which may contribute to airway remodeling (Busse &
Lemanske, 2001; Cohn et al., 2004). Further, IL-4 and IL-13 from T cells are the first to
signal synthesis of IgE by another type of lymphocyte, B cells (Busse & Lemanske,
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2001). Through a complex process, B cells also become activated, then synthesize and
release IgE (Busse & Lemanske, 2001). Once formed, IgE antibodies circulate in the
bloodstream and become available to bind to a variety of receptors on target cells (e.g.
mast cells, eosinophils); when bound to receptors and exposed to antigens, target cells
themselves become activated and subsequently release inflammatory mediators (Busse &
Lemanske, 2001). As such, the severity of asthma has been linked to IgE synthesis
(Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Corrigan & Kay, 1990). Figure 3 below demonstrates the
interaction between T cells and B cells that result in IgE synthesis and the subsequent
physiological effects of asthma.

Figure 3: Asthma-Related Lymphocyte Interactions in IgE Synthesis
(Figure source: Busse & Lemanske, 2001)
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Eosinophils. The release of IL-5 from mast cells, in combination with IL-3 and GMCSF release from T cells, causes the differentiation and maturation of eosinophils in the
bone marrow (Busse & Lemanske, 2001). Mature eosinophils then migrate from the
bone marrow to the airways, through a series of steps that begins with cell rolling (Busse
& Lemanske, 2001). Once in the airways, mature eosinophils release a number of dense
intracellular granule proteins (e.g., major basic protein, peroxidase, cationic protein)
(Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Holgate, 2011; IOM, 2000). These inflammatory proteins
injure tissues and, like mast cells, release leukotrienes that further contribute to the
smooth muscle hyperresponsiveness and vascular permeability associated with asthma
(Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Homer & Elias, 2000). Figure 4 below demonstrates the
interplay between eosinophils, mast cells, Th2 cells, and their associated mediators in the
pathophysiology of asthma.

Figure 4: Role of Inflammatory Cells in Asthma
(Figure source: Busse & Lemanske, 2001)
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Clinical Manifestations. Although asthma is a chronic disease, the clinical
manifestations (or symptoms of asthma) can vary greatly between individuals and within
the same individual over time, even to the point that they seem to effectively disappear
(Cohn et al., 2004; NHBLI, 2007). As mentioned, asthma symptoms are the result of a
number of physiologic changes to the airways, which may or may not be allergic in
nature, including: bronchoconstriction (due to inflammation and smooth muscle
constriction), edema (due to increased vascular permeability), and hyperresponsiveness to
stimuli (Brightling et al., 2003; NHLBI, 2007; Miles, 2005). Often these structural
changes to the airways precede the manifestation of asthma symptoms by years (Cohn et
al. 2004).
Bronchoconstriction occurs when smooth muscle surrounding the bronchioles quickly
contracts and narrows the airway in response to stimuli (e.g., allergens, irritants, physical
activity) (NHLBI, 2007). This response is well-understood as it pertains to allergeninduced bronchoconstriction. Exposure to allergens results in the IgE-dependent release
of mediators such as histamine, leukotrienes, and prostaglandins from mast cells that
directly influence contraction (NHLBI, 2007). Airway edema is often the result of
persistent inflammation, mucus hypersecretion, and hypertrophy of bronchiole smooth
muscle – factors that may also contribute to permanent airway remodeling (NHLBI,
2007). As with edema, continued inflammation is also a major factor in determining the
degree of airway hyperresponsiveness. Airway hyperresponsiveness is characterized by
exaggerated bronchoconstriction in response to stimuli (IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007). The
complex interaction of these physiologic changes is the hallmark of asthma.
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As a result of these physiologic changes in the airways, clinical asthma symptoms
generally present as: recurrent episodes of wheezing, shortness of breath (dyspnea), chest
tightness or chest pain, and coughing (Akinbami, 2006; CDC, 2011; CDC, 2012;
Holgate, 2011; EPA, 2008; IOM, 2004; NHLBI, 2007). Symptoms commonly occur at
night or in the early morning, often disrupting sleep (NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012).
Symptoms themselves may be acute or chronic and may or may not respond immediately
to treatment (NHLBI, 2007). Asthma symptoms may also be temporal or locationspecific, likely due to an increased presence of asthma triggers, discussed in later detail
(NHLBI, 2012). In some scenarios, asthma symptoms become exacerbated; these
occurrences are often referred to as asthma episodes or asthma attacks.
Asthma Attacks. Individuals with asthma may frequently experience periods of
reversible airway obstruction known as an asthma attack (Akinbami et al., 2012). An
asthma attack (“episode”, “exacerbation”, or “flare-up”) occurs when the onset of
symptoms gets acutely more intense or more frequent, usually in response to stimuli
(Akinbami et al., 2012; ALA, 2012; IOM, 2004; NHLBI, 2012). The acute symptoms in
an asthma attack are typically the result of a bronchospasm and can usually be resolved
through the use of quick-relief medication; however, depending on the level of
inflammation and the exposure to a trigger, an untreated asthma attack may last anywhere
from minutes to days (American College of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology [ACAAI],
2010; NHLBI, 2007). While the symptoms of an asthma attack may subside with or
without the use of medication, all asthma attacks should be taken seriously and should be
addressed immediately (NHLBI, 2007). Severe attacks may require hospitalization and
can sometimes be fatal (ALA, 2012; EPA, 2008; NHLBI, 2012). Figure 5 below
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demonstrates the physiologic differences between a normal airway and the features of an
airway during an asthma attack. In the figure, A) shows the location of the lungs and
airways in the body, B) shows a cross-section of a normal airway, and C) shows a crosssection of an airway during asthma symptoms.

Figure 5: Normal and Asthmatic Airways
(Figure source: NHLBI, 2012)
The prevalence of asthma attacks in the United States has increased with the overall
disease prevalence. In 2008, nearly 12 million asthma sufferers (approximately 50% of
asthmatics) experienced an asthma attack, the majority of whom (57%) were children
(CDC, 2011). The asthma attack frequency increased in 2011, when an estimated 13.2
million Americans had an asthma attack; of these, more than four million asthma attacks
were had by children (ALA, 2012). Since 1999, asthmatic children between the ages of 5
to 17 years old have been at greatest risk of having an asthma attack (ALA, 2012).
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Further risk factors for increased asthma attack prevalence include being female and
being of non-Hispanic black race (ALA, 2012).
Asthma Diagnosis, Management, and Treatment
Asthma Diagnosis. The diagnosis of asthma is somewhat complex and has been
shown to vary amongst medical professionals, across locations, and over time (IOM,
2000; Strachan, 1999). Generally, diagnosis of asthma by a medical professional
typically involves: a discussion of medical history, a physical examination, and
diagnostic lung function tests (NHLBI, 2012). The medical history includes a discussion
of characteristic symptoms (including any trends or identified triggers) and any family
history of asthma or other allergic conditions (NHLBI, 2007). While the symptoms of
asthma themselves are objective, the self-reporting of symptoms by patients or caregivers
may complicate diagnosis (Strachan, 1999).
Alternatively, the physical examination is better standardized and is focused primarily
on the upper respiratory tract, chest, and skin (NHLBI, 2007). Lung function is often
tested via spirometry; spirometry measures both the volume of air taken in and forced out
of the lungs after a complete inhalation, as well as the speed with which one can expel air
(NHLBI, 2012). Common spirometry measures include: forced expiratory volume in 1
second (FEV1), forced expiratory volume in 6 seconds (FEV6; often used in diagnosing
older adults), forced vital capacity (FVC), as well as the proportion of FEV1/FVC, which
is an indicator of airway obstruction (NHLBI, 2007). Additional diagnostic tests may
include: allergy testing, bronchoprovocation tests (a specialized type of repeated-measure
spirometry under challenge), chest x-rays, bronchoalveloar lavage, etc. to rule out
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differential diagnoses (NHLBI, 2012; Warner, Pohunek, Marguet, Roche, & Clough,
2000).
Asthma affects people of all ages, but symptoms often begin in childhood (IOM,
2000; NHLBI, 2012). However, diagnosing children with asthma can sometimes be
difficult. It is especially challenging to diagnose asthma in children less than five years
of age, as asthma symptoms may be similar to those of other respiratory conditions and
physiologically smaller airways may contribute to wheezing (Akinbami, 2006; CDC,
2013; IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2012; Martinez et al., 1995; Warner et al., 2000).
Differentiating asthma from other wheezing conditions that are common in young
children is important; as wheezing is not always indicative of future asthma development
(Martinez et al., 1995; Strachan, 1999). Although it may be difficult to diagnose asthma
in young children, it is viewed as a critical window. Recognizing and beginning
treatment for asthma before age five may reduce later lung function decline (Busse &
Lemanske, 2001; Martinez et al. 1995). As lung function tests are often difficult to
perform on such young children, a reliance on medical history and the presence of
symptoms are used most frequently as diagnostic tools for early childhood asthma
(NHLBI, 2012). Regardless of age, once a patient has been diagnosed with asthma, the
focus switches to classifying the severity of the disease, to better inform treatment
decisions.
Severity of Asthma. Classifying the severity of asthma (the intrinsic intensity of the
disease) is an important step to determining an effective treatment strategy (NHLBI,
2007). The complex pathophysiology of asthma includes an interaction between airflow
obstruction, bronchial hyperresponsiveness, inflammation, as well as the associated
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cytokine mediators (e.g., IL-4, IL-5, IL-13), and the degree of this interaction dictates the
eventual severity of the disease (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; NHLBI, 2007). The
diagnostic procedures and tests, described above, assist clinicians with the classification
of asthma severity. Phenotypic patterns of asthma severity include: intermittent or
persistent, with sub-classifications of mild, moderate, and severe (NHLBI, 2007). Table
1 below identifies the characteristics of each severity phenotype, dependent on the
patient’s age; severity is assigned to the most severe category in which any impairment
occurs (NHLBI, 2007). The table highlights impairment areas of distinction between age
groups.

Table 1:

Classification Guidelines for Asthma Severity Based on Impairment
(Table created using data from: NHLBI, 2007)

IMPAIRMENT

SYMPTOMS
NIGHTTIME
AWAKENINGS
USE OF SHORTACTING
MEDICATION
INTERFERENCE
WITH NORMAL
ACTIVITY

AGE
(YEARS)
0–4
5 – 11
≥12
0–4
5 – 11
≥12
0–4
5 – 11
≥12
0–4
5 – 11
≥12
0–4

5 – 11
LUNG
FUNCTION

≥12

CLASSIFICATION OF ASTHMA SEVERITY
PERSISTENT
MILD
MODERATE
SEVERE

INTERMITTENT
≤2 days/week

>2 days/week,
not daily

0

1 – 2x/month

≤2x/month

3 – 4x/month

≤2 days/week

>2 days/week,
not daily

Daily

Throughout the
day

None

Minor
limitation

Some limitation

Extremely
limited

N/A

N/A

N/A

 FEV1 >80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
>80%

 FEV1 = 60
– 80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
= 75 – 80%

 FEV1 <60%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
<75%

 FEV1 >80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
normal

 FEV1 >60 –
<80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
reduced 5%

 FEV1 <60
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
reduced
>5%

N/A
 Normal FEV1
between
attacks
 FEV1 >80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
>85%
 Normal FEV1
between
attacks
 FEV1 >80%
predicted
 FEV1/FVC
normal
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Daily
3 – 4x/month
>1x week, not
nightly

Throughout the
day
>1x/week
Often 7x/week

Asthma Management. Asthma cannot be cured and may not be fully prevented, but
it can be managed and controlled (CDC, 2012; EPA, 2006; Nathan et al., 2004; NHLBI,
2012). Well-controlled asthma eliminates the symptoms and the burden of the disease
(e.g., missed school or work, the inability to partake in physical activities, frequent trips
to emergency departments), as well as helps patients maintain good lung function and
reduces the need for quick-acting medications (CDC, 2013; Nathan et al., 2004; NHLBI,
2012). Controlling asthma involves: working with medical professionals to treat any
conditions that may adversely affect asthma management, avoiding asthma triggers, as
well as developing and following an Asthma Action Plan (NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012).
An Asthma Action Plan, developed under the supervision of a medical professional,
provides guidance and instruction on: taking medications properly (i.e., quantity and
frequency), avoiding personal asthma triggers, tracking the level of asthma control, how
to respond to worsening symptoms, and when one should seek additional or emergency
care (NHLBI, 2012). For children with asthma, all caregivers or adults involved in the
child’s activities should be aware of the Asthma Action Plan (NHLBI, 2012) Further, as
the level of asthma control can vary over time and with changes in environments, the
Asthma Action Plan should be regularly reviewed by a medical professional (NHLBI,
2012). An example Asthma Action Plan can be seen in APPENDIX B.
Keeping asthma under control also involves tracking symptoms, checking peak flow
numbers (with a hand-held meter, to determine expiratory function), and regularly getting
asthma check-ups (NHLBI, 2012). Asthma is considered to be well-controlled when:
symptoms are no more frequent than twice a week and do not impede sleep more than
one or two nights a month; quick-relief medications are needed no more than twice a
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week; no more than one asthma attack per year requires oral corticosteroids; and peak
flow does not drop below 80% of personal best (NHLBI, 2012). Regular asthma checkups allow medical professionals to assess the level of asthma control across a number of
dimensions (e.g., measures of lung function, presence of symptoms, effects on quality of
life) (NHLBI, 2012). However, when time-constraints or other factors limit a physician’s
ability to assess asthma control effectively on all measures, a quantitative Asthma
Control Test may be reliably used to determine asthma control (Nathan et al., 2004).
The questionnaire items on the Asthma Control Test assess asthma control in critical
areas (e.g., asthma symptoms, use of quick-relief medications, impact of asthma on
regular activities), based on the NHLBI National Asthma Education and Prevention
Program’s asthma management guidelines (Nathan et al., 2004; NHLBI, 2007; Schatz et
al., 2006). The five-item questionnaire (as seen in APPENDIX C) has been proven to be
a rapid, valid, and reliable tool for use in a variety of settings; using an Asthma Control
Test may actually provide a more reliable assessment of asthma control, as without the
questionnaire, both patients and physicians tend overestimate (Nathan et al., 2004; Schatz
et al., 2006). Proper assessments of the level of asthma control can inform and adjust
treatment options as necessary to effectively manage asthma.
Asthma Treatment. Effective treatment of asthma, particularly in the early stages,
may reduce the impact of airway remodeling and subsequent lung function decline
(Warner et al., 2000). In general, asthma is treated with two types of medication groups:
long-term control and quick-relief; treatment options are decided based on the severity of
the asthma (NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012). Some medications are available orally, in a
pill form, but most are distributed directly into the airways with an inhaler, sometimes
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with an added spacer for proper delivery (Holgate, 2011; NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012).
Alternatively, some medications are administered through the use of a nebulizer; a
nebulizer ensures that a fine mist of medication enters the airways (NHLBI, 2012). In
severe cases, an injection of anti-IgE medication may be provided bi-weekly or once per
month (NHLBI, 2012). The development of antibodies against IgE has been shown to be
an effective asthma treatment (NHLBI, 2007). The options for asthma treatment continue
to grow as there is more and more understanding of the immunologically-mediated
actions of asthma (Busse & Lemanske, 2001); however, presently, the two traditional
pharmacotherapies remain the most common and the combination of a long-term control
medication and a quick-relief medication effectively treats most mild-to-moderate
asthmatics (Holgate, 2011).
Long-Term Control Medication. The primary purpose of long-term control
medications is to reduce inflammation and eliminate symptoms; most long-term control
medications are taken daily (NHLBI, 2007: NHLBI, 2012). Inhaled corticosteroids
(synthetic versions of hormones synthesized in the adrenal cortex) are the preferred longterm control medication for asthma; corticosteroids act to inhibit inflammatory mediators
and up-regulate anti-inflammatory mediators (Corrigan & Kay, 1990; NHLBI, 2007; van
der Velden, 1998). Reducing inflammation, in turn, can reduce symptoms of airway
hyperresponsiveness and can improve overall asthma control (NHLBI, 2007). When
taken daily, corticosteroids dramatically reduce inflammation; however, inflammation
and the associated asthma symptoms generally recur whenever treatment is ceased (Cohn
et al., 2004; van der Velden, 1998). Additionally, although corticosteroid medications
are effective at controlling inflammation, there is limited evidence that they can reverse
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airway remodeling; thus, supporting the fact that asthma can be controlled but, as yet, not
cured (Cohn et al., 2004). Further, as with all medications, long-term control asthma
medications can have side effects (e.g., increased risk for thrush, cataracts, or
osteoporosis); however, the benefits to asthmatics are considered to greatly outweigh the
risks (NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012).
Quick-Relief Medication. In addition to long-term control medications, asthmatics
are also often prescribed quick-relief (or "rescue") medications. These quick-relief
medications are intended to be used, via an inhaler, only during an exacerbation of
asthma symptoms (NHLBI, 2012). Quick-relief medications should not be used as a
substitute for long-term control medications, as they have no effect on inflammation
(NHLBI, 2012). Instead, quick-relief medications (also referred to as bronchodialators)
act to rapidly relax the bronchoconstriction associated with an asthma attack, which
subsequently opens the airways (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI,
2012). All asthmatics should have quick-relief medications readily available to them at
all times, in case of emergency; it is particularly important for school staff to have access
to these medications in the case of an asthmatic child (NHLBI, 2012).
Burden of Asthma
Morbidity. Asthma is a major cause of disability in the United States, particularly
for children (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009). The morbidity caused by asthma
is largely associated with airway remodeling and inflammation, which ultimately result in
lung function decline (Homer & Elias, 2000). Lung function decline is generally
determined using FVC and FEV1 measurements (Priftis et al., 2009). Lung function
decline is greater in asthmatic children than in non-asthmatic children and the lung
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function decline occurs more rapidly in asthmatic adults than in non-asthmatics; these
observations contribute to the understanding of asthma as both a chronic and progressive
disease (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Homer & Elias, 2000; Lange, Parner, Vestbo,
Schnohr, & Jensen, 1998; Martinez et al. 1995). Nonetheless, even minor asthma
symptoms that do not contribute drastically to airway remodeling can negatively impact
an individual’s overall quality of life (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009). Asthma
is a leading cause of activity limitation, as nearly 60% of asthmatics are forced to limit
regular, daily activities due to asthma (ALA, 2012; CDC, 2012).
Mortality. In the United States during the1980s through 1990s, mortality attributed
to asthma spiked; however, in recent years asthma mortality rates have declined
(Akinbami, 2006; Holgate, 2011). Down from the peak of 4 deaths per million children
with asthma, the mortality rate for childhood asthma was 2.5 deaths per one million
asthmatic children in 2004; there were 186 childhood asthma-related deaths in 2004
(Akinbami, 2006). In 2005, there were 167 asthma-related childhood deaths,
representing a mortality rate of 2.3 deaths per one million asthmatic children (Akinbami
et al., 2009). However, when one considers the contribution of adult asthma fatalities as
well, although still declining, mortality rates are substantially higher. For the period from
2007 – 2009, the total asthma mortality rate in the United States was approximately 150
deaths per one million asthmatics (Akinbami et al., 2012). In both 2007 and 2009, nearly
3,500 deaths were attributed to asthma, representing approximately nine asthma-related
deaths per day in the United States (CDC, 2011; CDC, 2012).
In general, the risk of asthma death is higher for females than males and higher for
adults than children (Akinbami et al., 2012; ALA, 2012). From 2007 – 2009, adults were
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seven times more likely to die of asthma than were children, with asthmatic adults over
age 65 demonstrating the highest mortality rate (580 deaths per million asthmatics)
(Akinbami et al., 2012). Although the risk of asthma death is higher for adults, certain
characteristics may increase a child’s risk. The risk of asthma death remains the highest
for children with: uncontrolled disease, a previous life-threatening attack, or frequent
hospitalization and intubation (Akinbami, 2006). Further, non-Hispanic black children
with asthma are at greatest risk (Task Force, 2012). The death rate for non-Hispanic
black children remained nearly five times that of non-Hispanic white children in 2004 (a
mortality rate of approximately ten deaths per one million children); a trend that has not
decreased with the overall mortality rate decline, nor simply with time (Akinbami, 2006;
Akinbami et al., 2012). Although the mortality rate of asthma is not exorbitantly high,
understanding the associated risks are pertinent, as all asthma deaths are seen as
preventable (IOM, 2000).
Health Care Burden. Research has demonstrated an increasing prevalence of
asthma worldwide; this burden has manifested largely in an increased use of medical care
services (IOM, 2000; Strachan, 1999). In the United States, ambulatory care for asthma
was on the rise until 2004; since then, the rate of health care encounters per person with
asthma has remained relatively stable (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2012). At a
peak in 2004, at least 6.5 million non-urgent visits were conducted in physician’s offices
and hospital outpatient facilities for asthma (Akinbami, 2006). Trends in the prevalence
of ambulatory care visits have remained relatively stable from 2000 – 2009; they have
risen in proportion with the prevalence of asthma (Akinbami et al., 2012). In 2009, there
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were nearly 9 million ambulatory care visits for asthma, with a slight increase to 10.6
million visits in 2010 (ALA, 2012; CDC, 2012)
While non-urgent asthma visits were previously on the rise, trends in the use of
emergency departments for asthma management have remained relatively stable at
approximately 100 visits per 1,000 children, from 1992 – 2010 (Akinbami, 2006;
Akinbami et al., 2012). Nonetheless, in 2009 alone, there were 1.9 million asthmarelated emergency department visits; nearly 1 in 5 children with asthma went to the
emergency department in 2009 (CDC, 2012). Children with asthma continue to be more
likely to be seen in emergency departments than adults, with minority children having the
highest emergency department visit rate of all groups (Akinbami et al., 2012; CDC,
2012).
Minority children, particularly non-Hispanic black children, are also admitted to
hospitals for their asthma with increased frequency (Akinbami et al., 2012; CDC, 2012).
In 2004, there were 198,000 hospitalizations for childhood asthma in the United States (a
rate of 27 hospitalizations per 10,000 children) (Akinbami, 2006). Although increased
prevalence contributed to a relatively stable rate of hospitalizations, in 2009, the number
of hospital admissions for both child and adult asthma reached nearly 480,000 (Akinbami
et al., 2012; CDC, 2012; EPA, 2006). Around the world, hundreds of thousands of
people are admitted to hospitals for asthma annually (Warner et al., 2000). Hospital
admittance is indicative of severe asthma exacerbation, but is often seen as an avoidable
burden should asthma be effectively controlled (Akinbami, 2006; Warner et al., 2000).
Economic Burden. In addition to the health consequences, there are direct and
indirect economic burdens imposed by asthma as well. The increased prevalence of
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asthma and subsequent increase in the use of health care services carry extreme financial
consequences. It is estimated that medical expenses for asthma cost the United States
approximately $3,300 annually per asthmatic individual for the years from 2002 – 2007
(CDC, 2011). In 2007 alone, it was estimated that direct medical costs associated with
asthma totaled $50.1 billion (CDC, 2011). This financial burden is often shared by the
entire health care system, as both insured and uninsured patients often have difficulty
affording asthma medications (11% and 40%, respectively) (CDC, 2011). More than
25% of non-Hispanic black adults cannot afford their medications or regular physician’s
visits; also, an additional 20% of Hispanic adults cannot afford their asthma medications
and approximately 14% also cannot afford routine physician’s visits (CDC, 2012). Cost
is often prohibitive for many adults in need of primary care to effectively manage their
asthma, which contributes to a costly cycle; poorly controlled asthma may lead to more
severe exacerbations and the subsequent increased need for expensive emergency care
(CDC, 2012).
In addition to the direct costs of health care, the symptoms of asthma also indirectly
burden the economy by limiting earning potential and productivity (Wu & Takaro, 2007).
Asthma symptoms that keep children awake at night contribute to an inability to learn
effectively (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009; Moonie, Sterling, Figgs, & Castro,
2006; Task Force, 2012). Further, severe symptoms and sleep deprivation often result in
children missing school days entirely (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009).
Asthmatic children are more apt to miss school than non-asthmatic students, with
persistent asthma sufferers being at greater risk for missing more school days (Moonie et
al, 2006; Moonie et al., 2008; Moonie et al., 2010). Further, more children miss school
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due to asthma than any other chronic disease, with up to 35% of absences due to asthma
(Moonie et al., 2006). In 2003 alone, more than 12.8 million missed school days were
attributed to asthma symptoms (Akinbami, 2006; Moonie et al., 2010). Between 50 –
60% of asthmatic children miss at least one day of school per year due to asthma (CDC,
2012; Moonie et al., 2006). On average in 2008, asthmatic children missed four days of
school, for as many as 14.4 million total missed school days (ALA, 2012; CDC, 2011;
CDC, 2012). Some studies have associated this increased absenteeism with higher risk of
grade retention, as well as with poor academic performance in both the classroom and on
standardized tests, with even brief but frequent absences being seen as disruptive to
performance (Moonie et al., 2006; Moonie et al., 2008; Moonie et al., 2010). The burden
of asthma on school children often extends to their families as well.
Caregivers of asthmatic children, in addition to adult asthmatics, also often miss work
due to asthma (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2009). Nearly one-third of adults miss
work annually due to asthma (CDC, 2012). On average in 2008, adults missed five days
of work due to asthma, for a total of 14.2 million missed work days (ALA, 2012; CDC,
2011; CDC, 2012). Although quantifying the total economic burden of asthma is
difficult, when one considers direct medical costs, as well as lost school and work days,
the burden of asthma costs the United States approximately $56 billion annually (CDC,
2011; CDC, 2012).
Status of Childhood Asthma
Childhood asthma is a global public health concern. Worldwide, the prevalence of
childhood asthma is increasing in many locations and it remains the most frequent
childhood chronic disease in developed countries, including the United States (Akinbami
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et al., 2009; Hansen, Evjenth, & Holt, 2013; IOM, 2000; Rauh, Landrigan, & Claudio,
2008). The International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) program
was established in 1991 to gain understanding about the prevalence and severity of
asthma, and other allergic conditions, throughout the world (Asher et al., 2006). The
ISAAC program collected data from over one hundred centers across the globe during the
years from 1992 – 1998 (Phase One) and again for Phase Three in the years from 1999 –
2004, with a mean time between data collection of seven years (Asher et al., 2006). In
terms of asthma symptoms specifically, the ISAAC data demonstrated that asthma
continues to be a global concern. Increases in asthma prevalence were observed and
were more frequent for children in the 6-7 year age group than for the 13-14 year age
group, although 42 participating centers did see asthma prevalence increases in this older
age group as well (Asher et al., 2006). Figure 6 below highlights the changes observed
across Phase One and Phase Three in the ISAAC data for the 6-7 year age group.

Prevalence reduction
of ≥1 SE per year
No change (<1 SE)
Prevalence increase
of ≥1 SE per year

Figure 6: Direction of Change for Asthma Symptom Prevalence in 6-7 Years Olds;
Worldwide Centers for the ISAAC
(Figure source: Asher et al., 2006)
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In the United States alone, childhood asthma affects nearly 1 in 11 children (CDC,
2012; Task Force, 2012). In 2011, 8.7 million children between the ages of 5 – 17 years
old had been diagnosed with asthma at some point in their life; children in this age group
consistently have the highest rates of asthma prevalence (ALA, 2012). From 2008 –
2010, American children were 23% more likely to have asthma than adults over age 18
and children were also more likely to use health care services for their asthma (Akinbami
et al., 2012). Although the prevalence of childhood asthma has recently plateaued, it has
done so at a historic high (Akinbami, 2006; Warner, et al., 2000). Early release data from
the 2012 National Health Interview Survey provide insight into the current state of
asthma in American children (NCHS, 2013). The prevalence of asthma in children under
age 15 for 2012, organized into selected categories, can be seen below in Figure 7.

Prevalence of Current Asthma in Children Under 15 Years of
Age
by Selected Categories; United States, 2012

Prevalence Rate

20%
15%
10%
16.4%

5%

10.1%

8.2%

8.8%

7.6%

Female

Hispanic

White

0%
Male

Black

Figure 7: Prevalence of Current Asthma in Children Under 15 Years of Age by Selected
Categories; United States, 2012
(Figure created using data from: NCHS, 2013)
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These data highlight a number of disparities seen in the distribution of childhood
asthma (Task Force, 2012). In the United States, young boys frequently suffer from
asthma more frequently than young girls; however, this pattern shifts near the age of
puberty and continues into adulthood, which calls into question the uncertain contribution
of sex hormones to the persistence of asthma (Akinbami et al., 2009; ALA, 2012; IOM,
2000; NCHS, 2013; NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012). Boys also tend to have higher
asthma-related death rates than do their female counterparts (Akinbami, 2006).
Racial/ethnic disparities in asthma prevalence have also been observed across time
(EPA, 2006; IOM, 2000). This is evident in 2012 data, where non-Hispanic black youth
were more than twice as likely as non-Hispanic white children to suffer from asthma;
further, prevalence in non-Hispanic black children increased from 2001 – 2009 by nearly
50% (CDC, 2011; NCHS, 2013). Across time, non-Hispanic black children have also
been more likely to visit emergency rooms or be admitted to the hospital for their asthma,
and, in 2012 alone, were also 500% more likely to die of the disease (Akinbami, 2006;
Akinbami et al., 2012; NCHS, 2013; Task Force, 2012). In 2012, available asthma data
categorized race and ethnicity as simply non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, or
Hispanic; however, data from 2005 provide additional insight into other racial/ethnic
groups. In 2005, American Indian or Alaskan Native youth were 25% more likely than
non-Hispanic white children to suffer from asthma, while Asian children had the lowest
prevalence rates of all groups; these trends were also observed in 2008 – 2010 data
(Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2012).
Further, in 2012, young Hispanic children were at increased risk for asthma as
compared to non-Hispanic white children, with a reported asthma prevalence of 8.8%
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(NCHS, 2013). However, when Hispanic children are viewed as a heterogeneous group,
additional disparities become apparent. Puerto Rican children have significantly higher
asthma prevalence rates than Cuban, Dominican, or Mexican children; the differences
remain even after adjusting for other risk factors (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2012;
ALA, 2012; IOM, 2000; Lara et al., 2006).
The literature also identifies a number of additional differences among asthma
prevalence in American children. For example, there are geographic discrepancies in
asthma prevalence. In particular, children living in high population-density urban areas
tend to be at greater risk of developing asthma; it is hypothesized that children living in
rural areas may be exposed to unique protective factors (e.g., regular close animal
contact, repeated early exposure to outdoor allergens, increased microbial exposures) that
may defend against asthma development (Goodwin & Cowles, 2008; IOM, 2000; Priftis,
Mantzouranis, & Anthracopoulos, 2009; Rauh et al., 2008). Another proposed
explanation for the geographic differences in asthma prevalence associates asthma with
increased regional tobacco smoking rates (Goodwin & Cowles, 2008).
Additionally, American children of lower socioeconomic status (SES), particularly
low-SES minority children, are also more likely to develop and be living with the
symptoms of asthma; this is especially true in low-SES children living in public housing
(IOM, 2000; Northridge, Ramirez, Stingone, & Claudio, 2010; Priftis et al., 2009; Rauh
et al., 2008; Task Force, 2012). From 2008 – 2010, asthma prevalence for those whose
household incomes fell below the poverty line was 11.2%; those with incomes between
100% - 200% of the poverty level had asthma prevalence rates of 8.7%; and those whose
incomes exceed the poverty level by more than 200% had asthma prevalence rates of
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7.3% (Akinbami et al., 2012). This inverse relationship continued into 2012, where
asthma prevalence rates were 12.2%, 9.9%, and 8.2%, for those <100% of poverty,
between 100 – 200% of poverty, and >200% of poverty, respectively (Task Force, 2012).
Further, asthma prevalence has also been associated with overweight or obesity in
children (Ahmad, Biswas, Bae, Meador, Huang, & Singh, 2009; Kusunoki et al., 2008;
Task Force, 2012; Visness et al., 2010). However, it remains unclear whether shared
genetics or an unhealthy lifestyle contribute to both asthma and obesity concurrently, or
whether obesity-related inflammation may lead to the development of asthma in children
(Ahmad et al., 2009; Visness et al., 2010).
In terms of recent asthma episodes (within the 12 months prior to being surveyed),
disparities also exist. In 2005, 5.2% of children (3.8 million children) experienced an
asthma attack in the year prior to data collection (Akinbami, 2006). Data from 2012
indicated that the attack rate had grown to 5.4% for children under age 15 and that
children in this age group were at higher risk for an asthma attack than older persons
(4.1% attack rate for persons 15-34 and 4.1% attack rate for persons 35 and older)
(Akinbami, 2006; NCHS, 2013). As with prevalence rates, 2012 asthma attack rates in
children under age 15 are also more frequent in boys (6.4%) than in girls (4.3%) and
more frequent in non-Hispanic black children (10.1%, gender-adjusted prevalence rate)
than in other racial/ethnic groups (NCHS, 2013).
Pathogenesis
A single cause of asthma has not been found, yet a number of factors have been
associated with the development of the disease (Akinbami, 2006). The development of
asthma is thought to be a complex interaction of both genetic and environmental factors,
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with the assumption that this interplay results in the characteristic inflammation and
structural airway changes observed in asthmatics (Basic Asthma Research Strategy II
[BARS II], 2006; Breysse et al., 2004; Busse & Lemanske, 2001; IOM, 2000; NHLBI,
2007; NHLBI, 2012; Priftis et al., 2009). However, neither the relative contribution of
genetics (estimated to be anywhere between 30 – 80% of asthma risk) and the
environment (estimated in one study to account for up to 35% of the disease), nor the
direct pathway to asthma development is entirely clear (BARS II, 2006; Cohn et al.,
2004; IOM, 2000; Landrigan, Schechter, Lipton, Fahs, & Schwartz, 2002; NHLBI, 2007;
Priftis et al., 2009). For any individual, the exact cause and time for the pathogenesis of
asthma cannot be ascertained, but is likely initiated in early in life and begins as a
combination of the factors discussed below (IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007).
Genetic Factors. A number of studies have demonstrated that the development of
asthma has a strong genetic component (e.g., a child has three times the odds of
developing asthma if one biologic parent is asthmatic, which increases to six times the
odds of developing asthma if both parents are asthmatic), with maternal asthma seeming
to be a greater risk factor than paternal asthma (Bracken et al., 2002). Asthma does not
appear to follow monogenic patterns of inheritance; rather, many genes have been found
that are associated with asthma in a variety of ways (Bracken et al., 2002). One of the
strongest predisposing factors for the development of asthma in an individual is the
presence of atopy (Bracken et al., 2002; Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Hansen et al., 2013;
NHLBI, 2007). Atopy is the genetic predisposition for the development of an immediate
hypersensitivity reaction in response to environmental allergens; the hypersensitivity
reaction is mediated by IgE (IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007). When both parents exhibit
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atopy, their children have a 60% increased risk of atopy themselves (Bracken et al.,
2002). Atopy may be predictive of asthma development, but may also manifest as other
allergic sensitization (e.g., food allergies, allergic rhinitis, or atopic dermatitis) (NHLBI,
2007). In contrast, while atopy may be predictive of asthma development in some cases,
it is not a requirement of the pathogenesis of the disease (Corrigan & Kay, 1990).
Additional genetic contributors to asthma development have also been proposed.
Some researchers hypothesize that the immune system of newborns inherently leans
towards an overabundance of Th2 cells (Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Mattes & Karmaus,
1999). The overabundance of Th2 cells may be the result of an overexpression of Th2 or
an under-expression of Th1, or some combination of the two (NHLBI, 2007). In either
case, this imbalance towards Th2 cells is a marker for inflammation. A family history of
atopic disease seems to further skew this Th2 phenotype; essentially, having parents with
asthma is a risk factor for a child’s ultimate development of the disease (Mattes &
Karmaus, 1999; NHLBI, 2012; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
The genetic contribution to asthma development is further complicated when one
considers the “hygiene hypothesis”. The “hygiene hypothesis” proposes that a Western
lifestyle, focused heavily on sanitation, has resulted in a decline in environmental
exposures and infections in young children (Akinbami et al., 2009; BARS II, 2006;
Goodwin & Cowles, 2008; Hesselmar, Åberg, Eriksson, Björkstén, & Åberg, 2005;
NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012; Rauh et al., 2008). Exposures to certain infections,
exposures to other children at an early age (either siblings or in daycare environments),
and infrequent use of antibiotics seem to be protective against the development of asthma
(NHLBI, 2007). Without stimuli such as these, it is believed that an infant’s immune
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system is unable to adapt and develop a balanced response that could overcome the
inherent tendency towards Th2 cell overproduction (Busse & Lemanske, 2001).
Environmental Factors. In addition to genetics, environmental factors also
contribute to the development of asthma and actually represent the easiest targets for
asthma intervention strategies (BARS II, 2006; Busse & Lemanske, 2001; Mattes &
Karmaus, 1999). When exposed to an environmental factor at a critical time (as yet
undefined), a genetically-predisposed individual may develop asthma or other allergic
disease (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). There is insufficient evidence at this time to link
outdoor air pollution (e.g., ozone), indoor particulate matter (particularly PM2.5), diet, and
other environmental factors to asthma development, but the associations are being
explored (NHLBI, 2007; McCormack et al., 2009; Miles, 2005; Priftis et al., 2009). In
contrast, there is some evidence that links viral respiratory infections, environmental
tobacco smoke (in some instances), and allergens to the development of asthma (NHLBI,
2007). It is suspected that exposure to respiratory infections and other environmental
factors may interact in a complex fashion to contribute to the ultimate development of
asthma, although this relationship is also not entirely understood (NHLBI, 2007).
Viral Respiratory Infections. Viral respiratory infections, particularly infections with
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), have been found to contribute to the development of
asthma (NHLBI 2007; NHLBI, 2012). In fact, young children with frequent respiratory
infections are at higher risk for developing asthma (Mattes & Karmaus, 1999; NHLBI,
2007; NHLBI, 2012). Rhinovirus infections and parainfluenza virus infections early in
life have also been linked to asthma development (Holgate, 2011; IOM, 2000; NHLBI,
2007). Conversely, according to the “hygiene hypothesis” exposure to viral infections,
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such as the measles, hepatitis A, and even RSV, may actually be protective against the
development of asthma (IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007). Therefore, it is speculated that
exposure to respiratory viruses and a genetic predisposition towards atopy may combine
to contribute to asthma development; as such, the causal link has yet to be clearly defined
(IOM, 2000; NHLBI, 2007).
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS). Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), also
known as secondhand smoke or passive smoking, is a combination of chemical gases and
particulates that are formed at the burning end of a cigar, cigarette, or pipe, as well as
from the exhalation of a person smoking tobacco (EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2008; EPA, 2013;
IOM, 2000). ETS contains thousands of chemicals that are known to be irritants,
toxicants, mutagens and carcinogens (IOM, 2000). There is also sufficient evidence to
conclude that there is a causal link between ETS exposure and the development of
asthma, specifically in pre-school age children (EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000; Rauh et al.,
2008). There appears to be a dose-response relationship between exposure to ETS and
asthma prevalence in young children (IOM, 2000). Evidence is suggestive that ETS may
also be linked to asthma development in older children (Goodwin & Cowles, 2008; Vork
et al., 2007).
Allergens. Research has identified two common indoor biologic allergens associated
with the development of asthma; evidence suggests that indoor allergens are a stronger
risk factor for the development of asthma than outdoor allergens (Rao & Phipatanakul,
2011; Wu, Jacobs, Mitchell, Miller, & Karol, 2007; Wu & Takaro, 2007). In particular,
there is sufficient evidence to link allergens of microscopic house dust mites (HDM) to
asthma development, while there is suggestive evidence to causally link cockroach
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allergen to the development of asthma, but only in pre-school aged children (EPA, 2013;
Gergen et al., 1999; IOM, 2000; Krieger et al., 2010; NHLBI, 2007). The body parts and
droppings of HDMs contain allergens that stimulate a dose-response sensitization; this
sensitization is associated with an increased risk of asthma development (EPA, n.d.; EPA,
2013; Hagendorens et al., 2004; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). A similar dose-response
relationship occurs in regards to cockroach allergen sensitization (IOM, 2000). As such,
exposure to cockroach allergen, via their body parts or droppings, may also increase the
risk of asthma development (EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000).
Still other allergens (e.g. mold spores and animal dander) are also suspected to
contribute to the development of asthma, but evidence is not sufficient to causally link
them to pathogenesis of the disease (IOM, 2000). Further, as with viral respiratory
infections, some research identifies that exposure to dog and cat allergens early in life
may actually be protective against asthma development (NHLBI, 2007). Hereto, it is
likely that the gene-environment interaction is what dictates the ultimate pathogenesis of
asthma (NHLBI, 2007). Figure 8 on the following page is a schematic representation of
the possible contributors to asthma pathogenesis from the 2000 Institute of Medicine
Report Clearing the Air: Asthma and Indoor Air Exposures; bold lines are used to
illustrate where there is sufficient evidence for a relationship, regular lines where the
relationships are at least strongly suggested, and dashed lines where relationships are
likely to exist, but sufficient evidence is lacking (IOM, 2000).
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Figure 8:

Interrelationship of Factors Associated with Asthma Pathogenesis
(Figure source: IOM, 2000)

Factors Contributing to the Exacerbation of Asthma
As with asthma development, a number of factors (biological, chemical, or otherwise)
have been found to contribute to the exacerbation of asthma in sensitive individuals
(Breysse et al., 2004; Rauh et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2007). Factors that may result in the
clinical manifestation of asthma symptoms in susceptible individuals are commonly
referred to as asthma triggers (NHLBI, 2012; Takaro, Krieger, & Song, 2004). While not
all triggers will affect all asthmatics, a variety of recognized, potential asthma triggers are
discussed below.
Allergens. It is speculated that modern indoor environments (with their higher
indoor temperatures, increased humidity and excess moisture, and increased amount of
furnishings), allow for increased exposure to indoor allergens that have been shown to
contribute to the exacerbation of asthma symptoms (CDC, 2012; Krieger et al., 2010; Rao
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& Phipatanakul, 2011). Exposure to multiple allergens in the home environment is
commonplace in the United States and, frequently, the homes of asthmatics contain
greater allergen concentrations than homes without asthmatics (National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences [NIEHS], 2013). Further, at least 50% of asthmatics are
sensitized to three or more allergens, making asthma exacerbations all the more likely
(Breysse et al., 2004).
House Dust Mite (HDM) Allergens. HDMs are the major contributors of allergens
in house dust, with quantities in homes ranging from <0.2 - ≥100 ng/m3 (Hagendorens et
al., 2004; IOM, 2000). Most homes harbor dust mites and at least 85% of homes
surveyed for the National Survey of Lead and Allergens in Housing (NSLAH) contained
detectable levels of HDM allergen (EPA, n.d.; NIEHS, 2013). Both the allergen Der p1
from the European house dust mite (Dermatophagoides pteronyssimus) and the allergen
Der f1 from the American house dust mite (D. farinae) have been associated with both
the development of asthma and the exacerbation of asthma symptoms (Hesselmar et al.,
2005; IOM, 2000; Krieger et al., 2010). Exposure to HDM allergens has also been
associated with increased use of asthma medications and unscheduled health care visits,
due to the promotion of asthma symptoms (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). HDM allergen
exposures as low as 2 µg/g (micrograms of allergen per gram of dust) have been shown
to cause sensitization, while exposures of 10 µg/g usually result in the exacerbation of
asthma symptoms (Gergen et al., 1999; Krieger et al., 2010).
Pest Allergens. A number of insects have been associated with allergic responses;
however, cockroaches are repeatedly recognized as a substantial contributor to indoor
allergens (IOM, 2000). Although there are many species of cockroach, the most common
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indoor species in North America are the American (Periplaneta americana), German
(Blattella germanica), and Oriental (Blatta orientalis) cockroaches (IOM, 2000).
Droppings and body parts of cockroaches contain the allergens: Bla g1, Bla g2, Bla g4,
Bla g5 or Per a1; all of which have also been associated with asthma exacerbation (EPA,
2013; IOM, 2000; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). Like with HDM allergen, cockroach
allergen sensitization occurs with exposures as low as 2 µg/g, but asthma symptoms may
result from exposures as low as 8 µg/g (Gergen et al., 1999). One study found that, even
in homes without evidence of current cockroach infestation, 20% of homes have
detectable levels of cockroach allergen (IOM, 2000).
Rats, mice, and other rodents also represent potential pests that contribute to indoor
allergen levels (EPA, n.d.). Rodent allergens have been found to trigger asthma
symptoms; some studies have found that higher exposures to mice allergens are
associated with higher rates of missed school days due to asthma (Breysse et al., 2004;
Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). Other important allergens that have been identified and
associated with asthma exacerbation include: Mus m1 and Mus m2 from mice and Rat n1
from rats (IOM, 2000).
Domestic Animal Allergens. Some individuals are exposed to rodent allergens (e.g.,
Cav p1 and Cav p2 from guinea pigs) because they keep them as pets (IOM, 2000). In
fact, all warm-blooded domestic animals (e.g., dogs, cats, guinea pigs, hamsters, birds)
contain potential allergens in their hair, skin flakes, feces, urine, and other secretions
(Breysse et al., 2004; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000). Specifically, the primary dog allergen
(Can f1) and the primary cat allergen (Fel d1) have been sufficiently linked to asthma
exacerbation (Hesselmar et al., 2005; IOM, 2000). Cats are pets in more than one-quarter
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of American households, while dogs are kept as pets in close to one-third of U.S.
households (IOM, 2000). Interestingly, allergens associated with domestic animals are
themselves highly mobile, so they are also often found in homes that do not have such
pets (Hesselmar et al., 2005; Miles, 2005). In fact, the NSLAH found that cat and dog
allergens were two of the most common allergens present in American homes, regardless
of pet ownership (NIEHS, 2013).
Molds. Molds are microscopic fungi that are ubiquitous in our environment and
found nearly anywhere moisture is present, although fewer than 50 species are commonly
found indoors (EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000; IOM, 2004). Inhalation of mold
spores or components of fungal cell walls have been shown to trigger asthma symptoms,
via both allergic and non-allergic pathways (Breysse et al., 2004; EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2013;
IOM, 2004; Rauh et al., 2008). A number of specific mold species have been connected
to the exacerbation of asthma symptoms, particularly: Alternaria alternata, Aspergillus
spp., Cladosporium herbarum, Malassezia furfur, Penicillium spp., Psilocybe cubenis,
and Trichophyton tonsurans (IOM, 2000; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). Data from the
NSLAH also suggested that nearly 100% of homes sampled had detectable levels of
Alternaria spp. (NIEHS, 2013). Evidence also suggests that a damp indoor environment
suitable for mold growth can exacerbate asthma symptoms, even when visible mold
growth is not apparent (Breysse et al., 2004; IOM, 2004). In general, sensitivity to molds
and the associated ability to trigger asthma symptoms may be present for up to 40% of
asthmatics (IOM, 2000).
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Irritants.
Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS). In addition to being a contributor to asthma
development in pre-school age children, exposure to ETS has also been identified as a
prominent trigger of asthma symptoms for asthmatics of all ages (Akinbami et al., 2012;
CDC, 2012; EPA, 2013; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011; Vork et al., 2007). In general,
parental smoking is associated with more severe symptoms in asthmatic children (IOM,
2000). Further, chronic exposure to ETS has been associated with the exacerbation of
asthma in older children and adults, with limited evidence associating acute ETS
exposure and asthma symptoms (IOM, 2000).
Nitrogen Dioxide and Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2) is an odorless gas, produced through the high-temperature combustion of fuels
(e.g., gas, kerosene, and wood) (EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2008; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000). NO2 is
often created in homes through the use of fuel-burning appliances; for example, on
average nearly 50% of American homes use gas-burning stoves or ovens (EPA, 2013;
IOM, 2000; Wu et al., 2007). Exposures to NO2 generally cause eye, nose, and throat
irritation, but have also been shown to trigger asthma symptoms, typically due to acute,
high-levels of exposure (EPA, n.d.; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000; Rauh et al., 2008).
Other volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which include any number of gaseous
chemicals volatized from liquids and solids, are often respiratory irritants as well (EPA,
2008; EPA, 2013). More than 300 VOCs have been measured indoors, originating from
sources like: paints, cleaning agents, adhesives, pesticides, air fresheners, etc.; and, a
number of VOCs (e.g., chlorinated, aromatic, and aliphatic compounds) from these
sources may also exacerbate asthma symptoms (EPA, 2008; EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000). In
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particular, there is some evidence to suggest that high-level exposure to pesticides may
trigger asthma symptoms; this is an important potential association, given that nearly
85% of American homes utilize pesticides indoors (IOM, 2000).
Physical Activity and Obesity. Physical activity may serve as an asthma trigger for
some individuals (CDC, 2012; NHLBI, 2012; Visness et al., 2010). However, unlike the
other triggers mentioned, physical activity should not be avoided by asthmatics
(Akinbami et al., 2012; NHLBI, 2012). Proper diet and the avoidance of a sedentary
lifestyle are paramount to the prevention of childhood obesity (BARS II, 2006). Obesity
and a sedentary lifestyle have themselves been linked to the exacerbation of asthma, as
well as many other diseases (BARS II, 2006; Kusunoki et al., 2012). It is hypothesized
that obesity may contribute to airway hyperresponsiveness and smooth muscle
constriction and that it may also contribute to a net decrease in anti-inflammatory
mediators that could otherwise benefit asthma sufferers (Kusunoki et al., 2012).
Other Factors. In addition to their association with asthma development, viral
respiratory infections are also considered an important cause of asthma exacerbation
(Akinbami et al., 2012; CDC, 2012; Corrigan & Kay, 1990; NHLBI, 2007). Viral
infections like the common cold, the flu, and RSV, as well as bacterial infections (e.g.,
those caused by Chlamydia spp., Mycoplasma pneumonia), may trigger an asthma attack
in some individuals (CDC, 2013; NHLBI, 2007; IOM, 2000). Although evidence is
lacking, it is possible that for some asthmatics, other allergies or illnesses (e.g., acid
reflux, sinus infection); strong chemical odors or fragrances; weather (e.g., high
humidity, cold air); outdoor air pollution (e.g. ozone, sulfur dioxide) or poor indoor air
quality (usually the result of inadequate ventilation); high pollen, outdoor mold spore, or
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outdoor particulate matter counts; medications (e.g., aspirin, nonselective beta-blockers);
psychosocial stress; and sulfites in foods or beverages may also be asthma triggers
(Akinbami et al., 2012; Breysse et al., 2004; CDC, 2013; Hesselmar et al., 2005; IOM,
2000; McCormack et al., 2009; NHLBI, 2007; NHLBI, 2012; Northridge et al., 2010).
For some individuals, it is theorized that even strong emotions that result in
hyperventilation may also bring about an asthma attack (CDC, 2013). Further research is
required to confidently make associations between any number of environmental factors
and the exacerbation of asthma.
Health and Housing
The connection between health and housing has long been established, as witnessed
by the health impact of housing-related changes, such as the sanitation movement and the
advancement of lead-based paint prevention policies (Jacobs, 2011; Jacobs, Kelly, &
Sobolewski, 2007; Miles, 2005). Despite this understanding, changes to the home
environment over the past several decades have focused more on improved durability and
security, energy conservation, and aesthetics rather than on improving the health of
occupants (Jacobs, Wilson, Dixon, Smith, & Evens, 2009). As such, disparities in
housing, which also negatively impact health, continue to exist (Jacobs et al., 2009;
Northridge et al., 2010). Disparities in housing represent an important environmental
justice concern, particularly as poor and minority persons are more likely to live in homes
of lower quality and are less likely to have the means to control the quality of their homes
(Jacobs et al., 2009; Northridge et al., 2010; Rauh et al., 2008; Wu & Takaro, 2007).
Although more frequent in public and low-income housing, markers of deterioration exist
for all types of American housing stock (Northridge et al., 2010). This prevalence of
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substandard housing in the United States contributes to the disproportionate prevalence of
environmentally-linked diseases, including asthma (Jacobs, 2011; Rauh et al., 2008).
Status of Housing
The status of American housing stock is best generalized through the American
Housing Survey (AHS). Conducted jointly by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) and the United States Census Bureau (USCB), the AHS is a
comprehensive, longitudinal national housing survey that collects data every two years
(USCB, 2012a). Data are available from the 2011 AHS, which provide generalizable
insight into the current status of nearly 115 million housing units in the United States
(USCB, 2012a). The AHS collects self-reported data on a large number of measures;
however, a small selection of housing characteristics most applicable to asthma
development or exacerbation is highlighted in Table 2 on the following page.
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Table 2:

Selected Characteristics of American Housing Units
(Table created using data from: USCB, 2012a)
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

NUMBER OF UNITS

SELECTED PHYSICAL PROBLEMS
Severe physical problems (with plumbing, heating, electric, upkeep)

2,125,000

Moderate physical problems (with plumbing, heating, electric, upkeep)

4,199,000

Open cracks or holes (interior)

5,949,000
MAIN HEATING EQUIPMENT

Floor, wall, or other built-in hot-air units without ducts

5,182,000

Room heaters without flue

1,291,000

Cooking stove

97,000

Main heating fuel: Piped gas

63,791,000
PEST INFESTATIONS

Signs of rats in last 12 months

1,171,000

Signs of mice in last 12 months

12,743,000

Signs of cockroaches in last 12 months

13,157,000
SELECTED MOISTURE-RELATED PROBLEMS

Water leakage from inside structure

9,686,000

Water leakage from outside structure

12,461,000

Units with mold in the last 12 months

4,023,000
TOBACCO SMOKE

Households with smokers

13,685,000

Households where visitors smoke

2,517,000

Secondhand smoke entering home - daily

1,753,000

Secondhand smoke entering home - weekly

2,648,000
CHILDREN’S HEALTH AND SAFETY

Children 6 – 17 years old, diagnosed with asthma

5,517,000

Visited emergency room in the past 12 months because of asthma
Has taken daily medicines for asthma in the past 12 months

625,000
2,004,000

As the AHS data demonstrate, a number of housing-based hazards exist in American
housing stock (USCB, 2012a). The distribution of these hazards is also disproportionate;
data demonstrate that poor and minority occupants are as much as three times more likely
to live in substandard housing (Wu et al., 2007). The presence of moderate or severe
physical problems (homes without: heat, hot water, or electricity, or homes with
significant upkeep problems and structural defects) is often used as a proxy for declaring
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substandard housing (DHHS, 2009; Jacobs, 2011). The 2011 AHS data demonstrate that
nearly one-quarter of homes with severe and moderate physical problems are occupied by
non-Hispanic black families (23% and 24%, respectively), while another 17% of homes
with severe problems and another 18% of homes with moderate problems are occupied
by Hispanic families (USCB, 2012a). In addition, 28% of homes with severe physical
problems and 32% of homes with moderate physical problems are occupied by families
living below the poverty line (USCB, 2012a). Considering that non-Hispanic black
households account for just 13% of the total housing stock, Hispanic households account
for just 12% of the housing stock, and low-income households account for just 16% of
American housing stock, the disproportionate burden of substandard housing on these
groups becomes apparent (USCB, 2012a). These disparities have persisted over the past
three decades and likely contribute to the disproportionate prevalence rates of asthma in
minority and low-income groups (Jacobs, 2011).
Connecting Housing Conditions to Asthma
The literature demonstrates the connection between asthma and environmental
contributors to both the development and exacerbation of the disease; further, the
literature connects these exposures to substandard home environments (Krieger et al.,
2010; Miles, 2005; Northridge et al., 2010). Exposure to substandard housing is a sizable
concern, as the majority of Americans spend over 90% of their time indoors.
Additionally, of the time spent indoors, approximately two-thirds is spent in the home
environment; children under age two, the elderly, and those with chronic conditions may
spend even greater proportions of their time in the home (Breysse et al., 2004; EPA,
2008; McCormack et al., 2009; Miles, 2005; Priftis et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2007; Wu &
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Takaro, 2007). Overall, on average, children >2 years old spend approximately 21 hours
indoors (88% of their day), two hours outdoors, and one hour in enclosed transit each day
(IOM, 2000). Further, while indoors, occupants are generally exposed to pollutants at
levels two to five times greater than outdoors; at times, pollutant concentrations may
exceed 100 times outdoor concentrations (Jacobs et al., 2007).
Indoor air pollutants from: combustion fuels; improperly vented heating, ventilation,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems; tobacco smoking, and the off-gassing of VOCs
(e.g., formaldehyde, chloroform, toluene) from building materials can negatively affect
the indoor air quality in a home and have been associated with asthma (EPA, 2008;
Jacobs et al., 2009; Priftis et al., 2009). Improper ventilation in homes fails to remove
pollutants and allergens from indoor air (and may actually concentrate them), which may
trigger asthma symptoms; improper ventilation also contributes to increased interior
humidity levels, which in turn creates additional issues (Miles, 2005; Northridge et al.,
2010).
Increased indoor humidity has been associated with an increase in: HDMs, offgassing of VOCs in building materials, pest infestations, and the growth of
microorganisms (e.g., mold), all of which are also associated with asthma (Hesselmar et
al., 2005; Krieger et al., 2010; Miles, 2005; Quansah et al., 2012). Ideally, indoor
humidity should be kept between 30 – 50% to minimize these effects (EPA, 2008).
When indoor humidity is excessive, asthma triggers proliferate. One study found that as
many as 80% of American homes had detectable HDM allergen levels, with 24%
exceeding the levels associated with triggering asthma symptoms (Krieger et al., 2010).
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In addition to exacerbating asthma symptoms, increased humidity may also create
structural deficiencies in homes.
In turn, the poor structural quality of homes may also contribute to the prevalence of
asthma (Miles, 2005). For example, poor housing structure has been found to contribute
to pest infestation, which itself is associated with asthma (Krieger et al., 2010; Miles,
2005; Rauh et al., 2008). Housing deficiencies serve as entrance points for pests and
contribute to more severe pest infestations (Northridge et al., 2010). One study found
that cockroach allergen is present in more than 60% of American homes, while mouse
allergen is detectable in 82% of homes in the United States (Krieger et al., 2010; Rauh et
al., 2008). Pest allergens are recognized to trigger asthma symptoms in sensitive
individuals. Further, in addition to inviting pest infestation, structural deficiencies in
homes may also contribute to increased water intrusion and other moisture-related
problems (Krieger et al., 2010; Miles, 2005).
In fact, nearly all buildings will experience issues with excess moisture sometime
during their existence (IOM, 2004). Indoor dampness and the associated mold growth
are some of the most prevalent housing problems (Quansah, Jaakola, Hugg, Heikkinen, &
Jaakola, 2012). The literature suggests that moisture-related problems may be present in
up to 60% of homes; however, excess moisture is more common in low-income and
minority homes (Jacobs, 2011; Quansah et al., 2012). Further, moisture-related housing
issues may themselves increase the risk of developing or exacerbating asthma; one study
found that excess moisture was associated with an estimated 50% increased risk of
asthma (Northridge et al., 2010; Quansah et al., 2012). Much like the disease itself, the
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connection between asthma and housing condition is quite complex and integrated. As
such, reducing the prevalence and burden of asthma demands a holistic approach.
The Healthy Homes Concept
The healthy homes concept is the holistic and multi-faceted framework best suited to
manage environmental contributors to asthma. The healthy homes concept is based on
the ideology that homes should be sited, designed, built, maintained, and renovated in
ways that support the health of occupants (DHHS, 2009). The healthy homes concept
gained momentum with the 2009 Surgeon General’s Call to Action to Promote Healthy
Homes; this document outlines the scientifically-proven steps that Americans should take
to protect themselves from hazardous home environments that contribute to disease
(DHHS, 2009). The goal of the Call to Action is to provide guidance for a
comprehensive, nationwide approach to healthy homes that will reduce disparities and
improve public health (DHHS, 2009).
In line with the Call to Action, the National Center for Healthy Housing (NCHH)
developed its Seven Principles of Healthy Homes to provide easy to understand
recommendations based on the scientific literature. The Seven Principles of Healthy
Homes include: Keep it Dry, Keep it Clean, Keep it Pest-Free, Keep it Safe, Keep it
Contaminant-Free, Keep it Ventilated, and Keep it Maintained (National Center for
Healthy Housing [NCHH], 2008). Table 3 on the following page provides examples of
how the some of the Seven Principles address healthy homes issues and how the issues
relate specifically to asthma.
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Table 3:

Connecting Healthy Homes Principles, Healthy Homes Issues, and Asthma
(NCHH, 2008)

HEALTHY HOMES
PRINCIPLE

EXAMPLE ISSUES ADDRESSED


KEEP IT DRY

KEEP IT CLEAN

KEEP IT PEST-FREE

KEEP IT VENTILATED

KEEP IT MAINTAINED

RELATIONSHIP TO
ASTHMA

Damp homes support the growth and sustenance of
HDM, pests, and molds
Damp homes may create further structural decay



Clutter serves as pest harborage and may provide food
for pests




Pest infestations serve as reservoirs for allergens
The use of pesticides to control infestations may produce
VOCs




Poor ventilation contributes to increased indoor humidity
Poor ventilation concentrates air pollutants



Poorly maintained homes are at risk for structural,
moisture, and pest-related problems

There is evidence to
suggest that the identified
allergens or irritants in a
home contribute to either
the development of asthma
or the exacerbation of
asthma symptoms in
sensitive individuals

Despite the growing acceptance throughout the public health community of the
healthy homes concept and the Principles of a Healthy Home, policies governing healthy
homes issues are lacking and are generally restricted to basic habitability requirements of
building codes, housing codes, and laws governing landlord-tenant responsibilities; for
example, there has yet to be national consensus to support indoor air quality measures
(Jacobs et al., 2007; Miles, 2005). As such, there is a push to contribute to the body of
research on healthy homes-related issues that may inform future policy (DHHS, 2009).
The hope is that, by eliminating knowledge gaps, policy may be implemented that will
further support and strengthen the primary prevention of housing-related health and
safety problems (Miles, 2005). Ultimately, healthy housing policy is seen as a means to
address the inherent factors that influence substandard housing and the disproportionate
distribution of housing-related diseases like asthma (Jacobs et al., 2007; Rauh et al.,
2008). One such area of research that, if proven effective, may inform future policy is
the use of home-based intervention strategies to address asthma.
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Home-Based Interventions
There is mounting evidence that, similar to the environmental approach taken to
reduce childhood lead poisoning, a home-based approach may also effectively reduce the
burden of asthma; specifically, that a multi-faceted healthy homes program could
effectively manage environmental contributors to asthma (Jacobs et al., 2007; Jacobs et
al., 2009; Jacobs, 2011; Krieger et al., 2010; Miles, 2005; Takaro et al., 2004). An ideal
home-based asthma intervention program based on the healthy homes concepts would
include: the assessment of exposures to asthma triggers, education about exposure
avoidance and asthma control (including the proper use of medications), as well as
providing low-cost tools and strategies to reduce exposures (EPA, 2006; Krieger, Takaro,
Song, & Weaver, 2005; NHLBI, 2007). This type of approach has been gaining interest,
as individual asthma case management is often ineffective at reaching all individuals in
need of care and the direct health care costs are often prohibitive (Miles, 2005). Since it
is believed that the origins of asthma may have early connections to the home
environment, reducing exposure sources at home is seen as a viable method to address
the increasing asthma prevalence (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). As such, a number of
strategies to reduce home exposure sources have been implemented in the literature and
are briefly discussed below.
For HDM control, various researchers have attempted to: increase the use of HDMimpermeable pillow and mattress casings, increase weekly washing and high heat drying
of bed linens, promote the avoidance of carpeting and upholstery, increase regular
vacuuming, decrease indoor humidity levels to below 50%, as well as combine any
number of the strategies listed to reduce exposure to HDM allergens (Rao &
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Phipatanakul, 2011; Wu & Takaro, 2007). Results from related studies are variable;
some HDM prevention techniques have been associated with the reduction of HDM
allergen levels in homes and the reduction in asthma symptoms, but others have not (Rao
& Phipatanakul, 2011). Despite mixed results, the National Asthma Education and
Prevention Program (NAEPP) still recommends the encasement of pillows and mattress
with allergen-impermeable covers, as well as regular laundering of all bed linens in hot
water (>130 °F) to control exposure to HDM allergen (NHLBI, 2007).
In contrast, there is generally only one primary method of reducing exposure to pest
allergens that is written about in the literature. Controlling the populations of
cockroaches and other pests (e.g., rodents) is best accomplished through the use of
Integrated Pest Management (IPM). IPM is a combination of pest control strategies,
which focuses on eliminating pest access (for the purposes of harborage and food) and
the judicious use of low-toxicity pesticides, typically in areas of highest infestation
(Gergen et al., 1999; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). In addition to eliminating pests, IPM
strategies have the added benefits of limiting exposure to pesticides as well (Krieger et
al., 2010). The immediate effectiveness of IPM techniques is largely supported;
however, long-term efficacy of IPM has been called into question by some study results
in the literature (Gergen et al., 1999; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
The most effective way to manage exposure to domestic pet allergens is also a source
of debate in the literature. Generally, the standard of care for asthmatics includes the
recommendation of domestic pet removal from the home (EPA, 2013; IOM, 2000;
NHLBI, 2007; Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). However, some studies suggest that early
exposure to domestic pet allergens may decrease allergic sensitization and may be
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protective against later asthma development (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). Despite the
controversy, isolation from domestic pets is commonly recommended, which includes not
allowing pets indoors or, at minimum, not allowing pets in asthmatics’ sleeping areas
(EPA, 2013; NHLBI, 2007).
In contrast, the connection between damp conditions, mold, and asthma exacerbation
is well-established and accepted; however, the impact of mold remediation in homes on
asthma burden is less understood. Approaches to managing mold in the literature have
included: installing air exhaust systems, leak repairs, removal of water-damaged
materials, etc. (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). While controlling mold is seen as an
important exposure reduction technique, it is frequently more costly than other strategies
and is less frequently employed as a technique of home-based asthma intervention
programs (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
Like mold, it is well-known that environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) can be a trigger
for asthma symptoms. However, home-based approaches to eliminating ETS exposure,
described in the literature, have often been found to be ineffective (Rao & Phipatanakul,
2011). Methods to reduce ETS exposure have included: the use of air filtration,
particularly with high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) cleaners, as well as incorporating
tobacco cessation techniques into home-visit programs (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
Despite the challenges associated with behavior change, promoting tobacco-free homes is
still the method of choice for protecting asthmatics (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
Despite some conflicting results in the literature, experts in the field of asthma still
encourage home exposure reduction as a current standard of care. As both the
development and the exacerbation of asthma are complex, addressing every possible
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exposure in or outside the home environment is unlikely (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011).
Nonetheless, the literature supports multi-faceted, home-based approaches to exposure
prevention, as they provide the most evidence for effectively managing asthma (Jacobs et
al., 2009; Krieger at al., 2005; Krieger et al., 2010; NHLBI, 2007; Rao & Phipatanakul,
2011; Takaro et al., 2004; Wu & Takaro, 2007). Additional strategies (i.e., improving
home insulation, repeated dry-steam cleaning and vacuuming, the use of air cleaning
devices, and home dehumidification) show promise in reducing environmental exposures,
but will require additional research to determine efficacy (Krieger et al., 2010; Wu &
Takaro, 2007). While both research questions and challenges in large-scale
implementation remain, the benefits of a home-based primary prevention approach to
target asthma are believed to far outweigh the costs (Miles, 2005; Rao & Phipatanakul,
2011). When a multi-disciplinary healthy homes approach is applied to manage asthma,
costs are less than those that are incurred when problems are addressed independently
(Miles, 2005).
One study estimated that the cost of a tailored home-based asthma intervention
program would be just under $1500 per family or essentially a cost of $100 per symptom
free day achieved through participation in the program (Kattan et al., 2005). In another
small case study, one health plan saw savings of nearly $75 per month in direct health
care expenditures (i.e., primary care or specialists visits for asthma, emergency
department visits, and in-patient hospital admission) within six months after the
institution of an asthma home visit program, after subtracting per month costs of the
home visits themselves (EPA, 2006). Further, using the estimate that the environmental
contributors to asthma could account for up to 35% of the disease, it can be speculated
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that 35% of the $56 billion spent on asthma in the United States could be saved ($19.6
billion minus the cost of program implementation) if environmental asthma exposures
were completely eliminated (Landrigan et al., 2002). It is unlikely that all environmental
asthma exposures could be eliminated, but research suggests that it is feasible and
potentially cost-beneficial to attempt to reduce exposures. As such, any research which
explores the efficacy of a home-based asthma intervention program contributes to the
knowledge gap in this area and potentially contributes to the reduction of the heavy and
costly burden of asthma.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Collection of Data
Prior to the start of data collection, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV)
Institutional Review Board (IRB) granted approval for the use of human subjects in this
study (IRB Approved Protocol#: 1008-3565; APPENDIX D). This study was conducted
as part of a program funded by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Healthy Homes and Lead Poisoning Prevention Program grant (Funding Opportunity #:
NCEH CDC-RFA EH11-1102; Award #: 1UE1EH000824-01).
Background of the Nevada Healthy Homes Partnership (NVHHP)
Participants for the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were selected
from the pool of qualified participants of the larger Nevada Healthy Homes Partnership
(NVHHP) program. The NVHHP is a collaboration between the UNLV Department of
Environmental and Occupational Health (DEOH), the Southern Nevada Health District
(SNHD), and other local health and housing agencies in Southern Nevada (e.g.,
Rebuilding Together of Southern Nevada; HELP of Southern Nevada; St. Rose
Dominican Hospitals; City of Henderson Neighborhood Services Division). The primary
goal of the NVHHP is to improve the health and quality of life of economicallydisadvantaged Nevada residents, by identifying and addressing hazardous conditions in
the home environment (Nevada Healthy Homes Partnership [NVHHP], 2011).
The NVHHP was created in 2009, when grant-funding was procured from the CDC to
develop plans for the creation of a program intending to reduce or eliminate housingrelated health hazards and, generally, to promote safe and healthy housing (Building
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Strategic Alliances for Healthy Housing Pilot; Funding Opportunity #: CDC-RFA-EH09903; Award #: 1U88EH000569-01). The NVHHP program was designed to be a homebased intervention program aimed towards identifying, assessing, and remediating a
variety of health and housing-related hazards; the primary interests being the prevention
of: lead poisoning, unintentional injuries, and asthma. The pilot NVHHP program
operated for two years, during which: protocols, educational materials, and assessment
tools were developed; community partners and referral networks were established; and
preliminary home assessments and data collection were completed. In 2011, the NVHHP
submitted their program plan to the CDC in an application for the subsequent healthy
homes production grant (Healthy Homes and Lead Poisoning Prevention Program;
Funding Opportunity #: NCEH CDC-RFA EH11-1102). The NVHHP program plan was
approved by the CDC and the program was granted additional funds to begin production
in August 2011 (Award #: 1UE1EH000824-01).
Beginning in August 2011, participants in the NVHHP Healthy Homes Program were
recruited via several channels, either: directly through community partners submitting
referrals; directly through community outreach efforts of the NVHHP focused on
enrolling participants; or indirectly through the program’s website (www.nvhhp.org),
where any website visitor could submit an online request. Interested participants were
qualified according to NVHHP eligibility criteria; eligibility criteria required that:
1) Participants met the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
income and family size criteria (as seen in Table 4 on the following page)
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Table 4:

2012 Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Income
Guidelines: Clark County, NV
(Source: HUD 2012)
2012 DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD)
INCOME GUIDELINES: CLARK COUNTY, NV

# OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

INCOME LIMIT

$37,000

$42,250

$47,550

$52,800

$57,050

$61,250

$65,500

$69,700

2) Homes had as a permanent resident either: at least one child under age 18, with
diagnosed or suspected asthma; at least one child under age 6; or at least one adult
over age 65
3) Priority was given to owner-occupied residences in the program’s target zip codes
(i.e., 89030, 89101, 89104, 89106, 89107, 89109, 89110, 89119, or 89121),
although owner-occupied residences outside target zip codes were not excluded

Once qualified according to the criteria above, and after providing informed consent,
participants proceeded through the program production process; a visualization of the
production process for the NVHHP program can be found in APPENDIX E. In total, 92
households fully completed participation in the NVHHP Healthy Homes Program from
August 2011 through April 2013, at which time federal funding became unavailable.
Home-Based Childhood Asthma Intervention Study
A sub-sample of the 92 program participants who enrolled in the NVHHP Healthy
Homes Program were used for the home-based childhood asthma intervention study. The
home-based childhood asthma intervention study included NVHHP program participants
with at least one asthmatic child (as self-reported) aged ≤17 years old permanently
residing in the home; study participants were the parent or legal guardian of the asthmatic
child. In addition to the exclusions of the NVHHP program (e.g., income qualification,
home ownership), this study further excluded: 1) any participating homes without an
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asthmatic child; 2) any participants that did not complete the required Healthy Homes
Consent Form and Consent to Participate in “Healthy Homes” Program and General
Release of Liability form (APPENDIX F); and 3) any participants that did not provide
both pre- and post-intervention data for comparison. Participants that met all inclusion
criteria comprised the study population and, subsequently, had their data used for
analysis. After exclusions, the sample size for the childhood asthma intervention study
was 17 unique dwellings, home to 25 asthmatic children (as some dwellings were home
to multiple asthmatic children). All participants enrolled in the NVHHP Healthy Homes
Program between January 2012 and April 2013.
Once deemed eligible, the interested participants were scheduled for a home
inspection. The home inspection protocol for the childhood asthma intervention study
followed the NVHHP Protocol for Conducting a Residential, Owner-Occupied Healthy
Homes Investigation (HHI), found in its entirety in APPENDIX G. In brief, the home
inspection protocol involved three separate visits by a minimum of two study
investigators, spread across an approximately four to six month time period. The threevisit protocol allows for the collection of baseline, pre-intervention data during visit one,
followed by the intervention administration during visit two, and the collection of postintervention data during visit three. All activities conducted, and supplies provided, by
the childhood asthma intervention program were at no-cost to the study participants.
At each of the three visits to the participating home, at least one study investigator
was certified by the National Environmental Health Association (NEHA) as a Healthy
Homes Specialist (HHS). The HHS credential is one of eight credentials offered by
NEHA; the credential was developed in conjunction with the National Center for Healthy
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Housing (NCHH) and the National Healthy Homes Training Center & Network to ensure
practitioners understand the connection between health and housing. To receive the HHS
credential, practitioners must demonstrate their understanding of key health and housing
concepts on a standardized exam; the exam also includes a practical visual inspection
component (National Environmental Health Association [NEHA], 2007; NEHA, 2013).
The HHS credential requirement ensured that study investigators were able to holistically
identify and suggest resolutions to healthy homes problems, as well as limited issues
regarding inter-rater reliability, as all study investigators were similarly trained and held
to the same test standard. To further support the reliability of collected data, as well as
for the purpose of continuity, one HHS was assigned as the Case Manager for a given
participant and was, subsequently, present at all three home visits.
Visit One: Pre-Intervention. At the start of visit one, an explanation of the study
was provided, as well as details of participation, to ensure the potential participant had
adequate information to provide informed consent. After signifying consent, one study
investigator was responsible for collecting all of the self-reported data from the
participant; for the purposes of this study, the consenting caregiver (i.e., parent or legal
guardian) provided data about all asthmatic children that permanently resided in the
home. Study investigators had the option of reading the tools to the participant or
allowing the participant to read and record answers on their own. The study tools were
designed to be understood by those with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and were
also available in either English or Spanish.
The tools used to collect data included: the Resident Questionnaire (one per
household); at least one Health Questionnaire (one for each asthmatic child in the home);
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at least one Asthma Supplement (one for each asthmatic child in the home); and the
Asthma Assessment (one per household). For complete versions of the study tools, see
APPENDIX A. The NVHHP developed the study tools using available literature to
formulate questions to capture relevant data (no existing, validated tools could be found
at the time of the study). However, the study tools were tested and modified during the
NVHHP pilot program to further ensure the applicability of the data collected. Not all
data collected from every NVHHP tool was used for analysis in this home-based asthma
intervention study; descriptions of the data selected as relevant to this study are found
later in this section, under the heading Data Selection.
Also during visit one, a visual inspection of the home was conducted. The
investigator responsible for the visual inspection (typically the Case Manager) was
required to be certified as a HHS. To complete the home inspection, the investigator
followed the aforementioned protocol to complete a room-by-room inspection of the
home, looking for health and safety hazards (also known as: healthy homes issues). All
physically accessible rooms and room equivalents (e.g., hallways and stairways) were
documented on a floor plan sketch and were examined, unless the study participant
requested exclusion; rooms that were inaccessible for any reason were also documented.
The investigator recorded their room-by-room observations on the Visual Assessment
Checklist (Appendix A); the Visual Assessment Checklist documented multiple health
and safety hazards, per NVHHP protocol, but only observations pertaining to
environmental contributors to asthma were analyzed for this study. Completion of all
applicable forms, data collection tools, and visual inspection activities marked the end of
visit one.
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All data collected during visit one were transcribed into secure, electronic databases;
databases were designed and coded specifically for NVHHP tools. To ensure accurate
data collection, a second investigator separately checked the data for discrepancies. Data
collected during visit one was analyzed as pre-intervention data; the Case Manager was
also responsible for interpreting data collected during visit one (as self-reported or
observed by the HHS) that identify either problem behaviors or conditions that may
contribute to the exacerbation of asthma symptoms.
Once problems have been identified, the Case Manager used the information to
develop an intervention plan (for study investigators; recorded on the Case Management
Plan, found in APPENDIX H) and an accompanying Healthy Homes Assessment (HHA)
Report (to be provided to study participants; example provided in APPENDIX J). The
intervention plan included the preparation of targeted educational talking points to be
discussed at visit two, as well as the selection of supplies, for delivery at visit two, that
may reduce exposure to environmental asthma triggers in the home. The HHA Report
provided study participants with: general recommendations for maintaining a safe and
healthy home, based on the NCHH Seven Principles of Healthy Homes;
recommendations for how to improve the healthy homes issues identified specifically in
their home; as well as a list of supplies and referrals provided by the NVHHP to address
identified issues. The HHA Report was provided to study participants during the second
visit, which was scheduled a minimum of two weeks after visit one.
Visit Two: Intervention. The second visit in the three-part home visit series was
designed to be the intervention point for the study; the intervention included the delivery
of household supplies intended to reduce the presence of environmental asthma triggers
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in the home and targeted, asthma-specific education intended to increase caregiver
knowledge that may subsequently influence positive behavior change. The ultimate goal
of the intervention was to ensure that all post-intervention homes exist at the same
minimum standard in terms of asthma-related home health (i.e., all homes have adequate
cleaning supplies; all homes have Integrated Pest Management supplies, if applicable; all
asthmatic children sleep on allergen-reducing pillow and mattress covers, all homes have
educated caregivers). As such, while each intervention may have been slightly different
(because it was tailored to the needs of the participant), at the conclusion of the
intervention, all participants had the same types of trigger-reducing supplies present in
the home, as well as the same level of caregiver knowledge about asthma.
Participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study also received
necessary supplies intended to directly influence asthma outcomes (i.e., cleaning
supplies; Integrated Pest Management supplies; allergen-reducing pillow and mattress
covers); the provided supplies are described in APPENDIX L. While every home was
not expected to require the same intervention in terms of supplies, all post-intervention
homes had the same trigger-reducing resources available to them.
In addition to providing the suitable supplies, as part of the intervention, the study
investigators also provided education. The goal of the educational component of the
intervention was the same as that of the supply component – all post-intervention
participants should have the same level of knowledge regarding asthma concepts (e.g.,
symptoms, triggers, prevention). The study investigators accomplished this task by using
the home’s observable healthy homes issues, as well as deficiencies in knowledge (based
on the participant’s scores on the Asthma Assessment, and key responses on the other
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data collection tools) to guide a targeted discussion. The investigator used the Creating a
Healthy Home educational booklet, created by the NVHHP, to highlight relevant
insufficiencies (APPENDIX J).
The booklet was designed to go through the NCHH Seven Principles of Healthy
Homes in a format that: 1) identifies the problem (e.g., why excess moisture in the home
can be hazardous); 2) identifies how the healthy homes issue may occur (e.g., plumbing
leaks, condensation on mechanical equipment); and 3) provides recommendations for
how the problem can be addressed (e.g., eliminate standing water, point sprinklers away
from the home). In addition to the Seven Principles, the NVHHP also added separate
sections to address issues with weatherization/energy efficiency (“Keep it Green”) and
asthma, specifically. The booklet was discussed in detail during the second visit, but was
also left with the study participant for future reference; several sections of the educational
booklet also had activities that the participant could complete (e.g., making “green”
cleaning supplies, making a home maintenance checklist, completing an Asthma Control
Test) to reinforce important concepts.
Once study investigators delivered the essential supplies and provided the study
participant with a targeted education session, the second visit was deemed complete. As
after the first visit, all data pertaining to the second visit were entered into databases and
checked for accuracy by additional study personnel. These intervention data are
descriptively discussed in CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS OF THE STUDY.
Visit Three: Post-Intervention. The third and final visit of the home-based
childhood asthma intervention program was scheduled for some time between four to six
months after the initial visit. The time-lapse was intended to ensure that post-intervention
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data could be collected and to ensure that changes from pre- to post-intervention were
lasting and not the result of a one-time inoculation of information. The third visit was an
exact replication of visit one, in that, all applicable self-report data collection tools
completed at visit one were completed again at visit three, and a visual inspection of the
home was also repeated.
At the close of visit three activities, study investigators provided participants with
additional compensation for complete participation in the entire study (a Wal-Mart® gift
card valued at either $25 or $50, depending on their enrollment date, per NVHHP
program protocol); study investigators were required to comply with the IRB
compensation policies at UNLV. After the visual inspection of the home was completed,
all necessary forms were collected, and compensation was provided, the third visit was
concluded.
As with each visit before, all data collected during the third visit were transcribed into
secure databases and further checked for accuracy. Once all data for a particular case
were collected, entered into databases, and checked for accuracy, the Case Manager
closed the case. Figure 9 on the following page summarizes the home visit production
process from start-to-completion.
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Figure 9: Home-Based Childhood Asthma Intervention Visit Production Process

Treatment of Data
All data collected during the course of the study was maintained in secure research
files. Research files contained all related materials collected as part of participation in
the program, including: Healthy Homes Consent and Consent to Participate in “Healthy
Homes” Program and General Release of Liability forms; completed data collection
tools; applicable photographs; copies of provided reports, etc.. In an effort to maintain
the security and confidentiality of research files, study investigators completed UNLV’s
Office for the Protection of Research Subjects Collaborative Institutional Training
Initiative (CITI) program (APPENDIX K). Information from the research files was
accessible only to investigators. Physical research files were maintained in locked offices
and cabinets in designated UNLV offices, while electronic data were entered directly into
secure databases through the use of password-protected computers. Further, the
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electronic files and databases were accessible only via an additional password-protected
UNLV server.
Data Selection
The larger NVHHP program collected data on a number of measures, which were not
applicable to the research questions of the home-based childhood asthma intervention
study. As such, the study utilized only relevant portions of the NVHHP tools to collect
data necessary for hypotheses testing. Any tools or portions of tools that did not relate
specifically to asthma (i.e., development, exacerbation, symptoms, burden, prevention,
and management) were excluded. As mentioned, a copy of the complete tools used by
the NVHHP can be found in APPENDIX A. However, the data selected for use in the
asthma intervention study are summarized below; data collection questions specifically
used for the testing of hypotheses are identified in the following Tables 5 – 9. It is
important to note that the question format among and between tools varied; some
questions allowed for write in responses, others required dichotomous yes/no or true/false
responses, and still others had set ordinal responses from which participants select the
most applicable. All responses are discussed in detail in CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS OF
THE STUDY.
Resident Questionnaire
The Resident Questionnaire (APPENDIX A) was designed to collect self-reported
data about characteristics of the home itself and basic demographics of the occupants, as
well as general behaviors of the occupants that may contribute, positively or negatively,
to the healthy homes concepts. Overarching sections of the Resident Questionnaire
included: Household Information, Indoor Air Quality, Poisoning Prevention, Injury
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Prevention, Structural Elements of the Home, Pests, and Energy Efficiency. Questions
from the Resident Questionnaire and the type of data collected that were used for the
home-based childhood asthma intervention study are listed in Table 5 below.

Table 5:

Data Collection Questions from the Resident Questionnaire
VARIABLE
TYPE

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

HYPOTHESIS
TESTED

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Hypothesis 1-1

Wilcoxon signed
ranks test

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Hypothesis 1-1

Wilcoxon signed
ranks test

HOUSEHOLD INFORMATION

City and zip code
Nominal
Primary language spoke in the home
Total number of occupants in the home

Continuous

Type of home (including owner-occupied or rental)

Nominal

How many years have you lived in the home?
Continuous
What was the household’s total income last year?

INDOOR AIR QUALITY

Does the home have a working central heating/air conditioning
unit?

Dichotomous

If yes, are air filters replaced at least every three months?
Dichotomous*

Can mold or mildew be seen or smelled in the home?
If yes, where in the home can mold or mildew be seen?

Nominal

Are there pets inside the home?
If yes, are pets allowed in the bedroom?

POISONING
PREVENTION

Dichotomous
Are any of the following products used in the home:
Bleach, ammonia, cleaners or detergents
Paints, stains, paint thinners, adhesives, or glues
Air fresheners, air purifiers, or candles
How do you usually clean your home?

Nominal

Is all food stored in airtight containers?
PESTS

Dichotomous*
Is pet food stored in airtight containers and/or off the floor?
Is garbage contained in a sealable indoor trashcan?

Wilcoxon signed
Dichotomous*
Hypothesis 1-1
ranks test
Have cockroaches, other insects, rodents, or their feces been seen
in the home?
* Dichotomous variables used for hypotheses testing were cumulated into continuous variables, prior to statistical analysis
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Health Questionnaire
The Health Questionnaire (APPENDIX A) was designed to collect data about the
general health of the household members. For the purposes of the childhood asthma
intervention study, selected responses from the Health Questionnaires collected on behalf
of all pediatric occupants with diagnosed asthma were used for analysis. General
components of the Health Questionnaire included: Demographic Data, Health Care,
General Health, Preventative Care, Injury Prevention, Quality of Life, and Asthma
Diagnosis. Selections for the study are indicated in Table 6 below.

Table 6:

Data Collection Questions from the Health Questionnaire
VARIABLE
TYPE

HEALTH
CARE

DEMO
DATA

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

What is your relationship to the child?
What is your child’s race?
If the child is of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin, what is
their ethnicity?
Does the child currently have health (medical) insurance?

Nominal

Dichotomous

What type of health insurance does the child have?

Nominal

On a scale of 1 (worst) to 10 (best), how would you rate the
child’s overall health?
Does the child’s health currently limit their ability to perform
vigorous physical activities?
GENERAL HEALTH

HYPOTHESIS
TESTED

Does the child’s health currently limit their ability to perform
moderate physical activities?
On a scale of 1 (worst) to 10 (best), how would you rate the
healthiness of the child’s diet?

Ordinal

How many times per week does the child usually exercise?
When the child does exercise, how many minutes are spent?
Does anyone who lives in the home smoke cigarettes, cigars, or
other tobacco products?

Wilcoxon signed
Dichotomous*
Hypothesis 1-1
ranks test
Do visitors ever smoke cigarettes, cigars, or other tobacco
products in your home?
* Dichotomous variables used for hypotheses testing were cumulated into continuous variables, prior to statistical analysis
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Asthma Supplement
The Asthma Supplement (APPENDIX A) was designed to collect additional data
pertaining to any occupants with a self-reported medical diagnosis of asthma. While the
Asthma Supplement was used for all NVHHP participating asthmatics, only those tools
completed on behalf of asthmatic children aged ≤17 years old were used for the
childhood asthma intervention study. General topics covered by the Asthma Supplement
included: Asthma Diagnosis, Asthma Symptoms, Burden of Asthma, Asthma
Medication, and Asthma Control. Specific questions used by the study are listed in Table
7 on the following page.
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Table 7:

Data Collection Questions from the Asthma Supplement
VARIABLE
TYPE

ASTHMA DIAGNOSIS

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Approximately when was the child’s asthma diagnosis?
Does the child use an Asthma Action/Control Plan, provided
from a medical professional?
What was the classification of asthma severity on the Asthma
Action/Control Plan?
Is the child’s school nurse aware of the diagnosis?

ASTHMA SYMPTOMS

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Continuous

Ordinal

Dichotomous

In the past month, how often has the child had daytime
coughing, wheezing, or shortness of breath?
In the past month, how often has the child woken up at night
due to coughing, wheezing, or shortness of breath?
In the past month, how many times has the child needed to use
short-acting medication to control symptoms of coughing,
wheezing, or shortness of breath?
How much do symptoms of coughing, wheezing, or shortness
of breath interfere with the child’s normal activities?
Does physical activity cause the child’s asthma symptoms to
worsen?
Does the child have more trouble with asthma during certain
times of year?

BURDEN OF ASTHMA

HYPOTHESIS
TESTED

In the past month, how many days of school has the child
missed due to asthma?
If the child has missed school (in the past month), how many
days of work have you or another adult caregiver missed
because of the child’s asthma?
During the past 6 months, how many times has the child been
seen in a doctor’s office because of asthma?
During the past 6 months, how many times has the child been
seen in the emergency room or urgent care center because of
asthma?
During the past 6 months, how many times has the child been
admitted to the hospital overnight because of asthma?

Hypothesis 3-1
Hypothesis 3-2
Ordinal
Hypothesis 3-3

Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test

Hypothesis 3-4

Dichotomous

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 4-1
Continuous

Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test

Hypothesis 4-2
Hypothesis 4-3

In the past month, approximately how much money has been
spent on the child’s medications related to asthma?

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Dichotomous

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Dichotomous*

Hypothesis 1-1

Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test

Does the child’s school nurse have the asthma medication?
Does the child take medications for asthma even without
symptoms?

ASTHMA
CONTROL

Does the child take medications for asthma only when
symptoms occur?
Does the child’s sleeping pillow have a special allergenreducing, dust-proof cover?
Does the child’s sleeping mattress have a special allergenreducing, dust-proof cover?

* Dichotomous variables used for hypotheses testing were cumulated into continuous variables, prior to statistical analysis
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Asthma Assessment
The Asthma Assessment was designed as a supplemental 20-point, true/false test to
assess the knowledge of asthma concepts, specifically for asthmatics or, as was the case
for this study, to test the knowledge of caregivers of asthmatic children. The questions
were divided equally among four categories: Asthma Symptoms, Asthma Triggers,
Asthma Management, and Asthma Prevention. All of the questions on the Asthma
Assessment were used by the study and can be seen in Table 8 below.

Table 8:

Data Collection Questions from the Asthma Assessment

ASTHMA PREVENTION

ASTHMA MANAGEMENT

ASTHMA TRIGGERS

ASTHMA SYMPTOMS

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE
TYPE

HYPOTHESIS
TESTED

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

Dichotomous*

Hypothesis 2

Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test

Wheezing, coughing, chest tightness and shortness of breath are
symptoms of asthma.
It is best to wait and see if asthma symptoms go away on their own
before taking “as needed” medications.
During an asthma attack, it is hard to breathe.
Nighttime coughing and early morning coughing are symptoms of
asthma.
Not all asthma episodes need to be taken seriously.
Tobacco smoke can relieve asthma symptoms and DOES NOT
cause attacks.
Pets can trigger asthma symptoms or attacks.
Mold in your home DOES NOT trigger asthma symptoms or
attacks.
Dust mites can trigger asthma symptoms or attacks.
Cockroaches DO NOT trigger asthma symptoms or attacks.
Asthma cannot be cured, but it can be controlled.
Someone with asthma only needs to see a doctor about asthma
when he or she is having an asthma attack.
The best way to manage asthma is to deal with it yourself, without
consulting a doctor.
Contact with environmental allergens and contaminants early in life
may contribute to the development of asthma.
An inhaler will deliver a useful dose of medication, no matter how
it is used.
Washing bed sheets in hot water, covering mattresses and pillows
with dust-proof covers, and not allowing pets in the bedroom, can
reduce allergens in a home.
There is nothing a person with asthma can do to keep from getting
an asthma attack.
People with asthma should not exercise.
People with asthma can still live normal and healthy lives.
Asthma may result from both genetic and environmental factors.

* Dichotomous variables used for hypotheses testing were cumulated into continuous variables, prior to statistical analysis
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Visual Assessment Checklist
The Visual Assessment Checklist (APPENDIX A) was designed as an objective
measure to collect data pertaining to the presence of healthy homes issues. As indicated
in the Collection of Data section, the Visual Assessment Checklist was the tool used by
the certified-Healthy Homes Specialist (HHS) as they conducted the room-by-room
visual inspection of the participant’s home. For the general categories of Indoor Air
Quality, Lead Poisoning Prevention, Structural Elements, Pests, and Energy Efficiency,
the study investigator simply indicated on the Visual Assessment Checklist whether the
healthy homes issue in question was present in the home. A number of other categories
on the Visual Assessment Checklist required additional inputs (e.g., designations of
cleanliness and clutter, condition of smoke or carbon monoxide detectors, incident counts
for child safety concerns). However, as with the other self-report tools, not all
components of the Visual Assessment Checklist were utilized in the childhood asthma
intervention study; components that were used are indicated in Table 9 below.

Table 9:

Data Collection from the Visual Assessment Checklist

INDOOR AIR
QUALITY

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

VARIABLE
TYPE

HYPOTHESIS
TESTED

STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

Dichotomous*

Hypothesis 1-2

Wilcoxon
signed ranks
test

Ordinal

N/A

Descriptive
Frequencies

Unvented gas appliance
Mold or Mildew: Obvious source of moisture
Mold or Mildew: No obvious source of moisture
Evidence of tobacco smoke or other usage
Improperly stored foods or pet foods

PESTS

Improperly stored garbage
Evidence of cockroaches
Evidence of rodents

CLEAN

Evidence of pest control products
Cleanliness
Clutter

* Dichotomous variables used for hypotheses testing were cumulated into continuous variables, prior to statistical analysis
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Data collected from all study tools, as indicated above, were used for the home-based
childhood asthma intervention study. Data were cleaned and coded, variables were
transformed when appropriate, and all data were transferred into statistical software. The
data collected by the study allowed for the reporting of descriptive statistics, as well as
statistical analysis required for hypotheses testing.
Hypotheses Testing
The purpose of data collection for the home-based childhood asthma intervention
study was largely to test hypotheses relating to the impact of the intervention among
participants. Some of the data collected by the study was purely descriptive in nature. In
those instances, frequency tables and figures are presented and discussed in CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY to demonstrate basic characteristics of the study
population. Questions identified in the Data Selection section above that do not have a
hypotheses number associated with them are depicted in this fashion and were otherwise
excluded from data analysis.
Data of interest (identified by hypotheses numbers above) were selected and
organized to test alternate study hypotheses as identified in CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION; hypotheses were tested using statistical software. All hypotheses
were tested for statistical significance against a one-tailed significance level of α =.05, as
the hypotheses were directional. All hypotheses were analyzed by comparing the
frequency of applicable responses on the appropriate tools, both pre- and postintervention.
Due to the small sample size of the study, parametric statistical tests were not likely
to be used to test hypotheses; small samples often violate the assumptions of parametric
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statistical tests. Additionally, using non-parametric statistical tests should have increased
the statistical power and reduced type II errors, in which there could have been a failure
to reject false null hypotheses (Pett, 1997). Further due to the small sample size, the data
in the study were not likely to be normally distributed. Therefore, non-parametric
statistical analyses were expected to be used to test study hypotheses.
The selection of the appropriate non-parametric statistical test was dependent on the
type of data collected. As indicated in Tables 5 – 9, the variables measured by this study
were dependent and were either continuous variables (e.g., the number of self-reported
missed school days); ordinal variables (e.g., daytime asthma symptoms in the past month,
valued at 1 = zero symptoms, 2 = twice a week or less, 3 = more than twice a week, but
not daily, 4 = daily, 5 = multiple times throughout the day); or transformed into
continuous variables (e.g., cumulating the number of observed environmental asthma
triggers; summing the knowledge score on the Asthma Assessment ranging from 1 – 20
correct responses). Based on the type of data collected, the Wilcoxon signed ranks test
was used to test study Hypotheses.
The Wilcoxon signed ranks test is an appropriate statistical test for paired data
collected from small samples sizes. The Wilcoxon test allowed for the detection of
changes in median values pre- to post-intervention and allowed for an assessment of the
magnitude of change. The study was expected to meet the generous assumptions of the
Wilcoxon test: 1) data must be paired; 2) data must be ordinal at minimum; and 3) there
must be symmetry around true medians, although the distribution need not be normal
(Pett, 1997). An explanation of how data were treated prior to hypotheses testing with
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the Wilcoxon test is briefly described below and is elaborated on in CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY.
To test the change in the overall frequency of environmental asthma triggers in the
home following intervention, data were collected on the presence/absence of known (or
suspected) environmental asthma triggers, as identified in the literature. Using the
identified tools above, this study collected both self-reported and observational
presence/absence data pertaining to: mold; pest infestations; environmental tobacco
smoke exposure; as well as unvented gas appliances (a proxy for VOCs). Changes in
pre- and post-intervention self-reported and observational data were tested separately via
Hypotheses 1-1 and 1-2.
To test changes in self-reported environmental asthma triggers, the frequency of
responses for the selected questions on the Resident Questionnaire and the Health
Questionnaire for Hypothesis 1-1 was summed pre- and post-intervention. Affirmative
(“Yes”) responses to some of the selected questions were considered indicative of the
presence of an environmental asthma trigger, while in some cases negative (“No”)
responses to other questions were considered indicative of the presence of environmental
asthma triggers; this distinction is discussed in detail in CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS OF
THE STUDY. All instances where the presence of an environmental asthma trigger was
identified were assigned a value of one; opposing responses were assigned a value of
zero. The frequencies were summed for each individual case, the median was calculated
for all cases, and the Wilcoxon signed ranks test was conducted.
To test changes in observed environmental asthma triggers, the frequency of
responses for the pertinent line items on the Visual Assessment Checklist was summed
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pre- and post-intervention. For the purposes of this study, the absence of the selected line
item being observed in any room in the home was assigned a frequency of zero, while the
presence of the selected line item being observed in the home was assigned a frequency
of one, for each instance. Here again, the frequencies were summed for each individual
case, the median was calculated for all cases, and the Wilcoxon signed ranks test was
conducted. Further, the difference between the median environmental asthma trigger
frequencies according to self-reported data and according to observed data was also
explored.
To test the change in caregivers’ general knowledge about asthma following
intervention, knowledge about pertinent topics must have been ascertained both pre- and
post- the educational intervention portion of the study. This knowledge was assessed
entirely through the use of data generated from the Asthma Assessment tool. Topics of
concern included understanding: characteristic asthma symptoms and the risks associated
with symptoms; common environmental asthma triggers found in home environments;
recommended asthma treatment strategies; characteristics of the disease; as well as
asthma attack prevention strategies. The cumulative score of correct responses (each
scored as one point) on the Asthma Assessment was individually summed for each case;
median scores were then be calculated and compared pre- and post-intervention to either
accept or reject the null for Hypothesis 2.
Hypotheses 3 – 6 were entirely dependent on self-reported data collected from the
Asthma Supplement tool. To test the change in self-reported asthma symptoms
experienced per month following intervention, data collected from the Asthma Symptoms
section of the Asthma Supplement were analyzed. Specifically, the frequency of daytime
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symptoms, nighttime symptoms, use of short-acting medications, and activity limitations
due to asthma were compared both individually and cumulatively. For each of these
metrics, the scale increased numerically in connection with increased symptom frequency
(although the differences between levels on the scale were not equivalent). As the scale
is ordinal, the value assigned to represent the range of symptom frequencies was
summed; medians were calculated for each of the four sub-categories above, as well as
for all symptoms combined to allow for hypotheses testing.
To test the change in the number of self-reported asthma-related medical visits per six
month period following intervention, data from the Burden of Asthma section of the
Asthma Supplement was analyzed. The number of self-reported visits to doctor’s offices,
emergency room/urgent care facilities, and hospital admittances was analyzed pre- and
post-intervention, both individually and cumulatively. As these data were continuous in
nature, the raw data were used to sum frequencies, calculate medians, and test the
hypotheses with Wilcoxon signed ranks tests.
To test the change in the self-reported number of school days missed per month due
to asthma following intervention and to test the change in the self-reported number of
missed work days per month (by caregivers of children with asthma symptoms) following
intervention, data from the Burden of Asthma section of the Asthma Supplement was
again analyzed. Both of these hypotheses had only one respective data point pertaining
to the respective hypothesis. As such, pre- and post-intervention changes were analyzed
individually. The continuous variable provided for each hypothesis was cumulated for all
cases; medians were calculated, and Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were conducted.
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Detailed discussion of the statistical analysis of all hypotheses and the results of
hypotheses testing is discussed in detail in the following chapter: CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Analysis of Data
Enrollment in the NVHHP Healthy Homes Program began in August 2011; however,
the first participant for the home-based childhood asthma intervention study was not
enrolled until January 2012. The final participant of the home-based childhood asthma
intervention program was enrolled in April 2013; with the last post-intervention visit for
participants was conducted on June 27, 2013. The average time of participation from
participant enrollment at the pre-intervention visit to case closure at the post-intervention
visit was 25 ± 7 weeks.
From January 2012 through April 2013, 36 participants enrolled in the NVHHP
Healthy Homes Program. Of those participants, 22 homes qualified for the home-based
childhood asthma intervention study, as they were permanent residences of at least one
child with asthma aged ≤17 years old, at the time of enrollment. Of the 22 qualified
homes, 17 households provided both pre- and post-intervention paired data and were
subsequently included in study analyses (representing a 77.3% inclusion rate). Of the
five households that withdrew from the study, one did so because the asthmatic child was
no longer a resident of the home; the other four households were administratively
dropped from the study, due to an inability to make contact after the pre-intervention
visit, despite several attempts to each participant via telephone and mail.
The 17 unique, included households were home to 25 asthmatic children ≤17 years
old, while the five excluded households were home to nine asthmatic children ≤17 years
old (with a range of 1 – 4 asthmatic children per excluded household). The excluded
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children had nearly similar age and gender profiles as the participating children (mean
age of 9.11 ± 4.76 years and 9.36 ± 3.82 years, respectively; 44.4% male and 56.0%
male, respectively); however, the excluded children were more likely to be of black race
(88.9% versus 0.16%, respectively). The age and gender distribution of the 25
participants can be seen below in Figure 10 below.

N = 25

Figure 10: Age/Gender Distribution of Study Participants

The large majority of the 25 asthmatic children participants were of Hispanic race
(72.0%, n = 18), all of whom further identified their ethnic background as Mexican,
Mexican-American, Chicano, or Chicana. The 18 Hispanic children resided in 11 unique
households, as some participants were siblings living in the same residence. Of the 11
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Hispanic households, the majority identified Spanish as the primary language spoken in
the home (n = 7, representing 63.6% of the Hispanic households and 41.2% of the total
study population). The six non-Hispanic households were home to the remaining seven
participating children; of which, three children were identified as white (12.0% of the
study population) and four children were identified as being of black descent (16.0% of
the study population).
Data Collection Tool Results
Resident Questionnaire. The Resident Questionnaire (APPENDIX A) incited selfreport data from each of the 17 participating homes’ head of household. The Resident
Questionnaire captured relevant information about: the household; critical behaviors of
the occupants, which could be linked to the exacerbation of asthma; and self-reported
environmental asthma triggers (which were mirrored by study investigator observations).
Household Information. Of the 17 participating homes, ten were located within the
city of Las Vegas, six were located in the city of North Las Vegas, and one was located in
the city of Henderson. The ten Las Vegas homes were located within eight zip codes:
89103, 89107, 89117, 89121, 89122, 89138, 89144, and 89169 (n = 1, n = 2, n = 1, n = 2,
n = 1, n = 1, n = 1, and n = 1, respectively). The six North Las Vegas homes were
located within zip codes 89030 (n = 5) and 89032 (n = 1), while the one participating
Henderson home was located in zip code 89052. The year of construction for each
participating home was verified by an online Real Property Records search
(http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/Depts/assessor/Pages/PropertyRecords.aspx) via the
Clark County Assessor; records were available for 16 homes. The mean year of home
construction was 1978 (Range: 1955 – 2003). The slight majority of participating homes
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were single family residences (n = 7, 41.2% of participating homes); of the seven single
family residences, five were owner-occupied (71.4% of single family residences) and two
were rental homes (28.6% of single family residences). Six participants were living in a
unit in an apartment or condominium (35.3% of participating homes); of which, all but
one were being rented. Two participants were residing in rental townhouses (11.8% of
participating homes), while the remaining two participants were residing in mobile homes
that were owned (11.8% of participating homes).
At the pre-intervention visit, participants were asked how long (in years) that they had
resided in their home. The mean number of years participants had resided in their current
home was 3.81 ± 5.29 years (Range: 5 months – 20 years). The mean number of
occupants per participating home during pre-intervention was 5.65 ± 2.18 occupants
(Range: 2 – 11); three participating residences were home to more than seven occupants.
Participating homes were most likely to have three children ≤17 years old living in the
home (n = 5, 29.4% of participants), with the mean number of child occupants for
participants equal to 3.29 ± 1.53 children.
During the pre-intervention visit, participants were also asked to report their total
household income for the prior year; an ordinal scale with income ranges was provided to
participants. Only one participant failed to report their total household income for the
prior year. Of the 16 participants that reported total household income for the prior year,
the mean income range was $15,000 - $24,999 annually; an equal number of participants
(n = 4) reported total household income in this mean range or the one directly above
($25,000 - $34,999). At the extremes, two participants reported prior year household
incomes of less than $9,999 annually, while two other participants reported prior year
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household incomes of greater than $50,000 annually; however, even the homes with
greater household incomes had a sizable number of household members (household sizes
of four and six occupants, respectively).
Occupant Behaviors. During the pre-intervention visit, all participants reported that
their home had a central heating/ventilation/air conditioning (HVAC) system; however,
five participants (29.4%) reported that the system was not currently functioning. Postintervention, only three of the 17 participating homes had non-functioning HVAC
systems (two of the non-functional units during pre-intervention remained inoperable,
while one previously functioning unit became inoperable during the time form pre- to
post-intervention). During the pre-intervention visit, 16 participants (94.1%) reported
that they change their HVAC system’s air filters at least once every three months (one
participant failed to respond to this question). This behavior decreased during postintervention, as only 14 participants (82.4%) reported that they regularly changed their air
filters at least once every three months.
Of the 17 participating homes, nine (52.9%) reported that they were also home to
domestic pets during the pre-intervention visits. The residences were home to four dogs,
eight cats, and four other types of pets (only one pet was further identified as a parrot);
the mean number of domestic pets was 0.94 ± 1.14 pets (Range: 0 – 4) during preintervention. During post-intervention visits, the same nine households reported keeping
pets; however, the number of pets increased to 19, with a mean number of 1.12 ± 1.58
pets (Range: 0 – 6). The 19 identified pets included: three dogs, ten cats, and six other
types of pets (two turtles, two birds, one rabbit, and one tortoise). Five of the nine homes
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with pets reported that they allowed their pets inside the bedrooms during the preintervention visit, but only two reported this behavior during the post-intervention visit.
In terms of the use of household products, participants were asked to report whether
or not they used three broad categories of products within their home: 1) bleach,
ammonia, cleaners, or detergents; 2) paints, stains, paint thinners, adhesives, or glues; and
3) air fresheners, air purifiers, or candles. All participants (N = 17) during preintervention visits, and 16 participants post-intervention, reported household use of
bleach, ammonia, cleaners, or detergents. Five participants reported household use of
paints, stains, paint thinners, adhesives, or glues during pre-intervention visits; five
participants also reported use of these products during post-intervention (three
participants who also reported pre-intervention use and two reports of new use). The
large majority of participants (n = 14, 82.4%) also reported use of air fresheners, air
purifiers, or candles during the pre-intervention visit. During post-intervention visits, two
participants reported that they had ceased using air fresheners, air purifiers, and candles
in the home; however, one participant began use of these products, for a total of 13
participants who reported post-intervention use.
Both pre- and post-intervention, participants were also asked to report on their
cleaning methods. During the pre-intervention visits, 16 participants reported that they
damp mop their home and 14 participants reported that they vacuum their home (these
cleaning methods were not mutually exclusive). During the post-intervention visits, all
17 participants reported that they damp mop their home to keep it clean, while the same
14 participants reported that they continued to vacuum their homes; the three participants
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that did not vacuum their homes reported that they did not own a vacuum cleaner. A
case-by-case summary of pertinent occupant behaviors can be seen in Table 10 below.

Table 10: Self-Reported Occupant Behavior Data from the Resident Questionnaire
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCT TYPES USED

CASE

AIR
FILTERS
CHANGED
EVERY 1 - 3
MONTHS
Pre

Post

1

Yes

2

Yes

3

PETS
ALLOWED
IN
BEDROOMS

BLEACH,
AMMONIA,
CLEANERS,
OR
DETERGENT

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

6

Yes

No

NA

NA

Yes

7

Yes

No

NA

NA

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

9

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Yes

Yes

No

11

Yes

Yes

NA

12

Yes

No

13

Yes

Yes

14

NA

Yes

15

Yes

16
17

PAINTS,
STAINS,
PAINT
THINNERS,
ADHESIVES,
OR GLUES
Pre

AIR
FRESH, AIR
PURIFIERS,
OR
CANDLES

CLEANING METHOD

DAMP
MOPPING

VACUUM

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

NA

NA

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Self-Reported Environmental Asthma Triggers. The Resident Questionnaire also
collected data pertaining to self-reported environmental asthma triggers. Participants in
the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were asked to report: whether mold
could be seen or smelled in the home; whether or not food and pet food were stored
properly; whether or not garbage was properly stored in sealable trashcans; and whether
pests or their feces had been seen in the home. These data, in combination with selected
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data collected via the Health Questionnaire, were used to characterize the presence of
environmental asthma triggers in the home as perceived by the participant. These data
are further discussed with the Health Questionnaire data below.
Health Questionnaire. The Health Questionnaire (APPENDIX A) was completed
during both pre- and post-intervention visits to ascertain general health information about
the asthmatic child; the questionnaires were completed by the child’s parent/legal
guardian. During the pre-intervention visit, parents/legal guardians reported that the
majority of asthmatic children (N = 25) had medical insurance coverage (n = 18, 72.0%);
the majority of insured children were covered by Medicaid (n = 11, 61.1% of insured
participants, 44.0% of the total population). The additional insured children (n = 7) were
covered by private insurance companies. These results remained the same during the
post-intervention visit.
Participants were also asked to rate the asthmatic child’s overall health on a scale
from: 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent). During pre-intervention visits, asthmatic children were
identified as having a mean overall health rating of 6.76 ± 2.35 (Range: 1 – 10); this
rating was slightly above 5, which was identified as average. Overall self-reported health
ratings had increased post intervention to a mean rating of 7.20 ± 1.44 (Range: 5 – 10).
Further, when asked how the child’s health was currently, as compared to the preintervention visit, nearly half of participants reported “much better” (n = 12, 48.0%),
while only one child’s health was reported as worse than before study participation.
As a component of health, participants were also asked to report on the child’s
activity limitations due to their overall health, which considered the child’s asthma as
well as other factors. During pre-intervention, the majority of participants reported that
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the asthmatic child had no health-related limitations to performing either moderate (e.g.
climbing a flight of stairs) or vigorous (e.g. running or lifting heavy objects) activities (n
= 19, 76.0% and n = 16, 64.0%, respectively); however, one child reportedly had “a lot”
of health-related limitation with both types of activities and two additional children had
“a lot” of health-related limitations with performing only vigorous activities. By postintervention, the large majority of children reportedly had no health-related issues
performing either moderate or vigorous physical activities (n = 23, 92.0% and n = 18,
72.0%, respectively) and no children were reported as having more than just “a little”
health-related limitation.
Pre-intervention, most children (n = 12, 48.0%) were reported to participate in
physical activity more than five times per week, for an average of 30 – 59 minutes per
physical activity session; nine additional children (36.0%) also reported average physical
activity session times between 30 – 59 minutes, although they did not participate in as
many weekly sessions. Post-intervention, the number of children participating in
physical activity five or more times per week increased to 14 children (56.0%); nine
children reported the same results as they did during pre-intervention, three children
reduced their physical activity frequency from pre- to post-intervention, and five children
increased their physical activity frequency from pre- to post-intervention. During postintervention, most children (n = 13, 52.0%) were again reported to participate in physical
activity for an average of 30 – 59 minutes per session.
In addition to physical activity measures, participants were also asked to report on
their perception of the healthiness of the asthmatic child’s diet on a scale of: 1
(unhealthy) to 10 (healthy), with 5 (average). Pre-intervention, the mean diet rating was
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6.58 ± 2.17, indicating slightly above average diets in terms of health (n = 24; one child
did not provide pre-intervention diet data). To expand on the concept of healthy eating,
participants were also asked to report the number of servings of fruit and vegetables the
child ate in a typical day and the number of times per week that the child ate fast food.
Pre-intervention Health Questionnaires identified that a large number of children (n = 10,
40.0%) were eating only one to two servings of fruit and vegetables per day and ate fast
food (n = 15, 60.0%) one to two times per week. A summary of selected data from
participant’s Health Questionnaires can be seen in Table 11 on the following page.
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Table 11: Self-Reported Health Data from the Health Questionnaire
MEDICAL
INSURANCE

MODERATE
PHYSICAL
ACTIVITIES1

VIGOROUS
PHYSICAL
ACTIVITIES1

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY
PER WEEK2

DAILY
FRUIT/VEG
INTAKE3

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

Yes

Yes

NA

1

NA

1

NA

NA

NA

2

NA

3

2

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

3

3

No

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

3

3

3

1

1

4

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

2

4

4

3

3

2

2

5

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

3

4

3

1

1

6

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

3

3

3

2

1

7

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

4

2

3

2

2

8

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

2

CASE

WEEKLY FAST
FOOD INTAKE2

9

Yes

Yes

1

2

1

2

4

4

2

3

2

4

10

Yes

Yes

1

1

2

2

2

4

2

4

2

2

11

Yes

Yes

1

1

3

2

3

4

1

1

2

4

12

No

No

3

2

3

2

3

4

3

3

2

2

13

No

No

2

1

2

1

4

4

2

2

2

2

14

No

No

1

1

1

1

3

4

1

2

2

2

15

Yes

Yes

2

1

2

1

3

3

3

2

3

2

16

Yes

Yes

2

1

2

2

2

3

1

2

3

2

17

No

No

1

1

1

1

3

4

2

3

2

2

18

No

No

1

1

1

1

4

4

3

2

1

1

19

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

4

3

2

1

1

20

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

4

4

3

2

1

1

21

Yes

Yes

1

1

3

1

4

4

2

2

1

1

22

No

No

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

1

1

23

Yes

Yes

2

1

2

1

4

4

4

4

2

2

24

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

2

3

1

2

2

2

2

25

Yes

Yes

1

1

1

1

3

1

2

2

2

2

1

1 = No limitation, 2 = A little limitation, 3 = A lot of limitation

2

1 = 0 times per week, 2 = 1-2 times per week, 3 = 3-4 times per week, 4 = 5 or more times per week

3

1 = 0 servings per day, 2 = 1-2 servings per day, 3 = 3-4 servings per day, 4 = 5 or more servings per day

In addition to overall health questions, the Health Questionnaire also asked
participants to provide self-report data on one known asthma trigger: environmental
tobacco smoke. Participants were asked to report whether or not anyone living in the
home smokes tobacco products, as well as were asked whether or not visitors were
allowed to smoke tobacco products in the home. During the pre-intervention visit, 13
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participants reported that their homes were smoke free (76.5%), where neither residents
nor visitors smoke tobacco products; the remaining four households either permitted both
occupants and visitors to smoke tobacco products in the home (n = 1, 5.9%) or reported
that either occupants smoke (n = 2, 11.8%) or visitors smoke (n = 1, 5.9%). During the
post-intervention visit, the number of smoke-free homes increased by one household (n =
14, 82.4% of households). Of the three remaining smoking households, two reported that
only the occupants smoked tobacco products (11.8% of households), while one
household reported that only visitors smoke in the home (5.9% of households).
A summary of self-reported environmental asthma triggers, including the use of
tobacco products, as reported on the Resident Questionnaires and the Health
Questionnaires can be seen in Table 12 on the following page.
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Table 12: Frequency of Self-Reported Environmental Asthma Triggers – by Case and
Observation Type

CASE

PRESENCE OF
MOLD

IMPROPER
FOOD/PET FOOD
STORAGE

IMPROPER
GARBAGE
STORAGE

EVIDENCE OF
ROACHES/
PESTS

OCCUPANT/
VISITOR USE OF
TOBACCO

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

6

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

7

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

8

1

1

2

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

9

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

10

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

11

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

12

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

13

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

2

14

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

15

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

16

0

0

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

0

17

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

SUM

6

3

11

6

14

10

14

7

5

+/-

-3

-5

-4

-7

4
-1

The Resident Questionnaire and the Health Questionnaire collected self-reported data
on the types of environmental asthma triggers (or proxies for environmental asthma
triggers) in the home versus overall frequencies. For example, participants were asked to
report whether or not pests or their feces could be seen anywhere in the home, as opposed
to on a room-by-room basis. As such, any affirmative response (or negative response if
the question was phrased oppositely; i.e., “Is garbage contained in a sealable indoor trash
can?”) was indicative of a frequency of one for that type of environmental asthma trigger.
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The mean frequency of pre-intervention self-reported types of environmental asthma
triggers was 2.94 ± 1.30 trigger types (Range: 1 – 5 per household). The most common
pre-intervention self-reported environmental asthma trigger types were: garbage not
being properly stored in a sealed trash can (a proxy for pest harborage), as well as
evidence of pests themselves (n = 14 for both variables). When participants were asked
to report on the presence of mold in their home, six households reported either seeing or
smelling mold during the pre-intervention visit in at least one room of their home; the
rooms most likely to be reported with mold were the kitchen (n = 3) and the bathroom (n
= 6).
Post-intervention, improperly stored garbage remained the most frequent type of
environmental asthma trigger reported (n = 10) and mold was still most likely to be
reported in the bathrooms and the kitchen, although overall reports decreased. During
post-intervention visits, participants also reported declines in: the overall frequency of all
environmental asthma trigger types reported for all cases (50 pre-intervention instances
and 30 post-intervention instances), as well as the frequency of environmental asthma
trigger types per case (post-intervention mean = 1.76 ± .97 trigger types; Range: 0 – 4 per
household).
The determination of the statistical significance of observed changes, pertaining to the
self-reported presence of environmental asthma triggers, is discussed in the upcoming
section: Statistical Analysis of Research Hypotheses.
Asthma Supplement. The Asthma Supplement (APPENDIX A) was completed on
behalf of the 25 participating asthmatic children ≤17 years old, by their parent/legal
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guardian. Self-report data were collected for a variety of measures to ascertain
characteristics about the child’s asthma.
The mean age of participating children when they were first diagnosed with asthma,
as self-reported, was 5.76 ± 5.21 years. When asked during pre-intervention visits if the
child used an Asthma Action Plan, the participants reported that the majority of the
children (n = 16, 64.0%) had never received one; only five children (20.0%) were
identified as having a current Asthma Action Plan that was being utilized. Of those five
children, three were reported to have an asthma severity classification on the Asthma
Action Plan of “mild intermittent”, the other two children had severity classifications of
“mild persistent” and “moderate persistent” (n = 1 for each classification, respectively).
There was a slight increase in Asthma Action Plan utilization during post-intervention
visits (n = 7, 28.0%); still the majority of children (n = 15, 60.0%) did not have a current
Asthma Action Plan. The five children with reported pre-intervention severity
classifications on their Asthma Action Plan did not change classifications; however, the
two children with new Asthma Action Plans, as of post-intervention visits, reportedly had
severity classifications of: “mild persistent” (n = 1) and “moderate persistent” (n = 1). Of
school-aged participants (n = 23), the large majority had made their school nurse aware
of their asthma diagnosis, as reported both pre- and post-intervention (n = 20, 80.0% and
n = 22, 88.0%, respectively).
Participants were also asked to report whether or not physical activity and seasonality
affected the child’s asthma symptoms. Of the children old enough to partake in physical
activity (n = 24), the majority of children (n = 14, 56.0%), during pre-intervention visits,
reportedly had difficulty breathing when engaging in physical activity; during post-
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intervention visits, this number slightly decreased to 13 children (52.0%). Different
times of year were also reportedly more problematic for the asthmatic children, in terms
of exacerbating symptoms. Both pre-and post-intervention it was reported that 16
children (64.0%) had more difficulty breathing at least one month out of the year.

The

mean number of months where the children had more difficulty breathing was 4.00 ±
1.51 months (Range: 2 – 7) pre-intervention and 3.87 ± 1.310 months (Range: 1 – 6)
post-intervention. The most problematic season, identified both pre- and postintervention, was reportedly the five months between October and February, with a
reported number of children suffering in these months ranging from seven (February) to
thirteen (December).
Participants were also asked to report whether or not the child slept on pillows and
mattresses that were covered by allergen-reducing casings. During pre-intervention
visits, responses were collected on behalf of 21 children. Of those 21 children, only one
child reportedly slept on both a covered pillow and a covered mattress (4.8% of
respondents), while two additional children reportedly slept only on a covered mattress
(9.5% of respondents). During post-intervention visits, data was not collected for one
asthmatic child. However, of the 24 children that provided post-intervention data: 22
children reportedly slept on both a covered pillow and a covered mattress (91.7% of
respondents); one child slept on a covered pillow, but not a covered mattress (4.2% of
respondents); and one child reportedly did not sleep on either a covered pillow or a
covered mattress (4.2% of respondents). Allergen-reducing pillow and mattress covers
were two of the supplies provided to participants during intervention visits; a summary of
supplies provided to each participant can be seen in APPENDIX L.
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Self-Reported Asthma Symptoms. Hypotheses 3 through 3-4 were concerned with
the self-reported frequency of symptoms experienced by the asthmatic child in the month
prior to the survey. Data collected were ordinal in nature, and although the intervals were
not equivalent, increasing numbers along the scales was associated with an increased
frequency of asthma symptoms; the ordinal options were consistent with options on
validated Asthma Control Tests.
Participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were asked to
report the frequency of daytime asthma symptoms experienced by the child during the
prior month on a scale from “1” (“zero” symptoms the prior month) to “5” (“multiple
times throughout the day” in the prior month). The mean pre-intervention daytime
asthma symptom value reported was 2.12 ± 1.20 (Range: 1 – 5), while the mean postintervention daytime asthma symptom value reported was 1.64 ± .95 (Range 1 – 4). Only
one participant reported that pre-intervention, the asthmatic child had been experiencing
asthma symptoms “multiple times per day” in the prior month. Post-intervention, the
highest frequency of daytime asthma symptoms experienced was “daily”, which was
reported for two asthmatic children. Additional daytime symptom data can be seen in
Table 13 on the following page.
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Table 13: Frequency of Self-Reported Asthma Symptoms in the Prior Month – by Case
and Symptom Type
CASE

DAYTIME
SYMPTOMS1

NIGHTTIME
SYMPTOMS2

SHORT-ACTING
MEDICATION3

ACTIVITY
INTERFERENCE4

CASE
+/-

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

1

4

2

3

5

2

0

0

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

4

2

2

2

1

2

1

3

2

-3

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

6

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

7

2

1

2

1

2

1

4

3

-4

8

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

-1

9

2

4

2

3

2

3

1

3

6

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

0

11

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

-3

12

2

3

2

3

2

3

4

3

2

13

2

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

5

14

2

1

4

1

3

1

3

1

-8

15

5

1

2

2

5

1

3

1

-10

16

4

1

2

1

5

1

3

1

-10

17

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

-1

18

2

1

5

1

5

1

3

1

-11

19

4

1

5

1

5

1

3

1

-13

20

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

21

3

2

3

2

3

1

3

3

-4

22

2

1

1

1

3

1

0

0

-3

23

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

1

24

4

3

4

4

4

2

1

2

-2

25

1

2

1

2

4

1

1

1

-1

SUM

53

41

49

40

63

34

50

44

+/-

-12

-9

-29

-6

1

1 = zero, 2 = 2 times per week or less, 3 = more than 2 times per week, but not daily, 4 = daily, 5 = multiple times throughout
the day
2
1 = zero, 2 = 2 times per month or less, 3 = 3 – 4 times per month, 4 = more than 1 night per week, but not nightly,
5 = often, 7 times per week
3
1 = zero, 2 = 2 times per week or less, 3 = more than 2 times per week, but not daily, 4 = daily, 5 = several times per day
4

1 = none, 2 = minor limitation, 3 = some limitation, 4 = extremely limited

Participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were also asked
to report the frequency of nighttime asthma symptoms experienced by the child during
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the prior month on a scale from “1” (“zero”) to “5” (“often, 7 times per week”). The
mean pre-intervention nighttime symptom value reported was 1.96 ± 1.27 (Range: 1 – 5),
while the post-intervention mean reported was 1.60 ± .87 (Range: 1 – 4). Preintervention, two participating children reported the most frequent nighttime asthma
symptom value (“5” = “often, 7 times per week); post-intervention the worst nighttime
symptom frequency reported was “more than 1 night per week, but not nightly”, which
was reported by only one participant. Additional nighttime symptom data can be seen in
Table 13 above.
The use of short-acting asthma medications is often used as a proxy for the frequency
of asthma symptoms experienced; more reliance on short-acting medications mirrors an
increase in asthma symptom frequency. As such, participants in the home-based
childhood asthma intervention study were asked to report details of the child’s
medication use. During pre-intervention visits, a reported 23 children (92.0%) used
asthma medication that was prescribed by a doctor, while 22 children (88.0%) were
reported users of prescription asthma medications at post-intervention. During the preintervention visits, 17 children (68.0%) were reported taking controller medications, even
when asthma symptoms were not present, while 10 children (40.0%) reportedly took
additional short-acting medications only when symptoms were present. Post-intervention
use of controller medication increased by one child (n = 18, 72.0%), while postintervention use of short-acting medications decreased (n = 7, 28.0%). Only 12
participants pre-intervention and seven participants post-intervention reported the cost of
asthma medications used in the prior month. The mean pre-intervention amount of
money spent on asthma medications was $103.25 ± $142.26; post-intervention, the mean
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amount of money spent on asthma medications in the prior month decreased to $75.71 ±
$62.61.
Participants were also asked to report on the frequency of short-acting medication use
by the child to control asthma symptoms during the prior month on a scale from “1”
(“zero” use in the prior month) to “5” (use “several times per day” in the prior month).
The mean pre-intervention short-acting medication use value reported was 2.52 ± 1.56
(Range: 1 – 5); the mean post-intervention value was 1.36 ± .70 (Range: 1 – 3). Preintervention data identified five children who were using their short-acting medication
multiple times per day. The most frequent use of short-acting medication postintervention was reported as “more than 2 times per week, but not daily” (reported by
three children). Additional short-acting medication use data can be seen in Table 13
above.
Interference with normal activities is also used as a proxy for the frequency of asthma
symptoms experienced; greater activity limitations mirror an increase in asthma symptom
frequency. As such, participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study
were also asked to report the severity of normal activity interference experienced by the
child due to asthma symptoms during the prior month on a scale from “1” (“none”) to “4”
(“extremely limited”). Two participants were excluded from the activity interference
analysis; one because the child was too young to determine effects (9 months old at preintervention) and the second because post-intervention activity interference was not
reported. Given the remaining sample size of 23 asthmatic children, the mean preintervention activity interference value reported was 2.17 ± 1.11 (Range: 1 – 4). The
mean post-intervention value reported was 1.91 ± 1.04 (Range: 1 – 4). Pre-intervention
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data identified two children who were “extremely limited” in their activities due to
asthma; post-intervention only one child was identified as being “extremely limited”.
Additional activity limitation data can be seen in Table 13 above.
To evaluate overall changes in symptoms experienced by the asthmatic child, both
pre- and post-intervention, the four types of symptoms (or symptom proxies) discussed
above were also cumulated for each case. The pre-intervention mean value of all
symptom data combined was 8.60 ± 4.00 (Range: 4 – 17), while the post-intervention
mean value of all symptoms combined was 6.36 ± 2.93 (Range: 3 – 13). Combined
values for all symptoms can be seen in Table 13 above.
Overall, 14 of the 25 participants reduced their overall symptom frequency from preto post-intervention; in contrast, six participants increased their overall symptom
frequencies and five participants had unchanged cumulative symptoms frequencies from
pre- to post-intervention. When looking at specific types of symptoms (or proxies for
symptoms), overall participants decreased in each of the four designated areas, with the
greatest overall change reported for the use of short-acting medication. While these
changes in the raw asthma symptom data are in the expected direction, the determination
of the statistical significance of such changes is discussed in the upcoming section:
Statistical Analysis of Research Hypotheses.
Self-Reported Use of Health Care Services. Hypotheses 4 through 4-3 were
concerned with the self-reported frequency of use of health care services by the child, as
a result of their asthma, in the six months prior to the survey. These data were also
recorded on the Asthma Supplement, which was completed by the parent/legal guardian
on behalf of each of the participating asthmatic children.
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Participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were asked to
report the frequency of the child’s visits to a doctor’s office during the prior six months,
which were the direct result of asthma; the data were collected on a continuous scale.
Participants were also asked to report the frequency, in the prior six months, of
emergency room or urgent care facility use, as well as the frequency of overnight hospital
admissions as a result of the child’s asthma. The mean frequency of asthma-related
doctor’s visits pre-intervention was 1.96 ± 1.72 doctor’s visits (Range: 0 – 6), which was
slightly reduced to a mean of 1.48 ± 2.31 visits (Range: 0 – 8) post-intervention. Only
three participants reported asthma-related use of an emergency department or urgent care
facility pre-intervention (each with only one visit); only one participant reported postintervention emergency department or urgent care facilities use (only one visit). Only
one participant reported pre-intervention asthma-related overnight hospital admittance
(with a one reported admittance); no participants reported overnight hospital admittance
post-intervention. Raw self-reported health care services use data can be seen in Table
14 on the following page.
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Table 14: Frequency of Self-Reported Health Care Services Use in the Prior Six Months
– by Case and Service Type
DOCTOR'S OFFICE VISITS
CASE

EMERGENCY
ROOM/URGENT CARE
VISITS

OVERNIGHT HOSPITAL
ADMISSIONS

CASE
+/-

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

6

2

0

0

0

0

-4

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

1

0

0

0

0

-1

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

6

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

7

1

0

0

0

0

0

-1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

1

0

1

0

0

0

-2

10

3

0

0

0

0

0

-3

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

2

7

0

0

0

0

5

13

1

4

0

0

0

0

3

14

2

0

0

0

0

0

-2

15

5

1

0

0

0

0

-4

16

5

1

0

0

0

0

-4

17

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

18

2

0

0

0

0

0

-2

19

2

0

0

0

0

0

-2

20

2

0

0

0

0

0

-2

21

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

22

3

8

0

0

0

0

5

23

5

1

1

0

1

0

-6

24

2

6

0

0

0

0

4

25

0

2

0

0

0

0

2

SUM

49

37

3

1

1

0

+/-

-12

-2

-1

Overall, fourteen participants reported post-intervention declines in the use of health
care services for asthma, while six participants increased their use of health care services
and five participants did not change their asthma-related health care services use from
pre- to post-intervention. In terms of health care service type, the greatest overall
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declines from pre- to post-intervention were seen in the use of doctor’s office visits for
asthma. The frequency of reported asthma-related emergency room or urgent care
facilities visits, as well as the frequency of overnight hospitals admissions for asthma
were remarkably small both pre- and post-intervention. Due to the extremely low sample
size, the frequency of use of emergency rooms/urgent care facilities and the frequency of
overnight hospital admissions could not be individually analyzed; however, the
frequencies for these two measures were included in the overall cumulative analysis
regarding asthma-related use of health care services. The determination of the statistical
significance of any changes pertaining to the asthma-related use of health care services is
discussed in the upcoming section: Statistical Analysis of Research Hypotheses.
Self-Reported Burden. The self-reported burden of asthma, in terms of missed
school days and missed work days, was also identified on the Asthma Supplement.
Participants in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study were asked to report
the frequency of missed school days during the prior month, which were the direct result
of asthma symptoms. Participants were also asked to report the frequency of missed
work days during the prior month (spent by the caregiver caring for the child suffering
from asthma symptoms); in both instances, the data were collected on a continuous scale.
The mean frequency of pre-intervention missed school days due to asthma was .50 ±
.97 days (Range: 0 – 3), which decreased to a post-intervention mean frequency of zero
missed school days. The mean frequency of missed work days by caregiver’s was .15 ±
.56 days pre-intervention (Range: 0 – 2) and .77 ± 1.92 days post intervention (Range: 0
– 6). Additional burden data can be seen in Table 15 on the following page.
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Table 15: Burden of Asthma as Measured by Prior Month Missed School and Missed
Work Days

CASE

MISSED SCHOOL
DAYS

MISSED WORK DAYS
CASE

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1*

NA

NA

1*

0

NA

2

0

0

2*

NA

NA

3

0

0

3

0

0

4

0

0

4*

NA

NA

5

0

0

5

0

0

6

0

0

6

0

0

7

0

0

7*

NA

0

8

0

0

8*

NA

NA

9*

NA

4

9

0

4

10

0

0

10

0

0

11

0

0

11

0

0

12*

4

NA

12*

NA

8

13*

3

NA

13*

NA

3

14*

30

NA

14*

NA

0

15

0

0

15

0

0

16

0

0

16

0

0

17

2

0

17

0

0

18

2

0

18*

NA

0

19

1

0

19*

NA

0

20

0

0

20*

NA

0

21

0

0

21

0

0

22

3

0

22

0

0

23

0

0

23*

0

NA

24

0

0

24

2

6

25

0

0

25

0

0

* Cases were excluded from analysis for failure to report both pre- and post-intervention data

Asthma Assessment. The Asthma Assessment test (APPENDIX A) was
administered to the head of household during both the pre-intervention and the postintervention visits. The Asthma Assessment test was not developed until later in the
study period. As such, the first two participants in the home-based childhood asthma
intervention study were not issued the test during the pre-intervention; one participant did
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complete the Asthma Assessment post-intervention, but those data were excluded from
analysis. Of the 15 Asthma Assessment tests that were completed, one was completed by
the asthmatic child’s legal guardian, one participant failed to indicate their relationship to
the asthmatic child, one was completed by the asthmatic child’s biologic father, and the
remaining 12 were completed by the asthmatic children’s biologic mothers.
Asthma Assessment tests were scored with one point being awarded for each correct
answer on the true/false test; scores were summed for each case. A total of 20 points
were possible, divided equally (five points each) amongst four topic areas: Asthma
Symptoms, Asthma Triggers, Asthma Management, and Asthma Prevention. Results of
the Asthma Assessment test are depicted in Table 16 on the following page.
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Table 16: Caregiver Knowledge Scores on the Asthma Assessment Test

CASE

ASTHMA
SYMPTOMS

ASTHMA
TRIGGERS

ASTHMA
MANAGEMENT

ASTHMA
PREVENTION

CASE
+/-

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

2

NA

5

NA

5

NA

4

NA

5

NA

3

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

-1

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

5

3

4

5

5

4

5

5

4

1

6

4

5

5

5

4

5

4

4

2

7

5

3

5

5

5

3

5

4

-5

8

5

5

5

5

2

5

5

5

3

9

4

3

1

1

2

2

3

3

-1

10

4

4

5

3

3

3

4

3

-3

11

4

4

4

5

4

4

5

5

1

12

4

4

4

5

4

5

5

5

2

13

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

0

14

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

0

15

5

5

4

5

4

4

4

4

1

16

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

0

17

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

1

SUM*

66

66

67

67

61

65

69

66

+/-

0

0

4

-3

* Data from Cases 1 and 2 were not collected both pre- and post-intervention; Cases 1 and 2 were excluded from
analysis

The mean score (out of 20) on the Asthma Assessment was 17.53 ± 2.50 preintervention (Range: 10 – 20) and 17.60 ± 3.07 post-intervention (Range: 9 – 20). Of the
15 caregivers that provided both pre- and post-intervention scores: seven improved their
scores, four received lower scores post-intervention, and four caregiver total scores did
not change.
Cumulative caregiver scores on the Asthma Assessment (for all cases combined)
remained the same both pre- and post-intervention for the topic areas: Asthma Symptoms
and Asthma Triggers. Three caregivers increased their Asthma Symptom scores (by
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three total points); while two reduced their scores (by three total points) and ten
caregivers maintained the same Asthma Symptom score. Three caregivers also increased
their Asthma Trigger score (by three total points), while, again, two reduced their scores
(by three total points) and ten scores remained unchanged.
Cumulative scores in the area of Asthma Management improved post-intervention,
while cumulative scores in the area of Asthma Prevention decreased post-intervention.
Four caregivers increased their Asthma Management scores (by six total points), while
only one caregiver decreased their score (by two points); the remaining caregivers
retained the same Asthma Management scores. In regards to Asthma Prevention, no
caregivers improved their knowledge score; three caregivers decreased their scores (by
three total points), while the remaining twelve caregivers’ Asthma Prevention scores did
not change pre- to post-intervention. The determination of the statistical significance of
these changes in caregiver knowledge is discussed in the upcoming section: Statistical
Analysis of Research Hypotheses.
Visual Assessment Checklist. During both the pre- and post-intervention home
visits, study investigators that were trained as NEHA-certified Healthy Homes Specialists
conducted room-by-room visual inspections of each home, as well as of the immediate
home exterior (i.e., front and back yards). During the inspections, investigators indicated
the observed cleanliness and clutter of each accessible area on a scale of 0 – 3 (i.e., 0 =
not clean, 1 = some clean, and 2 = clean, and 0 = high clutter, 1 = medium clutter, and 2
= low clutter, respectively). The mean cleanliness rating for home exteriors (front yards
and back yards combined) during the pre-intervention visit was 1.35 ± .745, which
indicated that most homes had at least partially clean exteriors. For the post-intervention
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assessment, the mean exterior cleanliness rating increased slightly to 1.47 ± .72, although
two homes did not provide exterior cleanliness data. In terms of exterior clutter, preintervention inspections indicated that the mean exterior clutter rating was 1.59 ± .46;
post-intervention the mean rating was nearly the same at 1.50 ± .60. Overall, home
exteriors were generally assessed as having moderate to low levels of clutter.
To assess the cleanliness and clutter ratings of the interior of the homes overall, the
individual ratings for each interior room (e.g., living room, kitchen, bathroom, and
bedrooms) were summed and the summation was then divided by the number of rooms
assessed, for each participating home. When looking at all of the participating homes
together, the mean pre-intervention interior cleanliness rating was 1.65 ± .40, indicating
that most homes were at least partially clean; post-intervention, the interior cleanliness
value was nearly identical, with a mean rating of 1.66 ± .48. In terms of interior clutter,
participating homes also had generally low-to-medium clutter levels. The mean preintervention interior clutter rating was 1.71 ± .32, which varied only slightly from the
post-intervention mean of 1.65 ± .31, although this slight decline moved towards a higher
level of clutter.
During both the pre- and post-intervention inspections, study investigators were also
interested in identifying the presence of environmental asthma triggers. Whenever an
environmental asthma trigger was observed (or a proxy for an environmental asthma
trigger was observed), it was also indicated on the Visual Assessment Checklist
(APPENDIX A). Nine environmental asthma trigger observation types were selected
from the Visual Assessment Checklist for analysis. If the selected observation was made
in any room of the home, a frequency of one was assigned. Subsequently, all instances
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were summed for each case. Frequencies for eight of the nine observation types of
interest can be seen in Table 17 below; the ninth observation of interest (evidence of
rodents) was excluded, as none of the participants had evidence of rodents observed in
their home in either the pre- or post-intervention visits.

Table 17: Frequency of Observed Environmental Asthma Triggers – by Case and
Observation Type

CASE

UNVENTED
GAS
APPLIANCE

MOLD OBVIOUS
SOURCE

MOLD - NO
OBVIOUS
SOURCE

EVIDENCE
OF
TOBACCO
SMOKING

IMPROPER
STORED
FOOD/PET
FOOD

IMPROPER
STORED
GARBAGE

EVIDENCE
OF
ROACHES

EVIDENCE
OF PEST
CONTROL
PRODUCTS

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

1

1

1

1

2

1

0

2

3

2

2

3

0

7

3

1

5

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

3

3

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

6

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

7

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2

3

3

1

1

8

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

3

1

0

1

0

0

9

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

4

0

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

5

3

1

0

11

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

12

2

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

13

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

14

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

4

0

0

0

0

15

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

5

6

0

0

16

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

17

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

SUM

8

7

5

4

1

0

5

5

15

9

26

23

20

16

5

8

+/-

-1

-1

-1

0

-6

-3

-4

3

The mean number of overall environmental asthma trigger instances observed, per
household, pre-intervention was 4.71 ± 3.87 triggers (Range: 0 – 17), while the mean
number of asthma trigger instances observed, per household, post-intervention was 3.76 ±
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2.97 triggers (Range: 0 – 11). Environmental asthma triggers were most likely to have
been observed in the kitchen (pre-intervention = 29 observations for all cases; postintervention = 22 observations for all cases) and the bathrooms (pre-intervention = 21
observations amongst all bathrooms; post-intervention = 17 observations amongst all
bathrooms; [some homes had up to three bathrooms]).
The most commonly observed condition in participating homes, both pre- and postintervention, was the presence of “improperly stored garbage” (e.g., interior trash
receptacles without lids, trash not placed in proper receptacles; overflowing receptacles
not removed from the premises). All but three of the participating homes had issues with
improperly stored garbage identified in at least one room in the home. The least
commonly observed condition (with the exception of the excluded “evidence of rodents”)
was the presence of “mold without an obvious source of moisture”; this observation was
made in only one participating home during pre-intervention and in none of the homes
post-intervention. However, if one considers this observation to be closely related to the
observation of “mold with an obvious source of moisture”, then the least commonly
observed conditions (both with an overall frequency of five observations preintervention, and with five and eight observations post-intervention, respectively) were
“evidence of tobacco smoke or other usage” and “evidence of the use of pest control
products”.
To look at the data collected on the Visual Assessment Checklist differently, the
frequency of the types of observations made, versus the overall frequency of observations
(which was cumulated for every room where the observation was made), was also
examined. For this analysis, an observation frequency of greater than or equal to one was
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given a value of “1” for each observation type; the lack of an observation in any area of
the home for a particular observation type was assigned a value of “0”. The frequency of
types was then summed for each case. Excluding “evidence of the use of pest control
products” (as discussed below), there were seven distinct environmental asthma trigger
(or trigger proxy) observation types. The mean frequency of observation types for
participating homes pre-intervention was 2.65 ± 1.62 types (Range: 0 – 7) and was 2.06 ±
1.48 post-intervention types (Range: 0 – 5); these frequencies are substantially lower than
the overall observed frequencies, as many participating homes had more than one
instance of an observation type (e.g., “evidence of cockroaches”) due to the observation
being made in multiple rooms of the same home (e.g., cockroaches observed in the
kitchen, the bathroom, and the bedrooms).
When looking within each observation type individually, the overall frequency of
observations from pre- to post-intervention: decreased for six types; did not change for
one; and increased for the remaining one type (“evidence of use of pest control
products”). Pest control products were most likely to be observed in the kitchen of
participating homes (four observations both pre- and post-intervention, respectively). As
the use of pest control products may be considered protective against pests that are
recognized environmental asthma triggers, this observation was excluded from the
statistical analysis of Hypothesis 1-2.
The determination of the statistical significance of observed changes, pertaining to the
presence of environmental asthma triggers, is discussed in the upcoming section:
Statistical Analysis of Research Hypotheses.
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Statistical Analysis of Research Hypotheses
Statistical analysis was conducted on data collected from the 17 unique, participating
homes, and the 25 asthmatic children that resided in those homes. Statistical analysis of
study hypotheses was conducted using the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 statistical software
package.
Hypotheses 1-1 and 1-2: Presence of Environmental Asthma Triggers. The
presence of environmental asthma triggers (or proxies for environmental asthma triggers)
both pre- and post-intervention was ascertained using self-reported data from the
Resident Questionnaire and the Health Questionnaire, in addition to observations
recorded on the Visual Assessment Checklist; manipulations to the data prior to statistical
analysis were previously described. The alternate hypotheses predicted that the median
frequency of environmental asthma triggers would decrease post-intervention
(Hypothesis 1-1 utilized self-report data; Hypothesis 1-2 utilized observed data).

H1-10:
H1-1A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H1-20:
H1-2A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

To analyze the difference in median environmental asthma trigger presence before
and after the intervention, a Wilcoxon signed ranks test was conducted individually for
both the self-report data and the observed data. Table 18, on the following page, defines
the variables used for analysis of Hypotheses 1-1 and 1-2.
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Table 18: Variable Definitions for Hypotheses 1-1 and 1-2
VARIABLE CODE

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

PREtrigg_types_SR

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the presence of types of environmental
asthma triggers in the home

POSTtrigg_types_SR

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the presence of types of environmental
asthma triggers in the home

PREtriggers

Pre-intervention, observed data regarding the overall frequency of environmental
asthma triggers in the home

POSTtriggers

Post-intervention, observed data regarding the overall frequency of environmental
asthma triggers in the home

PREtrig_types

Pre-intervention, observed data regarding the types of environmental asthma triggers
in the home

POSTtrig_types

Post-intervention, observed data regarding the types of environmental asthma triggers
in the home

Results of the statistical analyses of Hypothesis 1-1 and 1-2 can be seen in Tables 19
– 20 below and Tables 21 – 22 on the following page.

Table 19: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 1-1
Ranks
N
Negative Ranks
POSTtrigg_types_SR PREtrigg_types_SR

Mean Rank
7.33

88.00

b

3.00

3.00

12

Positive Ranks

1

Sum of Ranks

a

c

Ties

4

Total

17

a. POSTtrigg_types_SR < PREtrigg_types_SR
b. POSTtrigg_types_SR > PREtrigg_types_SR
c. POSTtrigg_types_SR = PREtrigg_types_SR

Table 20: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 1-1
a

Test Statistics

POSTtrigg_types_SR - PREtrigg_types_SR
b

Z

-3.042

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.002

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks
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The two-tailed significance value (p = .002) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .001; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between the self-reported frequency of types of environmental asthma triggers
pre-intervention and the frequency of self-reported types of environmental asthma
triggers post-intervention. The direction of change was as expected; therefore, the null
Hypothesis 1-1 is rejected and the alternate Hypothesis 1-1 (median frequency of selfreported environmental asthma triggers would be reduced) is accepted. The test was
repeated for Hypothesis 1-2 (observed environmental asthma triggers), with results
indicated below.

Table 21: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 1-2
Ranks
N

Mean Rank

Sum of Ranks

8

a

8.56

68.50

Positive Ranks

5

b

4.50

22.50

Ties

4

Total

17

Negative Ranks
POSTtriggers - PREtriggers

c

a. POSTtriggers < PREtriggers
b. POSTtriggers > PREtriggers
c. POSTtriggers = PREtriggers

Table 22: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 1-2
a

Test Statistics

POSTtriggers - PREtriggers
b

Z

-1.651

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.099

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks.
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The two-tailed significance value (p = .099) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .050; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between observed environmental asthma triggers from pre- to postintervention. The direction of change was as expected; therefore, the null Hypothesis 1-2
is rejected and the alternate Hypothesis 1-2 (median frequency of observed
environmental asthma triggers would be reduced) is accepted.
A second Wilcoxon signed rank test was also performed to determine differences in
pre- and post-intervention frequency of environmental asthma trigger observations in
terms of the type of observation made. Results from the analysis of observation types can
be seen in Tables 23 and 24 below.

Table 23: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 1-2 by Types
Ranks
N
Negative Ranks

Mean Rank
7

a

7.57

53.00

b

3.25

13.00

POSTtrig_types -

Positive Ranks

4

PREtrig_types

Ties

6

Total
a. POSTtrig_types < PREtrig_types

Sum of Ranks

c

17

b. POSTtrig_types > PREtrig_types
c. POSTtrig_types = PREtrig_types

Table 24: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 1-2 by Types
a

Test Statistics

POSTtrig_types - PREtrig_types
b

Z

-1.833

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.067

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks.
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The two-tailed significance value (p = .067) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .034; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between the frequency of observed environmental asthma trigger types preintervention and the frequency of observed environmental asthma trigger types postintervention. The direction of change was again as expected; further supporting the
conclusion to reject the null Hypothesis 1-2 and to accept the alternate Hypothesis 1-2.
The study investigator was also interested in identifying any differences between selfreported and observed environmental asthma triggers types. There were five types of
environmental asthma triggers (or environmental asthma trigger proxies) that were
assessed by both self-report and observed measures: 1) presence of mold, 2) presence of
environmental tobacco smoke; 3) improperly stored food or pet food; 4) improperly
stored garbage; and 5) evidence of cockroaches or other pests. The mean preintervention number of these environmental asthma trigger types was: 2.76 ± 1.15 types
as self-reported (Range: 1 – 4) and 2.18 ± 1.38 types as observed (Range: 0 – 5). The
mean post-intervention number of these environmental asthma trigger types was 1.65 ±
.86 types as self-reported (Range: 0 – 3) and 1.65 ± 1.06 types as observed (Range: 0 –
4). The difference in pre-intervention medians was statistically significant (p = .032);
pre-intervention frequencies of environmental asthma triggers were significantly greater
for self-report data than for observed data. There was no significant difference between
self-reported and observed frequencies during post-intervention.
Hypothesis 2: Caregiver Knowledge about Asthma. The level of caregiver
knowledge about asthma both pre- and post-intervention was ascertained using selfreported data from the Asthma Assessment; manipulations to the data prior to statistical
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analysis were described above. The alternate hypothesis predicted that the median score
on the Asthma Assessment test would increase post-intervention.

H20:
H2A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int < Mdpost-int

To analyze the difference in caregivers’ median knowledge score before and after the
intervention (variable codes: PREedu and POSTedu, respectively), a Wilcoxon signed
ranks test was conducted. Results of the analysis can be seen in Tables 25 and 26 below.

Table 25: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 2
Ranks
N

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks

Sum of Ranks

4

a

6.88

27.50

7

b

5.50

38.50

POSTedu - PREedu

c

Ties

4

Total

15

a. POSTedu < PREedu
b. POSTedu > PREedu
c. POSTedu = PREedu

Table 26: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 2
a

Test Statistics

POSTedu - PREedu
Z

-.498

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

b

.618

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on negative ranks.

The two-tailed significance value (p = .618) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .309; results indicated that there was not a statistically
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significant difference between caregivers’ asthma knowledge scores pre-intervention and
their asthma knowledge scores post-intervention. Therefore, there is a failure to reject
the null Hypothesis 2, which indicated that median caregivers’ asthma knowledge scores
did not significantly change from pre- to post-intervention.
Hypotheses 3 and 3-1 through 3-4: Asthma Symptoms. The frequency of
symptoms experienced by the asthmatic child participants both pre- and post-intervention
was ascertained using self-reported data from the Asthma Supplement; manipulations to
the data prior to statistical analysis were described above. The alternate hypotheses
predicted that the median frequency of asthma symptoms (and symptom proxies)
experienced by the child in the prior month would decrease post-intervention. Changes
in asthma symptoms (and symptom proxies) were analyzed individually for: daytime
symptoms (Hypothesis 3-1); nighttime symptoms (Hypothesis 3-2); the use of shortacting medication (Hypothesis 3-3); and activity restrictions (Hypothesis 3-4).
Cumulative changes in asthma symptom frequency were also analyzed to satisfy the
testing of the overarching Hypothesis 3.
H30:
H3A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H3-10:
H3-1A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H3-20:
H3-2A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H3-30:
H3-3A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int
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H3-40:
H3-4A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

To analyze the difference in median frequency of asthma symptoms (and symptom
proxies) before and after the intervention, Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were conducted.
Table 27 below defines the variables used for analysis of Hypotheses 3 through 3-4.

Table 27: Variable Definitions for Hypotheses 3 through 3-4
VARIABLE CODE

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

PREsymp_day

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of daytime asthma
symptoms experienced by the child

POSTsymp_day

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of daytime asthma
symptoms experienced by the child

PREsymp_night

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of nighttime asthma
symptoms experienced by the child

POSTsymp_night

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of nighttime asthma
symptoms experienced by the child

PREmed_use

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of use of short-acting
medications by the child

POSTmed_use

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of use of short-acting
medications by the child

PREact_int

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the child's degree of normal activity
interference due to asthma

POSTact_int

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the child's degree of normal activity
interference due to asthma

PREsym_comb

Pre-intervention, summation of the four self-reported asthma symptom measures
discussed above

POSTsym_comb

Post-intervention, summation of the four self-reported asthma symptom measures
discussed above

Results of the statistical analyses of Hypotheses 3 through 3-4 can be seen in Table
28 and Table 29 on the following pages.
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Table 28: Signed Ranks for Hypotheses 3 through 3-4
Ranks
N
Negative Ranks
POSTsymp_day –

Positive Ranks

PREsymp_day

Ties

POSTsymp_night –
PREsymp_night

PREsym_comb

75.50

7.38

29.50

c

25

Negative Ranks

7

d

8.29

58.00

6

e

5.50

33.00

g

9.38

122.00

h

4.67

14.00

j

7.39

66.50

k

7.70

38.50

m

11.36

159.00

6

n

8.50

51.00

5

o

Positive Ranks

f

Ties

12

Total

25

Positive Ranks

13
3

i

Ties

9

Total

25

Positive Ranks

9
5

l

Ties

9

Total

23

Negative Ranks
POSTsym_comb –

7.55

b

Total

Negative Ranks
POSTact_int – PREact_int

4

Sum of Ranks

a

10

11

Negative Ranks
POSTmed_use – PREmed_use

Mean Rank

Positive Ranks
Ties

Total
a. POSTsymp_day < PREsymp_day

14

25

b. POSTsymp_day > PREsymp_day
c. POSTsymp_day = PREsymp_day
d. POSTsymp_night < PREsymp_night
e. POSTsymp_night > PREsymp_night
f. POSTsymp_night = PREsymp_night
g. POSTmed_use < PREmed_use
h. POSTmed_use > PREmed_use
i. POSTmed_use = PREmed_use
j. POSTact_int < PREact_int
k. POSTact_int > PREact_int
l. POSTact_int = PREact_int
m. POSTsym_comb < PREsym_comb
n. POSTsym_comb > PREsym_comb
o. POSTsym_comb = PREsym_comb
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Table 29: Test Statistics for Hypotheses 3 through 3-4
a

Test Statistics

POSTsymp_day POSTsymp_night POSTmed_use POSTact_int POSTsym_comb
–

–

–

–

–

PREsymp_day

PREsymp_night

PREmed_use

PREact_int

PREsym_comb

b

Z

-1.478

Asymp. Sig. (2tailed)

.139

-.922

b

.357

b

-2.816

.005

-.906

b

b

-2.022

.365

.043

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks.

The two-tailed significance value (p = .043) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .022; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between the cumulative frequency of asthma symptoms (and symptom
proxies) pre-intervention and the cumulative frequency of asthma symptoms (and
symptom proxies) post-intervention. The direction of change was as expected; therefore,
the null Hypothesis 3 is rejected and the alternate Hypothesis 3 (median self-reported
asthma symptoms would decrease) is accepted.
When looking at the types of asthma symptoms (and symptom proxies) individually,
differences emerge. The two-tailed significance value for daytime asthma symptoms (p =
.139) was transformed into a one-tailed significance value of p = .070; although the
direction of change was as expected and the change was approaching significance, results
indicated that there was not a statistically significant difference between the frequency of
daytime asthma symptoms from pre- to post-intervention. Therefore, there is a failure to
reject the null Hypothesis 3-1, which indicated that the median frequency of daytime
asthma symptoms alone did not significantly change after intervention.
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Additionally, the results indicated that there was not a statistically significant
difference between the frequency of nighttime asthma symptoms pre-intervention and the
frequency of nighttime asthma symptoms post-intervention (two-tailed significance
value, p = .357; one-tailed significance value, p = .179). Therefore, there is a failure to
reject the null Hypothesis 3-2, which indicated that the frequency of nighttime asthma
symptoms alone did not significantly change after intervention.
The frequency of use of short-acting asthma medication was also analyzed separately.
The two-tailed significance value (p = .005) was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .003; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between the frequency of short-acting medication use from pre- to postintervention. Further, the direction of change was as expected; therefore, the null
Hypothesis 3-3 is rejected and the alternate Hypothesis 3-3 (median frequency of use of
short-acting asthma medication will decrease) is accepted.
Finally, the level of normal activity interference due to asthma was also analyzed
separately. With a one-tailed significance value of p = .183, the results indicated that
there was not a statistically significant difference between the level of activity
interference due to asthma pre-intervention and the level of activity interference due to
asthma post-intervention. Therefore, there is a failure to reject the null Hypothesis 3-4,
which indicated that median activity limitations due to asthma alone did not significantly
change after intervention.
Hypothesis 4 through 4-3: Use of Health Care Services. The pre- and postintervention frequencies of use of health care services as a result of pediatric asthma were
ascertained using self-reported data from the Asthma Supplement; manipulations to the
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data prior to statistical analysis were described above. The alternate hypotheses predicted
that the median frequency of use of health care services for asthma in the prior six
months would decrease post-intervention.
H40:
H4A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H4-10:
H4-1A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H4-20:
H4-2A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H4-30:
H4-3A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

Changes in doctor’s office use (Hypothesis 4-1) were analyzed individually. Due to
inadequate sample size, changes in the use of emergency room/urgent care facilities
(Hypothesis 4-2), as well as changes in overnight hospital admissions (Hypothesis 4-3)
could not be analyzed. However, data reported for these categories were used to analyze
cumulative changes in asthma-related use of health care services (Hypothesis 4).
To analyze the difference in median frequency of health care services use before and
after the intervention, Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were conducted. Table 30 on the
following page defines the variables used for analysis of Hypotheses 4 and 4-1.
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Table 30: Variable Definitions for Hypotheses 4 and 4-1
VARIABLE CODE

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

PREdr_off

Pre-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of doctor's office visits in the past six
months as a result of the child's asthma

POSTdr_off

Post-intervention, self-reported data regarding the frequency of doctor's office visits in the past six
months as a result of the child's asthma

PREhc_comb

Pre-intervention, summation of the three self-reported healthcare use measures (doctor's office
visits, emergency room/urgent care visits, and hospital admission)

POSThc_comb

Post-intervention, summation of the three self-reported healthcare use measures (doctor's office
visits, emergency room/urgent care visits, and hospital admission)

Results of the statistical analyses of Hypotheses 4 and 4-1 can be seen in Table 31
below and Table 32 on the following page.

Table 31: Signed Ranks for Hypotheses 4 and 4-1
Ranks
N
Negative Ranks

Mean Rank
a

9.29

130.00

b

13.33

80.00

d

9.54

133.50

e

12.75

76.50

14

Positive Ranks

6

Ties

5

Total

25

POSTdr_off - PREdr_off

POSThc_comb PREhc_comb

Negative Ranks

14

Positive Ranks

6

c

f

Ties

5

Total

25

a. POSTdr_off < PREdr_off
b. POSTdr_off > PREdr_off
c. POSTdr_off = PREdr_off
d. POSThc_comb < PREhc_comb
e. POSThc_comb > PREhc_comb
f. POSThc_comb = PREhc_comb
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Sum of Ranks

Table 32: Test Statistics for Hypotheses 4 and 4-1
a

Test Statistics

POSTdr_off - PREdr_off
Z

-.940

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

POSThc_comb - PREhc_comb

b

b

-1.070

.347

.285

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks.

In terms of the overall cumulative frequency of health care visits due to asthma
(doctor’s offices, emergency rooms/urgent care facilities, and hospital admissions) in the
prior six months, the results indicated a two tailed significance value (p = .285), which
was transformed into a one-tailed significance value of p = .143. Results indicated that
there was not a statistically significant difference between pre- and post-intervention
health care utilization; therefore, there is a failure to reject the null Hypothesis 4, which
indicated that there was not a significant change in the median frequency of use of health
care services (combined) after intervention.
The frequency of visits to doctor’s office due to asthma in the prior six months was
also analyzed separately. The two-tailed significance value (p = .347) was transformed
into a one-tailed significance value of p = .174; results indicated that there was not a
statistically significant difference between pre- and post-intervention frequency of
doctor’s office visits. Therefore, there is a failure to reject the null Hypothesis 4-1, which
indicated that the median frequency of doctor’s office visits due to asthma in the prior six
months did not significantly change after intervention. As mentioned above, the sample
size was inadequate to analyze proposed Hypotheses 4-2 and 4-3.
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Hypotheses 5 and 6: Burden of Asthma. The burden of asthma is often described
in terms of missed school days by the child, due to asthma, and missed work days by
caregivers tending to the asthmatic child. The pre- and post-intervention frequencies of
missed school days and missed work days as a result of pediatric asthma were ascertained
using self-reported data from the Asthma Supplement; manipulations to the data prior to
statistical analysis were described above. The alternate hypotheses predicted that the
median frequency of missed school days (variable code: PREmiss_sch) and the median
frequency of missed work days (variable code: PREmiss_wrk) would decrease postintervention (variable codes: POSTmiss_sch and POSTmiss_wrk, respectively).
H50:
H5A:

Mdpre-int =Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

H60:
H6A:

Mdpre-int = Mdpost-int
Mdpre-int > Mdpost-int

Results of the statistical analyses of Hypotheses 5 and 6 can be seen in Table 33
below and Tables 34 through 36 on the following page.

Table 33: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 5
Ranks
N

POStmiss_sch PREmiss_sch

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks

4

a

Positive Ranks

0

b

Ties

12

Total
a. POStmiss_sch < PREmiss_sch
b. POStmiss_sch > PREmiss_sch
c. POStmiss_sch = PREmiss_sch

c

16
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Sum of Ranks

2.50

10.00

.00

.00

Table 34: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 5
a

Test Statistics

POStmiss_sch - PREmiss_sch
b

Z

-1.841

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.066

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on positive ranks.

Table 35: Signed Ranks for Hypothesis 6
Ranks
N

POSTmiss_wrk PREmiss_wrk

Mean Rank

Negative Ranks

0

a

Positive Ranks

2

b

Ties

11

Total

Sum of Ranks

.00

.00

1.50

3.00

c

13

a. POSTmiss_wrk < PREmiss_wrk
b. POSTmiss_wrk > PREmiss_wrk
c. POSTmiss_wrk = PREmiss_wrk

Table 36: Test Statistics for Hypothesis 6
a

Test Statistics

POSTmiss_wrk - PREmiss_wrk
b

Z

-1.414

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

.157

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on negative ranks.

The Wilcoxon signed ranks test for the analysis of missed school days resulted in a
two tailed significance value (p = .066), which was transformed into a one-tailed
significance value of p = .033; results indicated that there was a statistically significant
difference between pre- and post-intervention missed school days due to asthma. The
direction of change was as expected; therefore, the null Hypothesis 5 is rejected and the
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alternate Hypothesis 5 (median missed school days in the prior month would decrease) is
accepted.
Alternatively, the results indicated that there was not a statistically significant
difference between pre- and post-intervention caregiver missed work days (one-tailed
significance value p = .079), due to a child’s asthma. Therefore, there is a failure to
reject the null Hypothesis 6, which indicated that the number of missed work days by
caregivers of asthmatic children did not significantly change after intervention.
Summary of Hypotheses Testing
As described above, a number of hypotheses and sub-hypotheses were analyzed for
the home-based childhood asthma intervention study. Results of statistical hypotheses
testing indicated that some changes were of significant magnitude and were in the
expected direction, while other results proved to be either non-significant or nonattainable. A summary of the results of hypotheses testing can be seen in Table 37 on the
following page.
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Table 37: Summary of Hypotheses Testing Results
HYPOTHESIS
NUMBER

1-1

1-2

2

3

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

4

4-1

4-2

4-3

5

6
1

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS
Median self-reported
environmental asthma trigger
types will be reduced postintervention
Median observed environmental
asthma trigger frequency will be
reduced post-intervention
Median scores on the caregiver
Asthma Assessment test will
increase post-intervention
Median overall frequency of selfreported asthma symptoms will
decrease post-intervention
Median frequency of self-reported
past month daytime asthma
symptoms will decrease postintervention
Median frequency of self-reported
past month nighttime asthma
symptoms will decrease postintervention
Median frequency of self-reported
past month use of short-acting
medication will decrease postintervention
Median frequency of self-reported
past month activity limitations
will decrease post-intervention
Median frequency of past six
month health care services use
will decrease post-intervention
Median frequency of past six
month doctor's office visits will
decrease post-intervention
Median frequency of past six
month emergency room/urgent
care visits will decrease postintervention
Median frequency of past six
month overnight hospital
admissions will decrease postintervention
Median frequency of missed
school days per month will
decrease post-intervention
Median frequency of missed work
days per month will decrease
post-intervention

STATISTICAL
RESULT1

CONCLUSION

p = .001

Reject the null
hypothesis

p = .050

Reject the null
hypothesis

p = .309

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

p = .022

Reject the null
hypothesis

p = .070

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

There was no change in the
frequency of daytime asthma
symptoms after intervention

p = .179

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

There was no change in the
frequency of nighttime asthma
symptoms after intervention

p = .003

Reject the null
hypothesis

The frequency of short-acting
medication use decreased after
intervention

p = .183

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

p = .143

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

p = .174

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

Insufficient
sample size

No conclusion

No interpretation can be made

Insufficient
sample size

No conclusion

No interpretation can be made

p = .033

Reject the null
hypothesis

p = .079

Fail to reject the
null hypothesis

INTERPRETATION
The frequency of self-reported
environmental asthma trigger
types decreased after
intervention
The frequency of observed
environmental asthma triggers
decreased after intervention
There was no change in
caregivers ‘scores on the
Asthma Assessment after
intervention
The combined frequency of
asthma symptoms (and proxies)
decreased after intervention

The frequency of activity
limitations did not change after
intervention.
The frequency of overall health
care services use did not
change after intervention.
The frequency of doctor’s
office visits did not change
after intervention.

The frequency of missed
school days decreased after
intervention.
The frequency of caregivers’
missed work days did not
change after intervention

All hypotheses were tested using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed ranks test

A discussion of these results can be found in the following CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS, & RECOMMENDATIONS.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, & RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion of Results
Participant Demographics
Throughout the recruitment period from January 2012 through April 2013, a total of
22 households were enrolled in the home-based childhood asthma intervention study.
Five of the participating households were ultimately excluded from data analysis, as they
failed to provide both pre- and post-intervention data. The 17 included households were
home to 25 self-reported asthmatic children ≤17 years old. Self-reported and
observational data were collected for all participating households, as well as all asthmatic
children, and were recorded on the data collection tools: the Resident Questionnaire, the
Health Questionnaire, the Asthma Supplement, the Asthma Assessment, and the Visual
Assessment Checklist (APPENDIX A).
The majority of the participating households were located in the city of Las Vegas;
however, the greatest number of participating households located within one zip code
(89030) was in North Las Vegas (n = 5); notably, zip code 89030 is primarily Hispanic
(73.1%) and is an area with a substantially lower median income ($31,382 ± $1,813) than
greater Clark County (USCB, 2013a). Most participating homes were either owneroccupied single family residences (n = 5, 29.4%) or rental apartments or condominiums
(n = 5, 29.4%); the home ownership rate for the study population was well below that of
the overall Clark County rate of 55.7% for 2008 – 2012 (USCB, 2013b). All but two of
the participating homes (88.2%) were constructed prior to 1999 and the slight majority of
participants (n = 9, 52.9%) had lived in their home for one year or less; study participants
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also differed from greater Clark County in these regards. For example, as of 2010, 66.6%
of Clark County housing stock had been built prior to the year 2000 (USCB, 2012b);
therefore, the study population was more likely to live in older housing versus the greater
county population at the time. Additionally, from 2008 – 2012, 76.7% of Clark County
residents were reported to have lived in their homes for one year or more, which implies
that study participants may be more transient than the general county population (USCB,
2013b). In addition to housing characteristics, the study population also differed from
overall Clark County demographics on a number of other measures.
Namely, the majority of participating households had four or more occupants (n = 16,
94.1%), while Clark County’s average household size from 2008 – 2012 was 2.74
occupants (USCB, 2013b). Additionally, due to the convenient sampling design, the
study population over-represented Hispanic children. In 2012, 29.8% of the Clark
County population identified as Hispanic (USCB, 2013b); however, the large majority of
participating asthmatic children were identified as being of Hispanic descent (n = 18,
72.0%). The study population was also more likely (41.2% versus 32.9%, respectively)
to speak a language other than English at home versus greater Clark County (USCB,
2013b); seven participating households indicated that Spanish was their primary
language.
Further, in addition to being largely comprised of minority participants, the study
population also heavily consisted of households with lower socioeconomic status. Most
of the participants would be considered Medicaid-eligible and most insured children were
in fact covered by Medicaid (n = 11, 44.0%). The 2012 HUD income limits, which were
the reference values used for the study, identified the median family income in Clark
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County, Nevada to be $64,300. The HUD limits define low income as incomes that are
only 80% of the area median income (AMI); very low incomes are those that are only
50% of the AMI; and extremely low incomes are those that are only 30% of the AMI, all
based on household size (HUD 2012). Based on the household size of the study
participants and the associated HUD income limits, 82.4% of study participants (n = 14)
could be classified as extremely low income (one participant did not report household
income, another participant could be classified as low income, and one additional
participant exceeded the area median income for their household size); in other terms,
these 14 participating households could be identified as living below the poverty line.
The study population was much more likely to be living below the poverty line than the
larger Clark County population (82.4% versus 14.2% from 2008 – 2012, respectively)
(USCB, 2013b).
Finally, the study population also largely consisted of children with somewhat severe
asthma, as defined by self-reported severity from Asthma Action Plans or based on their
self-reported impairment profiles (excluding lung function markers, which were not
collected in this study). Of the participants who reported current use of an Asthma
Action Plan by the asthmatic child (n = 5), three reported the asthma severity
classification on the Asthma Action Plan as intermittent; one reported a mild persistent
severity, and the one additional child was reported to have an asthma severity
classification of moderate persistent. Using the classification guidelines for asthma
severity from the NHLBI 2007 Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma,
Table 38 on the following page identifies the severity classification for each participant
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without a current Asthma Action Plan, based on each self-reported impairment
parameter.

Table 38: Pre-Intervention Participant Asthma Severity Classification Based on SelfReported Impairment
CASE

DAYTIME SYMPTOMS

NIGHTTIME
AWAKENINGS

SHORT-ACTING
MEDICATION

INTERFERENCE WITH
ACTIVITIES

1

Intermittent

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

Intermittent

2

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

3

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

4

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

5

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Mild Persistent

6

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Moderate Persistent

7

Moderate Persistent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Moderate Persistent

8

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

9

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

10

Intermittent

Moderate Persistent

Mild Persistent

Moderate Persistent

11

Severe Persistent

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

Moderate Persistent

12

Moderate Persistent

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

Moderate Persistent

13

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

14

Intermittent

Severe Persistent

Severe Persistent

Moderate Persistent

15

Moderate Persistent

Severe Persistent

Severe Persistent

Moderate Persistent

16

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

Intermittent

17

Mild Persistent

Mild Persistent

Mild Persistent

Moderate Persistent

18

Intermittent

Intermittent

Mild Persistent

Intermittent

19

Moderate Persistent

Moderate Persistent

Moderate Persistent

Moderate Persistent

20

Intermittent

Intermittent

Moderate Persistent

Intermittent
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As Table 38 demonstrates, 12 of the 20 participants (60.0%), without a current
Asthma Action Plan, self-reported at least three out of four impairment levels that would
be consistent with an intermittent asthma severity classification. However, according to
the Guidelines, the asthma severity classification is assigned based on the highest
category indicated by any of the impairment parameters (Adams, Fuhlbrigge, Guilbert,
Lozano, & Martinez, 2002; NHLBI, 2007). Therefore, for the study population including
those with a current Asthma Action Plan, 32.0% of children (n = 8) could be classified
with an asthma severity of intermittent; 12.0% (n = 3) could be classified as having mild
persistent asthma; 28.0% (n = 7) could be classified with moderate persistent asthma; and
an additional 28.0% of participating children (n = 7) could be said to have severe
persistent asthma.
This distribution of asthma severity for the study population, based on self-reported
short-term impairment, is noticeably skewed towards more severe asthma. These results
differ from a national survey of asthma severity, conducted in 1998; the national
distribution of asthma severity, during the time of the study, was: 49.3% intermittent;
19.2% mild persistent; 13.1% moderate persistent; and 18.4% severe persistent (Adams et
al., 2002; Rabe et al., 2004). Given the inverse relationship between asthma severity and
allergen-driven response mechanisms, it is possible that the home-based childhood
asthma intervention, which focused on environmental allergen reduction, may have had
an even greater impact on the study population had the classifications been less severe
(Holgate, 2011). The impact of the intervention study on the impairment parameters
(symptoms) identified above is further discussed in the upcoming section: Discussion of
Research Questions.
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Housing Characteristics
When considering asthma-related characteristics of participants’ home environments,
it is useful to compare study data to statewide data collected via the Asthma Call-Back
Survey (ACBS). The ACBS is an in-depth survey of asthma-related issues and is a
component of the larger Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS); BRFSS
participants that reported a diagnosis of asthma were asked to participate in the follow-up
ACBS. Unpublished, pooled data from the 2007 through 2010 ACBSs provided insight
into the characteristics of the homes of 986 adult asthmatics in Nevada (Nevada State
Health Division [NSHD], 2012). While the ACBS data represent adult asthmatics (and
differences in race/ethnicity profiles and income levels exist between the ACBS and the
childhood asthma intervention study), the ACBS survey data provide useful insight into
asthmatics’ home environments, which is otherwise unavailable; a number of interesting
comparisons are made in Table 39 below.

Table 39: Comparison between 2007-2010 Nevada Asthma Call-Back Survey
Responses and Childhood Asthma Intervention Study Responses for Selected
Parameters
(Source: NSHD, 2012)
PERCENTAGE OF PARTICIPANTS RESPONDING AFFIRMATIVELY
PARAMETER

NEVADA ASTHMA CALL-BACK
SURVEY (2007 – 2010)

HOME-BASED CHILDHOOD ASTHMA
INTERVENTION STUDY
(PRE-INTERVENTION)

Presence of Mold/Musty Odor

7.3%

35.3%

Presence of Indoor Pets

73.1%

52.9%

Pets Allowed in the Bedrooms

57.7%

29.4%

Cockroaches

19.8%

Rodents

3.2%

Visual Pests

82.4%

Smoking Tobacco in the Home

14.9%

23.5%

Presence of Unvented Gas Appliances

6.2%

41.2%

Use of Allergen-Reducing Pillow Covers

26.0%

4.8%

Use of Allergen-Reducing Mattress Covers

27.3%

14.3%

N = 986

N = 17
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Data from the table above demonstrate additional differences between the housing
characteristics of the study population and the housing characteristics of the larger
population of asthmatics in Nevada. For nearly all parameters, the pre-intervention study
population had substantially more participants with a given exposure than the larger
ACBS population; the exception being the percentage of participants reporting domestic
pets and their associated behaviors. Post-intervention, while most of the exposure
parameters were reduced, the most marked change in frequency occurred through the
increased use of allergen-reducing pillow and mattress covers, which is seen as protective
against exposure to house dust mite allergens (Rao & Phipatanakul, 2011). Nearly all
study participants (91.7%) reported post-intervention use of allergen-reducing pillow and
mattress covers for the asthmatic children. Twenty allergen-reducing pillow covers were
provided across 14 participating households (82.4%) and 17 allergen-reducing mattress
covers were provided across 13 participating households (76.5%) during the intervention
portion of the study; case specific distribution can be found in APPENDIX L.
Participant Behaviors
Descriptive changes in participants’ behaviors were also apparent from pre- to postintervention; many of which could be deemed protective against exposure to
environmental asthma triggers. Post-intervention, fewer participants with domestic pests
allowed them in the bedrooms; aside from removing domestic pets from the home
entirely, this strategy is seen as appropriate for reducing exposure to pet allergens (EPA,
2013). Post-intervention, all participants self-reported the use of damp mopping cleaning
techniques and all participants with vacuums reported their use; both cleaning techniques
are preferred for the reduction of allergens in the home (Krieger et al., 2010; NCHH,
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2008). Interestingly, post-intervention visual assessments by study investigators
classified the average cleanliness of two participating homes as “not clean” and another
four participating homes as only partially clean, making regular damp mopping or
vacuuming unlikely to have occurred in these homes; this finding highlights the
differences between self-reported and observed data. However, some self-reported data
were, in fact, supported by investigator observations. For example, participants reported
an increased frequency of properly storing garbage, which was confirmed visually by
investigators; this behavior is an example of an Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
technique, which (when multiple IPM techniques are employed) has been shown to be
effective at reducing pest exposure (Krieger et al., 2010).
While the participant behaviors discussed above changed for the positive after
intervention, additional participant behaviors changed from pre- to post-intervention in an
undesirable direction. For example, the self-reported changing of HVAC air filters in an
appropriate time frame (every one to three months) decreased post-intervention. Also,
the use of harsh chemical irritants and air freshening products did not decrease
substantially after intervention. Improper ventilation and increased use of volatile
chemicals could negatively impact indoor air quality and could continue to prompt
asthma symptoms (EPA, 2013).
In addition to the data discussed above, the study also collected additional selfreported data pertaining to general health (i.e., physical activity and diet) behaviors of the
participating asthmatic children; behaviors that may contribute to childhood obesity,
which has been linked to asthma exacerbation (Kusunoki et al., 2012). Post-intervention
frequency of weekly physical activity and the time spent per physical activity session
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both increased for eight participating children (weekly frequency decreased for five
children, while time spent reduced for three children). In terms of a healthy diet, daily
fruit and vegetable intake reportedly increased for six participating children, while
decreasing for five children. Weekly fast food consumption decreased for three
participating children and increased for three additional participating children. Overall,
self-reported ratings of the healthiness of the asthmatic children’s diet slightly increased
to a mean of 7.20 ± 1.44 (on a scale where 5 was considered “average” and 10 was
considered “healthy”). While perceived improvements in these areas could be considered
positive outcomes, the home-based childhood asthma intervention study did not intervene
on these measures specifically; therefore, credit for positive outcomes (or, conversely,
negative outcomes) in physical activity and diet behaviors cannot be attributed to
participation in the study. Further, no additional home-based asthma intervention studies
in the literature could be found that also reported on these health measures; therefore, no
direct conclusions can be made.
Discussion of Research Questions
This study attempted to answer three broad research questions. First, the study
attempted to determine the impact of a home-based childhood asthma intervention
program on the presence of recognized environmental contributors to asthma. The results
for this study suggest that a home-based childhood asthma intervention program can
successfully reduce the presence of both self-reported and observed environmental
asthma triggers in the home environment of Clark County asthmatic children; a result
which is mirrored by similar successes in the literature (Krieger et al., 2005; Krieger et
al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2004; Takaro et al., 2004). In fact, for this study population, the
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overall frequency of instances, as well as general types of environmental asthma triggers
were reduced based on both self-reported and observational data.
Post-intervention, raw self-reported data from participants identified: fewer instances
of mold in any room of their home; improved food storage and garbage storage behaviors
(e.g., keeping food in airtight containers and disposing of trash in receptacles with lids);
less evidence of a cockroach infestation or other pest infestation anywhere in the home;
and reduced occupant or visitor use of tobacco products in the home. Additionally, when
cumulated, the post-intervention reduction in the median frequency of self-reported
environmental asthma triggers (and proxy environmental asthma triggers) was also
statistically significant. Recognizing that self-report data may be biased, objective
observational data were also collected to answer the first research question.
As with the self-reported data, post-intervention raw data from study investigator
observations also identified overall reductions in environmental asthma triggers. Postintervention, the investigators observed: fewer unvented gas appliances; fewer instances
of suspected mold; fewer instances of improperly stored food or trash; as well as, reduced
evidence of pest infestations. When looking at observed types of environmental asthma
triggers present (versus the sum of all instances), the frequency also decreased postintervention. When overall frequency and types of asthma triggers were analyzed
statistically, the noted post-intervention decreases in the raw data were found to be
statistically significant. These results are consistent with the literature that suggests that
home-based interventions can be effective at reducing exposure to environmental asthma
triggers (Morgan et al., 2004).
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Second, the study attempted to determine the impact of a home-based childhood
asthma intervention program on caregivers’ general knowledge of asthma. The Asthma
Assessment test was proctored to the adult head of household during the pre-intervention
and post-intervention visits (excluding the first two enrolled cases); pre-intervention
deficiencies were used to guide the targeted educational portion of the intervention. The
Asthma Assessment test was designed as a 20 point true/false test focused on asthma:
symptoms, triggers, management, and prevention. Overall, the change in Asthma
Assessment scores was not statistically significant; however, seven participants did
increase their score after intervention. Another four participants’ scores did not change,
but both their pre- and post-intervention scores were relatively high (18/20 for n = 2 and
20/20 for n = 2). As the mean score on the pre-intervention Asthma Assessment tests
was 17.53/20, it is not surprising that there was not room for significant improvement. It
is unclear whether the study population was particularly knowledgeable about the asthma
topics of concern or if the Asthma Assessment test was oversimplified. As such, the
impact of the targeted education portion of this home-based childhood asthma
intervention program cannot adequately be assessed for this population.
Finally, the study attempted to determine the impact of a home-based childhood
asthma intervention program on self-reported asthma symptoms and self-reported burden
of the disease (as measured by use of health care services, as well as missed school days
by the asthmatic child and missed work days for the asthmatic child’s adult caregiver). In
terms of self-reported asthma symptoms, raw data indicated mean post-intervention
decreases in frequency for all symptoms (and symptom proxies): daytime symptoms,
nighttime symptoms, use of short-acting medication, and normal activity interference;
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when combined, the decrease was statistically significant. This result was expected, as
reducing exposure to environmental asthma triggers has been connected to reductions in
symptomatic days (Morgan et al., 2004).
Individually, daytime symptoms decreased from pre- to post-intervention for ten
participating children (40.0%); while in the desired direction, this decline was not
statistically significant (although it was approaching significance, p = .070). Nighttime
symptoms also decreased from pre- to post-intervention for seven participants (28.0%);
this reduction also failed to meet statistical significance. Nine participants (36.0%) also
demonstrated improvements in the degree of normal activity interference caused by
asthma during post-intervention; again, this reduction, alone, was also not statistically
significant. However, statistical significance was reached for the post-intervention
reduction in the frequency of use of short-acting medications; this finding is important, as
caregivers of asthmatics outside of the intervention program may be more likely to
increase, rather than decrease, the use of short-acting medications in response to a
perceived increase in symptom severity (Graves, Adams, Bender, Simon, & Portnoy,
2007).
In terms of asthma burden, additional measures were collected: the number of visits
to doctor’s offices, urgent care/emergency rooms, and hospital admissions in the prior six
months; the number of missed school days by the asthmatic child in the prior month; and
the number of missed work days by the child’s caregiver in the prior month. Assessing
the burden of asthma in terms of health care use was a challenge in this study, as there
was not adequate power to detect changes in this infrequent outcome. No participants in
the study reported overnight hospital admissions and only three participants reported use
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of an urgent care facility or emergency room at pre-intervention; had the participants had
more poorly controlled asthma, it is possible that the frequency of these outcomes would
have been greater and more likely to be measurable (Morgan et al., 2004). The number
of doctor’s office visits due to asthma did decrease post-intervention, which is seen as
beneficial, but it did not decrease significantly.
In contrast, the number of missed school days due to asthma did significantly
decrease for study participants; however, whether or not school was in session during the
month prior to either the pre- or post-intervention visit was not addressed. Missed work
days by caregivers were also assessed both pre- and post-intervention and no significant
change was identified; however, hereto, the out-of-home work status of the respondent
for the prior month was not addressed. Further, it was not verified that the primary
occupant who responded to the questionnaire regarding missed work was, in fact, the
child’s primary caregiver who would, in turn, be forced to miss work to care for the
asthmatic child. These shortcomings of the data collection tools highlight some of the
proposed recommendations that could improve upon the current home-based childhood
asthma intervention program.
In summary, the home-based childhood asthma intervention program provided the
following answers to three over-arching research questions: 1) as implemented, the
program can effectively reduce both self-reported and observed frequencies of known
environmental asthma triggers and trigger proxies in participants’ homes; 2) as designed,
the program did not improve caregivers’ general knowledge about asthma; however, it is
unclear whether this was due to above average knowledge at baseline or due to
ineffective educational interventions/assessments; and 3) as implemented, the program
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can decrease the frequency of asthma symptoms in participants and can decrease the
related burden of missed school days, but may not significantly decrease missed work
days of adult caregivers or use of health care services.
Interpretation of Results
The results from this home-based childhood asthma intervention study are perhaps
most usefully compared to two noteworthy multi-faceted asthma intervention studies in
the literature. In the Seattle-King County Healthy Homes Project study by Krieger et al.
(2005), 274 children with provider-diagnosed persistent asthma were enrolled in a casecontrol asthma intervention study to compare a high-intensity intervention (seven home
visits and a full set of resources) to a low-intensity intervention (a single home visit and
limited resources). Similarly, in the Inner City Asthma Study by Morgan et al. (2004),
937 asthmatic children with positive skin tests to indoor allergens were enrolled in a yearlong case-control study; cases received education in the form of six modules and targeted
intervention activities over a minimum of five visits, while controls received only biannual evaluations.
To briefly summarize the results of Krieger et al.’s study, the high-intensity
intervention group demonstrated significantly: higher quality of life for caregivers;
reduced use of urgent health services; reduced days with asthma symptoms in the prior
two weeks; reduced days with activity limitation; reduced use of short-acting
medications; and reduced missed school days in the prior two weeks; no statistically
significant change was demonstrated in missed work days. In the Inner City Asthma
Study, intervention participants demonstrated significant: reductions in days with asthma
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symptoms; reductions in unscheduled health care visits; and reductions in measured
environmental allergen levels (Morgan et al., 2004).
Some of the statistically significant results achieved by the aforementioned studies
were also achieved by this home-based childhood asthma intervention program (i.e.,
reduced environmental asthma triggers; reduced overall asthma symptom frequency;
reduced use of short-acting medications; reduced missed school days). This study was
also similar to the studies above, in that there was not a statistically significant reduction
in the number of missed work days. However, despite these similar results, sizable
differences also exist.
There may be several explanations for the failure of this home-based childhood
asthma intervention program to mimic all positive results of the aforementioned studies:
1) the sample size was substantially smaller than those in the larger studies; 2) the
number of intervention visits in the current program was drastically less than the number
of intervention visits in the comparison longitudinal studies (less frequent than even the
control group visits); 3) variables were collected differently (e.g., baseline days with
symptoms in the current study were collected as ordinal variables, rather than continuous
variables; in the comparison studies, daytime and nighttime symptoms were combined;
additional clinical markers were collected); 4) participants of the larger studies were
required to have more severe asthma classifications and to have more consistent use of
health care services at baseline than was required of participants in the current program;
and 5) a behavioral theory was not employed by the current study when providing
education. However, given these prominent differences in study design and
methodology, it is notable that the current home-based childhood asthma intervention
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program was still able to demonstrate significant improvements in a number of
participant and home environment characteristics.
Study Limitations
This home-based childhood asthma intervention program study had a number of
limitations, which suggest that the data and results may not be generalizable. First, the
recruiting method was one of convenience. Participants were recruited from the NVHHP
Healthy Homes Program, which relied on community partners to refer eligible
participants for a variety of reasons. Therefore, the bias selection of asthmatic children
enrolled in the intervention program was convenient (not random) and may not be
representative of the asthmatic children of the highest need (e.g., those with more severe
symptoms, those with poor asthma control, and those who frequently use emergency
health care services to treat their asthma). Further, because the sample was one of
convenience (and because federal funding for the project ceased two years prematurely),
the final sample size was small (N = 17 households with N = 25 asthmatic children).
Therefore, differences could not be further ascertained based on: age, race/ethnicity,
asthma severity classification, or any other categorical variable. Although statistical
testing with non-parametric techniques allowed for analyses of adequate statistical power,
such a small sample cannot be considered representative of the larger population of
asthmatic children in Clark County, Nevada or representative of the impact of a homebased childhood asthma intervention program outside of this study population.
Additionally, the pre-experimental design of the study was itself limited. With the
pre-experimental design, there was no random assignment to an intervention group and to
a control group; in fact, there was no control group at all. There was also limited
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information available from non-participants or from those who failed to complete all
aspects of the study. As a result, changes within the group could be examined from preto post-intervention; however, differences seen in the intervention group from pre- to
post-intervention may be theoretically due to factors outside of the intervention itself
(e.g., changes to the school environment where children spend a large portion of their
time; temporal changes in weather across the months from pre- to post-intervention).
Therefore, threats to internal validity existed and true causality (that the intervention was
the only factor responsible for reducing: environmental asthma triggers, short-acting
medication use, and the number of missed school days) cannot be claimed, but only
inferred.
Further, the data collection tools used in the study were also limited. At the time of
the study, no comprehensive validated tools for the collection of home-based data, that
also included asthma-specific measures, were identified through a literature search. As
such, data collection tools were developed in their entirety specifically for this study;
with the exception of the Asthma Supplement, which contained components of the
validated Asthma Control Test (Nathan et al., 2004; Schatz et al., 2006). Data collection
tools were derived using an expansive search of the literature, in an effort to increase
content validity. Data collection tools were also piloted and modified during the early
phases of the NVHHP Healthy Homes Program to increase their reliability when used for
the home-based childhood asthma intervention study. Additionally, study staff were
similarly trained and certified to ensure data collection techniques were also consistent
throughout the course of the study to limit issues with inter-observer reliability.
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Finally, a number of data collection tools used for the study relied on participants
self-reporting data. Self-reported data was beneficial, as it allowed for the collection of
data not immediately observable during pre- or post-intervention visits; however, selfreported data may be subject to response bias (e.g., due to social desirability); recall bias
(e.g., an inability to recall the age of the child’s asthma diagnosis); or other forms of
cognitive bias. In an effort to counter these potential biases, where possible,
observational data were also collected.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Study
Overall, the home-based childhood asthma intervention study was successful at
improving (in both general and statistical terms) a number of asthma outcomes for a
small group of asthmatic children ≤17 years old, who reside in Clark County, Nevada.
The study also included a population (minority participants of low socioeconomic status)
known to be at increased risk for adverse asthma outcomes. In addition to the measurable
benefits (as already discussed), overall, participants also reported improvements in the
health of their asthmatic children after participation in the intervention program. In fact,
none of the participating children had post-intervention self-reported overall health values
that would be considered below “average” health. Further, the majority of participants (n
= 17, 68.0%) reported that the child’s health was either “somewhat better” or “much
better” after participation in the program.
Despite the apparent successes of the program, a number of recommendations from
the literature and lessons learned from the study could reduce limitations and improve a
future study of its kind. Recommendations for an ideal, future multi-faceted home-based
childhood asthma intervention study in Clark County are as follows:
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1. Conduct a case-control study that is longitudinal by design, which includes
multiple opportunities to collect data and promote positive behavior change
2. Increase the sample size and ensure that individuals of highest risk (e.g., nonHispanic black children) are well-represented in the study population
3. Update current data collection tools by: validating the tools; revising questions to
capture relevant background data (e.g., are you the child’s primary caregiver?) or
to collect new variable types (i.e., continuous versus ordinal); and adding
additional questions to mirror the representative Asthma Call-Back Survey
4. Collect data on additional measures of burden (e.g., caregiver quality of life)
5. Conduct additional objective data collection activities (e.g., allergen testing in the
home and of the participant, spirometry, collection of clinical medical data)
6. Consider a greater focus on behavior change using a recognized behavior change
theory (e.g., Social Cognitive Theory, Social Learning Theory, the
Transtheoretical Model)
7. Provide additional intervention supplies to participants (e.g., HEPA vacuums, air
filters, door mats, food storage containers)
8. Conduct a cost-benefit analysis to highlight the cost-savings associated with
primary prevention activities of a home-based childhood asthma intervention
program
9. Focus on asthma control, regardless of severity classification, to improve overall
quality of life for asthmatic children
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These recommendations are supported by the wealth of current literature that is
available on asthma; however, future research will need to continue to be novel and
innovative to further advance the understanding of such a complex environmental
disease. To continue to improve outcomes for children suffering from this chronic,
incurable, and costly disease and to reduce the global burden of the disease, it remains
essential that the next generation of public health professionals continues to contribute to
the body of knowledge on multi-faceted home-based childhood asthma interventions and
that they further encourage public health practice, funding, and policy to align with the
research findings.
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APPENDIX A – DATA COLLECTION TOOLS
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APPENDIX C – ASTHMA CONTROL TEST

(Figure source: Shatz et al., 2006)
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APPENDIX L – SUMMARY OF PROVIDED INTERVENTION SUPPLIES

ALLERGEN REDUCING
MATTRESS COVER
ALLERGEN-REDUCING
PILLOW COVER
EMERGENCY PHONE #
MAGNET
BATTERIES
(9V FOR DETECTORS)

BORIC ACID

CAULK

PEST STICKY TRAP

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

COCKROACH BAIT STATIONS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
KIT

CLEANING RAGS

GREEN CLEANER

MOP BUCKET

BROOM

Yes Yes

MOP

2

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

Yes

FIRST AID KIT

CARBON MONOXIDE
DETECTOR

1

SMOKE DETECTOR

CASE

Yes Yes
1
1

Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes

3

Yes

4
5

Yes Yes

6

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

7

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

8

Yes

Yes Yes

9

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

10

Yes Yes Yes Yes

11

Yes

12

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

13
Yes

15

Yes

Yes

SUM

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

16
17

Yes

Yes

Yes

14

Yes

Yes

9

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes

12

4

4

6

10

6
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2

11

1

4

4

3

12

Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
2
Yes
2
Yes
1
Yes
2
Yes
1
Yes
3
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
2

Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
2
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
2
Yes
1
Yes
2
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
1
Yes
2
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